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ABSTRACT
Title of Dissertation: Experimental a..i Theoretical Studies of
Inter stellar C;- sins
Joseph Andrew Nuth III
Dissertation directed by: Dr. Isidore Adler, Professor
Geochemistry Program, Chemistry Department
Steady state vibrational populations of SiO and CO in dilute
black body radiation fields have been calculated as a function of
total pressure, kinetic temperature and chemical composition of the
gas. Approximate calculations for polyatomic molecules have also been
presented. Vibrational disequilibrium becomes increasingly
significant as total pressure and radiation density decrease. Many
regions of postulated grain formation are found to be far from thermal
equilibrium before the onset of nucleation. Calculations based upon
classical nucleation theory or equilibrium thermodynamics are exp".ted
to be of dubious value in such regions.
Laboratory measurements of the extinction of small iron and
magnetite grains were made from 1 a5nm to RlOnm and found to be
consistent with predictions based upon publianed optical constants.
This implies that small iron particles are not responsible for the
220ra interstellar extinction feature. A feature which begins near
160nm in the extinction spectrum of HD44179 is identified as due to
Measurements have been made of the critical partial pressure of
Si0 (Pc) necessary to initiate avalanche nucleation in the W-H2
system as a function of temperature (75MT<1NW). The condensate
produced by this process is Si?04 rather than 5102 0 Analysis of Pc
versus T using classical nucleation theory yields a value of S00
erg s/em2 for the surface free energy of the initial clusters. Despite
the fact that this value is in reasonable agreement with those from
the literature, numerous inconsistencies in the analysis are noted.
It is shown that classical nucleation theory is not applicable to this
Measurements of Pc
 vs T for the MR-SIO-H2 system have been
obtained (750K<TONSK). These are compared to similar measurements
for the Si0-H2 313tem. The presence of magnesium lowers the
nucleation barrier for Ut 125K but does not effect condensation at
higher temperatures. Infrared spectra of both the initial condensate
and samples annealed in vacuo at t000K are presented and compared with
infrared observations of OH26.5+0.6. Much of the previously ignored
fine structure in both the 10 and 20 micron features could be modeled
by laboratory produced amorphous silicate smokes.
EXPERIMENTAL AND TdEURETICAL STUDIES
OF
INTERSTELLAR GRAINS
by
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Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of the Graduate School
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of the requirements for the degree of
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Introduction
The chemical oxmposition of interstellar dust has been the
"fact of debate for more than forty years. Mithin the past twenty
five years however, our conception of the interstellar medium has
undergone a drastic change. This environment Was previously aeon as a
benign, quiet oasis in which solids could leisurely nucleate and grow.
Once formed, a grain was believed to persist for eons.
We now know that the interstellar medium is an extremely hostile
environment. It is permeated by cosmic. X and Y rays; bathed in both
hard and soft ultraviolet radiation; heated and mixed by shock waves
from supernova explosions and intercloud collisions. Such processes
bring about the destruction of many of the previously proposed grain
materials much faster than the rates at which they could be reformed.
In fact, because of the extremely low density of condensible material
and the hostility of the environment, it is doubtful that any type of
grain could form in the general interstellar medium.
Our view of the chemical composition of interstellar solids, once
believed to consist of ices of water, methane and ammonia, has
undergone a similar transformation. Grains must now be composed of
materials capable of withstanding high particle and radiation fluxes
for long periods of time. Metals, metal oxides, graphite, metal
carbides and silicates all fulfill such criteria and are therefore the
.
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preferred materials to model interstellar dust. Nevertheless, even
though 1003 are no longer expected to be the mayor constituents of
f	 interstellar grains, they might still be important in the more
sheltered regions of the interstellar medium.
This model of interstellar materials is supported to some extent
by measurements of the depletion patterns of the elements in the
interstellar medium (Field, 1974; Trivedi and Lorimer. 19A1). In such
studies, the absolute absorption strength in a resonance line of an
element is used to calculate its abundance along the line of sight to
a specific star. These abundances are then compared to the 'cosmic'
abundance of the element and its depletion factor is determined.
Although there are numerous observational and theoretical difficulties
in such determinations, the average cosmic depletion pattern indicates
that refractory elements such as Si, 14g, Ni, Fe, Ca, Al and Cr are
more depleted than less refractory species such as S, 0, N, No, Zn or
P. Elements found to be depleted from the gas phase are most probably
incorporated into interstellar grains.
Although models based on the measured depletion patterns can
predict the average elemental composition of interstellar solids, such
models are not able to predict the chemical structure of such
material. A complete model of interstellar grains requires an
understanding of the processes by which they are formed and
subsequently modified in typical astrophysical environments. Such a
model necessarily requires that the structure of the major grain
components be well characterized.
2
• successful attack upon this problem must therefore incorporate
at least three lines of research. First, it is necessary to
understand the physical environment in which nucleation processes
occur. Second, it requires the laboratory production of materials
which amulate the observed properties of interstellar grains.
Finally, it is essential to understand the nucleation process itself,
especially for the refractory materials which are the most likely
components of the dust.
Chapter 1 brie;:y reviews the astronomical literature which
pertains to the forma;,ion, composition or structure of interstellar
grains. Chapter 2 reviews previous laboratory measurements of
materials proposed as models for the dust. This chapter also contains
a brief outline of classical nucleation theory and the manner in which
it has been applied to astrophysical systems.
The results of theoretical calculations to determine the steady
state populations of StO and CO in dilute black body radiation fields
as a function of the total pressure, chemical composition and kinetic
temperature of the ambient gas are reported in Chapter 3. M
approx + mate calculation applicable to polyatomle molecules is also
described in this chapter. Chapter 4 describes the production of
small iron and magnetite grains. Roth of these materials are expected
to be present in the interstellar medium. Tne optical extinction
Spectra of these grains was studied from 195nm to 830 nm and compared
to astronomical observations.
3
Chapter 5 deacribes measurement of the temperature dependence of
the critical pressure of S10 necessary to initiate spontaneous
nucleation in a pure Si0-H2
 system. Theic aessuramants are then used
as the basis upon which to analyze the temperature dependence of the
onset of avalanche nucleation in a Mg-Si0-H2
 system, described in
Chapter 6. Chapter 6 reports studies of the infrared spectra of
amorphous magnesium silicates and Si 203
 as a function of annealing
time at 1000K in vacuo. These materials were produced under carefully
controlled conditions in the laboratory. The implications of these
studies for the formation of interstellar silicates in the atmospneres
of oxygen rich stars are discussed, as are the observational
consequences of this assumption.
References
Field, G.B., 1974, Ap.J., 187. 453
Trivedi. B.M.P. and Larimer, J.W., 1981, Ap.J., 248, 563
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Chapter i	 Astronomical Observations
The astronomical literature relating to interstellar grains has
been extensively reviewed on numerous occasions. The review of 3evage
and Mathis (1979) lists many of the books and review articles which
have appeared before 1979. This chapter will be divided into four
sections. In the first section I will review the various spectral
features observed in the interstellar extinction curve from the far
infrared to the extreme ultraviolet. In the second I will review the
information extracted from scattering and polarization measurements.
In the third section I will discuss the types of grain models which
have been proposed to explain these observations. In the last section
I will review the information available in the literature on regions
considered to be important sources of grains. I will also discuss the
mechanisms by which these grains could be modified or destroyed.
I. SEectral Features of the Interstellar Extinction Curve
one of the oldest and most useful sources of information about
the properties of interstellar grsins is the interstellar extinction
curve. Table 1 lists valves for the average extinction of
5
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Table i
M Average Interstellar Utinotion Curve
Color	 a(microns)	 a 1(siarons 1)	 V %-V)/EM4)
	
A1/6(8-V)
• 0.00 -3.10 0.00
L 3.4 0.29 -2.94 0.16
K 2.2 0.45 -2.72 0.38
1 1.25 0.80 -2.23 0.87
I 0190 1.11 -1.60 1.50	 +
R 0.70 1.43 -0.78 2.32
V 0.55 1.82 0.00 3.10
8 0144 2.27 1.00 4.10
0.40 2.50 1.30 4.40
0.344 2.91 1.80 4.90
0.274 3.65 3.10 6.20
0.250 4.00 4.19 7.29
0.240 4.17 4.90 8.00
0.230 4.35 5.77 8.87
0.219 4.57 6.57 9.67
0.210 4.76 6.23 9.33
0.200 5.00 5.52 8.62
0.190 5.26 4.90 8.00
0.180 5.56 4.65 7.75
0.170 5.88 4.77 7.87
0.160 6.25 5.02 8.12
0.149 6.71 5.05 8.15
0.139 7.18 5.39 8.49
0.125 8.00 6.55 9.65
0.118 8.50 7.45 10.55
0.111 9.00 8.45 11.55
0.105 9.50 9.80 12.90
0.100 10.00 11.30 14.40
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interstellar material as a function of wavelength. This table is
taken from the review of Savage and Mathis (1979). It must be noted
however that this average curve is by no means universally invariant.
Indeed there are many stars which are known to possess anomtolous
extinction (see for instance Sitko. Savage and Head*, 1981 or Snow and
Seab, 1980). Some of these curves are discussed at greater length in
Chapter 4 of this work.
Table 2 lists most of the known spectral features of the
interstellar extinction curve, the material currently held to be
responsible for the feature and the region or regions in which it is
observed. Much of this information is available in the reviews of
Huffman (1977) or Merrill ( 1979). In what follows I will briefly
discuss wnat is 'known' about each feature in this table. I shall
begin with those in the infrared and proceed through the
electromagnetic spectrum into the ultraviolet.
a. Infrared Extinction
The far infrared region (a > 30om) is the "last frontier of
astronomical spectroscopy "(Huffman. 1977). Observations must be
taken at very high altitudes in order to avoid much of the
interference due to atmospheric water vapor. Because the field is
relatively young, most of the spectra available in the literature are
taken at only low resolution. These indicate that the thermal
emission from dust grains surrounding hot sources falls off roughly as
1 1 . This implies either
7
Table 2
Mayor Features of the Interstellar Extinction Curve
Feature
	 Carrier	 mere Observed
_NM_M__^Y-_MN-
	 M-_NNM_N
	 M_-NNMM-MM_
Increase in extinction Silicates 1
(A <	 130xtim)
Increase in Extinction Water Ice HD44179
( A : 159ra)
Extinction Maximus ( 220no) Graphite 1.4
Change in Slope (a ,r 4 10m) Urge Particles 1
Diffuse Bands (Table 2b) (impurities 7) 1
Very Broad Structure Magnetite 1
Mid-Infrared Signatures ( See Table 2a)
45 micron Absorption Mater Ice KL Nebula
Far-Infrared Falloff 'Dirty' Silicates 3
(Intensity	 a 1 ) Magnetite
Legend
N_N----__N--
1. General Interstellar Medium 5. Planetary Nebulae
2. Molecular Clouds/Oompact HII Regions	 6. Eruptive Stars
3. Oxygen Rich Stars 7, Miso. Galactic Sources
4. Carbon Rich Stars 8. Galactic Nuclei
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that the grains have emissivities which are higher than expected in
the infrared or that they are such better absorbers then expected on
the basis of a silicate model. 8uoh enhanced emission night be due to
the presence of impurities within the grain (Aennested.1975) or to the
presence of 'giant' grains (Rowan-Robinson. 1976). It should be noted
that Day (1976, 1981) has produced amorphous silicates, the extinction
of which falls off as 171-8.
Both the sensitivity and resolution of far infrared detectors is
rapidly improving. This has resulted in the recent detection of a
feature at 45mm attributed to water ice (Erickson at al, 1980;
Papoular at al, 1978). I should note however that this feature has
only been detected in the KL Nebula in Orion. the regior. Pith the
strongest known 3.0700 ice feature.
Mid infrared (2uim< a < 30pm) spectra of many Classes of objeCts
have been available at medium to high resolution for about the last
five years in the start wavelength end of this range (U < 13me). High
resolution studies at longer wavelengths are published much less
frequently. This has resulted in the ideuitification of numerous
features at 7► < 13rm and almost none above (m Table 2a) . An
excellent review of the known infrared features from an observational
point of view was presented by Merrill (1979) at the Workshop on
Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Dust Formation in the Spaoe Medium.
This was augmented by a review of the properties of unidentified
infrared features (Willner at al, 1979) presented at the same meeting.
f
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Table ZM
Mid-Infrared Spectral Features
	
Bond Center ( Width) Seen
	 Carrier	 Wher
(aicrons)
	 In e
A
E
A
E
A
E
A
E
E
E
AE
AE
AE
3.1
3.3(0.5)/3.4
3.4
3.5
6.0
6.2(0.3)
6.8
7.7(0.8)
8.6(0.3)
11.2(0.4)
9.7(3.0)/18(3.0)
11.2(1.7)
Continuum
Water Ice
( C-H ? )
( C-H ? )
(poly H2CO ?)
(crater of hydration ?)
	 295979n
2
? 2
? 2.5.7.8
? 2.597.8
? 2.5.7.8
Silicates 1.2.3.(5).(6).7.8
Silicon Carbide 4,(5)
C.Metals.Metal Carbides	 1.4.5.6.7
e A (Seen in Absorption)	 E (Seen in Beission)
Lagend
1. General Interstellar Medium 5. planetary Nebulae
2. Molecular Clouds/Ccapect HII Regions 6. Eruptive Stars
3. Oxygen Rich Stars 7. Misc. Galactic Sources
4. Carbon Rich Stars 8. Galactic Nuclei
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The most widely held beliefs are that amorphous silicates are
responsible fbr the features observed at 9.7 and 18 microns, silicon
carbide is responsible for the feature at 11.2 microns and water ice
Is responsible for the feature at 3.1 microns. These beliefs are by
no means universal. The most controversial identification of this
group is probably the identification of the 9.7 and 18 micron features
as due to silicates. Millar and Duley (1974) have proposed a model
based on cambinations of diatomic oxides such as S10, MyO, N10 and Fi0
which is plausible from spectroscopic point of view. The model is
also Quite interesting in that it &ttumpts to provide, simultaneously,
a mechanism ibr-the selective depletion of the elements and for the
prominent extinction feature observed near 220m. It does not attempt
to explain how such grains form. This could be a major problem since
Day and Donn (1978) have shown that co-condensation of V4 and S10
produces amorphous silicates rather than separate oxides. This will
be discussed in more detail in section III.
An alternative hypothesis, which has received much more notoriety
than acceptance, is that these features are produced by organic
materials (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe. 19778,b). Much of the recent
controversy which surrounds this proposal has centered around the
identification of a feature at 3.4uam which could possibly be due to
the C-H stretching vibration in hydrocarbons (Wickramasinghe and
Allen, 1060). Tne merits of this model will be discussed further in
section III.
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As car be amen by inspection of Table 2s, there are many
unexplained features which can be associated with various grain
Populations, Observations indicate that the features at 6.0 and 6.8
microns could be due to a single species of grains while those at
3.1/3.4. 6.2, 7.7. 8.6 and 11.3 microns could arias in a second
population (Merrill, 1979). Because the 6.0 and 6.8 micron features	 •
are only observed in compact infrared sources in molecular cloud&, the
material reapon&ible for then is probably deatroyed in more hostile
environments. This has led to the speculation that these features
might be due to to hydrocarbons. Specifically, the 6.8 micron feature
could arise from carbonyl groups in various chemical environments
while the 6.0 micron feature could be due to the bending modes of CH 
(Winner at al, 1979). The mechanism which produces the associated
Peaks at 3.4, 6.2, 7.7. 8.6 and 11.2 microns ( which are only observed
In emission) is still Quite controversial. Winner of al (1979)
believe that a fluorescence mechanism could account for the
observations but note that the process would need to be very
effiuient. (For example, each UV photon in NGC 7027 would need to
produce 3 IR photons.) Dwek at al (1980 have shown that these
features could be produced by the thermal emission of hot dust. The
composition of the oonstituent or constituents responsible for these
features is still unknown ( Aitken, 1980) .
Finally, there is a featureless component observed in the
infrared spectra of numerous sources which might be due to the
presence of metallic grains, graphite, amorphous carbon or a metal
carbide. This is especially interesting since such a spectrue is
12
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characteristic of that observed in novae (wy and Hatfield, 1978; Sato
at al, 1978) %herr it is thought that one might aotualiy be observing
grain formation. This will be further discussed in section IV.
b. Visible Extinction
The visible portion of the interstellar extinction spectrum is
characterised by a l-1 dependence. This fact has long been known to
Indicate that the size of the grains responsible for the visible
extinction is on the order of the wavelength of visible light, since
the extinction of larger grains would be independent of wavelength,
while that of caller grains should vary as i -4 . Of such more
interest is the presence of at least 39 diffuse bands (Table 2b) which
occur between 685nm and 440nm. A thorough review of the observations
was presented by Herbig (1975) at IAU Symposium ! 31 while a brief
overview can be obtained from the work of Martin (1978) or Huffman
(1977).
If these features actually originate in grains - and this is
still a matter of debate - then the carriers must be such smaller than
average since typical sized grains should stow an asymmetric profile.
L*csuse the strength of these features does not seem to be correlated
with the strength of the far ultraviolet extinction but does show some
correlation with the feature observed at 22Onm, the bands may &rise in
carbon grains. Measurements of the wavelength dependence of the
polarisation have failed to detect any structure, thus strengthening
13
Table 2b
7be Diffuse Interstellar lands
--------
Mavelenjth(m)	 Central DepthM	 full rldth at Hblf Depth(A)
442.80 16.0 20.0	 -
450.18 6.5 3.0
472.60 5.0 5.0
475.49 3.0 5.6
476.30 5.0 5.3
477.97 3.5 1.8
488.20 6.0 17.0
536.20 2.5 4.4
540.43 5.5 1.0
542.00 2.0 11.0
544.90 4.5 14.0
548.731 6.o 4.4
549.38 5.0 0.8
553.50 2.5 23.0
554.46 3.5 0.8
570.512 7.5 3.5
577.83 6.0 17.0
574.041 37.0 2.6
579.496 22.0 1.3
579.703 22.0 1.3
584.41 3.2 4.5
584.979 9.5 1.0
601.09 4.0 4.2
604.20 2.0 14.0
611.30 5.0 0.85
617.71 7.0 30.0
619.595 14.0 0.70
620.306 16.0 2.3
620.649 16.0 2.3
626.97; 17.0 1.4
628.391 38.0 3•E
6j1.40 4.0 19.0
635.35 3.0 3.1
637.68 5.7 1.5
637.93 16.0 0.86
642.57 4.0 1.1
659.74 3.0 0.6
661.363 34.0 1.1
666.071 ... •••
VA
;z
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the case for graphite carriers at least for the bands at 44 3aa, 518m
and 628.3m (Nartia, 1978). Mare recent work by Mu, York and Snow
( 1980) using observations obtained from the AN3 satellite on a sample
of 110 hot stars has reached the sane general conclusions if one does
not accept the hypothesis that all small grains are responsible for
I	 the increase in the for ultraviolet extinction. In particular it
seems quite possible that such of the increase in the far ultraviolet
P	 extinction is caused by mall silicate particles while a separate
population of small graphite partial*& could exist which sight carry
the diffuse bands (as surfeae impurities ?).
Another puzzling feature of the visible extinction is the
relatively recent discovery of the VB3 (Very Broad Structure). T:s
VOS is between 50 and 100 no wide, peaks around 455am and shows a
minimum near 570nm (Hayes and sox, 1977; Hayes at al, 1973; Rex,
1970. Based on laboratory spectra of a colloidal magnetite
suspension and on spectra of magnetite frca the Orgueil Meteorite,
both of which are quite similar to the VSS, Huffman (1977) has
concluded that magnetite grains could be present in the interstellar
medium. More recently, van Breda and Whittet 09d1) have shown that
the V63 appears to be a widespread feature of the general lnt*rst*llar
extinction. Moreover, they find that a change in the shape of these
features could be Indicative of a chemical change on the surface of
the grains.
The remaining feature in the visible portion of the extinction
curve is a 'knee' or change in slope at about 400ns, fi gs could be
15
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due to a population of larder grains (Huftran, 1977). Other
R
characteristics of this drain population remain unknown and of little
apparent interest.
c. Ultraviolet Extinction
The ultraviolet extinction spectrum of material in the line of
sight to most stars studied to date shows a peak at 217.5na * 2.5m.
This is almost universally attributed to the plasma resonance peak in
small graphite partial*& (approximately 20na in radius). Much of the
recent disoussion has centered around the possible effect of an ice
coating on the observable properties of such particles (see Hecht,
1981). Duley. Millar and Williams (1979) however have presented an
alternative model to produce this feature from a mixture of diatomic
oxide grains. Thir model will be disoussed in section III.
Within the last year or so, spectra have been obtained which
either do not mho w the peak near 220nr (Sitko, Savage and Meade. 1981;
Snow and Stab. 1980) or which show a peak that is unusually weak
(Saab, Snow and Joseph, 1981; Witt, 8ohlin and Stecker, 1981; Witt and
Cottrell, 1980). Most regions which exhibit anomalous behavior near
220nm appear to be dense clouds where the graphite grains responsible
for the feature might either be selectively destroyed by some unknown
mechanism or accrete mantles to mask it. This problem is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 5 where we show that magnetite grains could
account for many of the observed features of such regions. We also
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show that in at least one oaae, that of HD44179• a aubstential loo
mantle over a core of magnetite grains can reproduce the publish"
ultraviolet spectrum. To the best of our knowledge this is the first
reported identification of the water Los ultraviolet absorption-edge
In interstellar material. This is the feature listed at 159m in
0.	 Table 2.
Following the 220M peak, the average interstellar extinction
decreases and reaches a minimum between 180ne and Man. This is
followed by an increase in the far ultraviolet extinction which
continues to at least 100m. A distribution of mall silicate grains
is generally thought to cause this increase (Mathis, Rumple and
Nordsienk, 1977) since it has been shown that the strength of the
220nm feature is not well correlated with it (Wu, York and Snow, 1980)
but that the strength of the 9.7 micron silicate feature is (Savage
and Mathis. 1979)
II. Data from Scattering and PolA rixation Studies
Independent measurement of the scattering properties of
interstellar grains, if the total extinction cross section is already
known, can put quite severe limits on the composition and size
distribution of the grain population. Such measurements have been
attempted for the dust in reflection nebulae and the dust responsible
for the Diffuse Galactic Light (DGL). Unfortunately, such data is
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extremely difficult to interpret due either to uncertainty in the
geometry of the source (or stellar radiation field), uncertainty in
the dust distribution within the nebula (or within the galaxy) and
uncertainties inherent in the theory of light scattering. Ibis last
is because the phase function used to interpret most observations
(Henyey and Greenstein, 1941) depends on only two parameters; a, the
albedo of the particle and g, the average value of the cosine of the
scattering angle. Within certain limits, almost any value of one
	 •
parameter can give a satisfactory fit to the observations if a
suitable adjustment of the other parameter is made. This is further
complicated by doubts concerning the applicability of this function
based both on laboratory measureme is (Zerull, 1976; Chylek. Grams and
Pinnick. 1976) and on Hie theory (see Savage and Mathis. 1%79).
Linear polarization measurements of dust in circ uostellar shells,
dense clouds and the interstellar medium yields information on the
size distributions of these grain populations as Well as saes
constraints on the ecxeposition of the material kbich causes the
polarization. Measurements of the circular polarization yield more
certain Compositional constraints on the carrier of the polarization
as Well as information about the probable changes in grain alignment
along the line of sight. We can thus study either the variation of
the galactic magnetic field or the mechanise of grain alignment
provided that a suitable model for the other is assumed. Polarization
measurements across individual spectral features can be used to
determine if the feature is contained in the same population of Grains
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responsible for the overall , polarization and thus can help to further
define and delineate specific grain populations.
The following sections will discuss measurements of the Diffuse
Galactic Light, reflection nebulae, linear and circular polarization
and measurements of the polarization across individual spectral
features. Much of this information is taken from the reviews of
•	 Huffman (1977) and Savage and Mathis (1979) although more recent
observations have been added where these either contradict or extend
previous interpretations.
a. Scattering Measurements
There are many problems inherent in the measurement of the DGL.
In the visible. the DGL is faint compared to radiation due to direct
starlight and to the Zodiacal light (scattering of sunlight from
interplanetary grains - see IAU Symposium /90). At 530m, the average
value of the ratio of the DGL to starlight to Zodiacal Light is one to
three to six respectively (Roach and Megill, 1961). The ratio of DGL
to starlight increases to about 1 to 2.5 near the galactic equator
(Witt. 1968). Unfortunately, there is an uncertainty of at least ?0%
in the brightness of the average stellar radiation field. The
uncertainty of the magnitude of the Zodiacal Light is also large when
compared to the intensity of the DGL. Uncertainties in the stellar
radiation field increase at increased galactic latitudes (Savage and
Mathis. 1979).
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In the ultraviolet, problems associated with the Zodiacal Light
are less important due to the relative weakness of the solar spectrum.
Unfortunately, models of the stellar ultraviolet radiation field are
such less reliable than those in the visible. Furthermore, since most
of the ultraviolet flux is provided by fairly bright stars which have
a rather irregular distribution within the galaxy (Henry, 1977) such
models are sore difficult to construct.
Despite such difficulties, some useful information can be
extracted from measurements of the intensity of the DGL sa a function
of galactic latitude. In the visible, the grains must be relatively
efficient scatterers (a ) 0.4); the most probable value for a is 0.7 1
0.1 (Savage and Mathis, 1979). The value of g is 1033 certain (and
cannot be determined indepenaentl y of a; the most probable value of g
in the visible is 0.7 t 0.2 (Savage and Mathis, 1979). In the
ultraviolet. Lillie and Mitt (1916) found that 0.6 < g < 0.9 over the
spectral range 150nm < 1 ( 420m. They also concluded that O(a)300m)
: 0.7 3 1, a(-r220n') s 0.35 t 0.05 and that a(155m) s 0.6 s 0.05.
This indicates first, that the grains are strongly forward scattering,
second, that the extinction peak observed at 220m is at least
partially due to absorption and third, that the albedo of interstellar
grains increases in the far ultraviolet. Huffman (1977) finds this
last conclusion rather disturbing since it indicates increased
scattering efficiency combined with decreased absorption at far
ultraviolet wavelengths. Most solids show increased absorption at
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these energies. These results have however been confirmed by IMnry
(1981) whe finds a > 0.5 and g > 0.7 in the far ultraviolet.
Nevertheless, recent studies of the surface brightness of the
Herope Nebula (Andriesse at al, 1977) indicate that g • 0.25 is the
far ultraviolet (Mitt, 1977). Similar conclusions were drawn from
observations of the Orion Reflection Nebulosity (Mitt and Lillie,
1978). Because it is hard to find a single population of grains which
will have a forward directed (g > 0 ;) phase function in the visible
and simultaneously produce more isotropic scattering in the far
ultraviolet. Witt (1979) has proposed that there is a second
population of grains which cause the for ultraviolet scattering.
These particles should be extremely small so that they scatter
essentially as Rayleigh particles. Because of the observed increase
in the far ultraviolet extinction, the number density of these grains
would need to be extremely high compared to the density of the grain
population responsible for the visible extinction.
The most serious problems associated with the study of reflection
nebulae are related to the determination of the geometry of the system
(Jura, 1977. 1979). Such problems include the possible variation in
Just density and grain sixe throughout the nebula, as well as the more
familiar problems associated with the exact determination of the
relative positions of the cloud, observer and illuminating star. M
additional problem in such studies is the possibility that the dust in
these nebulae is not representative of the general population of
interstellar grains. Therefore, although there is some evidence that
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the far ultraviolet phase function of interstellar grains appears to
be more isotropic than in the visible, this evidence is by no means
conclusive. Because of the inherent uncertainties in the value of g,
It is impossible to reach any definite conclusions about the real
value of a in the far ultraviolet.
b. Polari nation Measurements
The variation of linear polarization as a function of galactic
coordinates has been well described in the astronomioal literature
(see Mathewson and Ford, 1970; Coyne, Gehrels and Serkowski, 1974;
Serkowski, Mathewson and Ford, 1975). Variations in the position
angle of the polarization can be explained by variations in the
galactic magnetic field and in the alignment effici*,r of the
polarizing material. Variation of the strength of polarization as a
function of wavelength can only be explained with respect to the
optical properties of the grains themselves. The wavelength at which
thr strength of the polarization reaches a maximun (Amax) varies from
about 410nm in the Cygnus 08-2 association up to about 800nm in dense
regions such as Orion, Scorpius and Ophiuchus (Savage and Mathis,
1979). This is commonly attributed to variation in the average size
of the grains. Denser regions such as Orion might tend to have larger
i
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grains due to the accretion of mantles or the effects of coagulation
(see section IV) and thus Amax would tend to occur at longer
wavelengths. A region such as the Cygnus 00-2 Association could be
characterized by a smaller average grain size if many of the larger
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grains have been eliminated due to the extremely high radiative flux
of the region. The avers;e value of %max is approximately 550nm
(Savage and Mathis. 1979).
Despite the rather large variations in both the observed strength
and wavelength dependence of interstellar polarization, the normalized
polarization (P(%)/Pmax) can be fit by a function which, for most
_.	 regions, depends solely on the ratio of %/%max (Equation 1) where K
3
PW/Pmax = exp(-K tn2U/%max) )	 (1)
usually is set equal to 1.15. A more recent study by Wilking et al.
(1980) which measured the wavelength dependence of the polarization
from 300rm to 1000m indicates that K should actually depend on Amax
i.e. K_1.71max, due to the observed narrowing of the normalized
polarization curve in regions characterized by large values of %max.
This is thought to reflect a change in the size distribution of the
grain populations of such regions rather than in the optical constants
of the average grain material.
Equation 1 (with K = 1.15) adequately describes most observations
of regions of small and large average grain sizes. Therefore, the
optical constants of the material responsible for the polarization
must remain relatively constant from the blue into the near infrared
(Martin, 1974). This appears to rule out graphite as the carrier of
polarization but allows such dielectric materials as ices, silicates
and silicon carbide.
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In the near infrared (a ( 1600m) . equation (1) does not
F
	 adequately describe the degree of polarisation observed toward young
molecular cloud sources. Quite often the maximum polarization at
these wavelengths is such higher than expected. In fact, large
variations are observed within the same molecular cloud complex. This
indicates that the excess polarisation arises close to the infrared
source rather than in the intervening interstellar medium. Dyck and
Lonsdale (1981) feel that the most plausible explanation for this
phenomenon is that the excess polarization arises from within the
cloud itself by radiation which passes through a medium of aligned
grains.
In such sources it is impossible to Measure PW at shorter
wavelengths due to the heavily reddened nature of the cloud. However.
Measurements of the angle of polarization within the source can be
compared to the angle Measured in the visible for nearby OB stars. If
angles are correlated, then the excess polarization of the cloud
iue to alignment of the grains by the galactic magnetic field. The
ength of the field within these clouds however is expected to be
h greater than average due to the compression of the Magnetic field
D3 by the collapsing cloud. Such a correlation has been found
A and Lonadele. 1979) although the evidence is certainly not
rwhela ing. The observations indicate that the grains in both
roes are aligned by the same mechaniam - the action of the galactic
netic field. A corrolary is that trapped magnetic field lines can
V a significant role in the evolution of such dense regions.
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In the visible, measurements of the circular polarisation have
been used to place some helpful constraints on the composition of the
polarising material. It is well Mom that the wavelength dependence
of circular polarisation for a dielectric changes silo at some
wavelength. Jxo. If the Imaginary part of the optical constant ( k) is
near 0, then he • hoax, the wavelength at which the linear
polarisation reaches a maximum (Martin. 1980). As k increases, ho
becomes larger than hoax. Because the index of refraction of metals
is independent of wavelength, circular polarisation produced by
metallic particles does not necessarily change sign; although if it
does than he t< hmax (Savage and Mathis, 1979). Because the quantity
(hc-hmax) is also quite sensitive to the value of n, it is possible
for he to be approximately equal to hmax even if 00, if n is also
wavelength dependent. This situation does occur in the case of
magnetite grains (Shapiro, 1975).
Observations of the circular polarization in numerous sources
were made by Martin and Angel (1976). In all cases they found that ho
: hoax. Therefore the material responsible for the polarization in
these objects must be a dielectric. Similar studies have been carried
• out by other workers (see for instance McMillan and Tapia, 1977).
Such studies rule out graphite as the carrier of the interstellar
polarization.
Measurement of the wavelength dependence of the polarisation
across specific spectral features can not only help to clarify the
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interrelationships between'the various features but can also yield an
upper limit to their band strength&. Observational messureaents of
the wavelength dependence of the polarization across the 10 micron
feature in the ON source and in the galactic center have shown that
the volume absorption coefficient of the material responsible for this
feature must be less than 3 x 10 3 and 7 x 103 respectively (Martin,
1978 p.202). This tends to confirm the amorphous nature of this
material since more ordered minerals (such as quartz) tend to have
higher volume absorption coefficients (Martin, 1975; Capps, 1976;
Capps and Knack*, 1976).
On the other hand, polarization measurements across the diffuse
bands at 443nm, 518nm and 628.3ru indicate that the grains which carry
these features are not aligned (Martin and Angel, 1975). These
features therefore do not arise in the same population of grains
responsible for the silicate feat gire at 10 microns. If the diffuse
bands arise in the same population of =all graphite grains thought
responsible for the feature at 220m, then there should be no
pronounced wavelength dependence across this region. Measurements
have indeed shown that the variation of P(a)/Pmax across the 220na
feature is adequately predicted by Equation 1 (Gehr*ls, 1974). In
this manner, a systematic survey of the wavelength dependence of We
polarization across all observed absorption features could be
exteremly benificial. It would be quite interesting for instance, if
it were discovered that there were two populations of diffuse bands,
one of which arises in aligned grains, the other in nonaligned
carriers.
ke
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III Models of the Chemical Composition or Interstellar Grains
There are at leases three different approaches from which grain
models have been constructed. Thermodynamic models have been proposed
to predict Wo .2omposition of the grains formed in the atmospheres of
stars (Gilman, 'N'9; Fix, 1969a,b, 1971) • circumstellar shells
(Hackwell, 1971) , the presolar nebula (Grosmen,1972; Lorimer and
Grossman, 1974) and the e,)ecta from supernovae (Lattiaer, Schramm and
Grossman, 1978; LattiLmer and Grossman, 1978). Calculations based on
nucleation theory have been performed to predict the rate of
condensation and final size distribution of thermodynamically
predicted materials in regions of astronce ical interest. These models
exemplify a relatively pure theoretical approach. They start with
basic theory, make some simplifying assumptions about the chemical
composition, temperature and pressure history of the region considered
and thereby calculate the properties of the condensate. To the extent
that the theoretical framework employed and the assumptions made
correzpond to reality, the conclusions drawn from such work are valid.
The thermodynamic approach will be discussed in this section.
Discussion of models based on nucleation theory will be postponed
until the theory is reviewed in Chapter 2.
A second approach to the problem is purRly empirical. In iaodels
of this sort, an attempt is made to synthesize the observed properties
of interstellar grains by appropriate combinations of 'woll known'
materials. Such models include the work of Mathis and co-workers
t
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(Mathis, Rumple and Ibrdsieck, 1977 - hereafter MU; Mathis, 1979;
Mathis and Mallenhorst, 1981) who attempt to obtain quantitative
ma%A Aes to observations of the interstellar extinction in the range
110mm < I < 1000= using mixtures of graphite, enstatite, olivine,
silicon carbide, iron and magnetite grains. Also .Included are the
less quantitative models of Duley and co-markers (i.e. Duley, Millar
and Williams, ;979), Hoyle and Mickramasinghe (1977, 1979) and that of
Hong and Greenberg 01980). Such models will be described below.
A third approach is to attempt the laboratory production of
materials similar to those expected to be formed under astrophysical
conditions. Such work has been undertaken by Donn and co-workers
(i.e. Day and Donn, 1978; Donn et al, 1981) who have condensed an
amorphous magnesium silicate from the vapor. The infrared spectrum of
this material resembles the 10-20 micron spectra of oxygen rich
regions. Matrix isolation studies of the intermediates in this
reaction have been carried out in an attempt to understand the
mechanism by which such species condense (Khanna, Stranz and Donn,
1980). More refined vapor phase experiments of the nucleation of
Si0-H2 and Mg-Si0-H2 systems have recently been completed (see
Chapters 5 and 6 of this dissertation). The experimental approach has
also been taken by Greenberg and colleagues (Hagen, Allamandola and
Greenberg, 1979; Allamandols, Greenberg and Norman, 1979) who
concentrate on the processing of ice mixtures by ultraviolet
radiation. Such materials form a host of organic compounds which
could possibly account for the unidentified infrared emission features
discussed earlier and might also help to explain the formation of same
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of LM more complex organic molecules c.bserved in dense clouds. This
approach will be discussed is the second review chapter which will
emphasise laboratory investigations related to the study of grain&.
a. Thermodynamic Models
The thermodynamio approach is by far the most straightforward
means of predicting the compoattion of interstellar materials,
although a few rather important initial assumptions must obviously be
made. First, one must assume that the system under study is indeed in
thermodynamic equilibrium. Second, one aunt assume that the
thermodynamic data for all species of importance have been included in
the calculations. 'third, one must assume a particular temperature —
pressure history for the system of interest. Fburth, one must assume
an initial coa position appropriate to the region under consideration.
Finally, one usually assumes that the equilibrium approximation breaks
down to some degree in order that some of the earlier condensates are
preserved through later metamorphoses. One now aerely begins at an
appropriately high temperature, so that all of the species are
initially in the gas phase, and allows the temperature to fall until
the first solid condenses.
As an example, let us consider the condensation of corundum
(Al203) from the vapor . Equation (2) is a consequence of the usual
Keq . P2(AI) x P 3(0)	 (2)
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definition of the equilibrium constant for the reaction of a gas and
solid. Similarly, Keq equals exp(-et AM , It is usually assumed that
the gas is well mixed so that by keeping track of the total pressure
of the major spool*& (usually H atoms) and defining a quantity i such
that it represents the fractional abundance of an element in the gas
phase, equation (2) can be rewritten as
exp((TAS - AH)/kT) : *2Al#30(NH KT) 5	 (3)
in which the measured thermodynamic quantities &H and &S have been
substituted for AG and NHkT has been used for PH. NH is defined as
the number density of H atoms. When the left hand side of Equation
(3) becomes equal to the right hand side. Al203 grains are said to
condense from the vapor.
When condensation occurs, one usually assumes that the reaction
procedes to completion, i.e. continues until one of the grain
constituents becomes virtually Depleted from the gas phase. The
composition of the remaining vapor is then recalculated and the system
is again allowed to cool until the next solid species becomes stable.
This process is continued either until the vapor is completely
condensed or until one decides that the assumption of thermodynamic
equilibrium has :broken down sufficiently that further computations are
meaningless. It should be noted that these calculations can (and
often do) include provisions for the reaction of previously condensed
material with either gaseous or even other solid components within the
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system. Thus iron grains, which condense at a relatively high
temperature, could be converted to magnetite at lower temperatures,
corundum could be transformed to anorthite, etc.
Thermodynamic models can be amid to have lied some measure of
success. Gilman (1969) predicted that the condensates from oxygen
rich M stars should contain an appreciable fraction of silicates.
Sil ioate-like absorption at 10 microns was subsequently observed.
Hoyle and wickramasinghe (1962) examined the problem for carbon rich
stars and predicted the formation of graphite. This was subsequently
observed in early ultraviolet rocket studies (Stecher, 1969) as the
prominent feature at 220no. Grossman has had some success in
formulating a model based upon the thermodynamic approach which
explains the high temperature mineral assemblages found in
carbonaceous chondrites. Such models therefore serve as excellent
starting point-, from which to study condensing systems since they
provide a framework around which existing data can be organized and
future experimentation planned.
Unfortunately, some of the basic assumptions of the thermodynamic
approach have been questioned (Donn, 1976) on the grounds that, in a
system of approximately cosmic composition, kinetic considerations
tend to preclude the formation of acne of the more complex species
predicted by thermodynamics. Moreover, Blander and Katz (196'1) have
shown that differing degrees of vapor supersaturation are required
before species predicted by thermodynamic models would nucleate, if
Indeed they actually were to form from the vapor at all. This would
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disrupt the predicted condensation sequence and could profoundly alter
the predicted composition of species formed at lower temperatures
since the composition of the vapor could be drastically different.
More recently, it has been shown that the vibrational
temperatures of molecules in the relatively low pressure environments
suggesto as sources of grain condensation ati ,e significantly lower
than the gas kinetic temperature (Muth and Donn, 19d1; Chapter 3). It	 •
has previously been shown that the temperatures of small grains in
such regions could also be significantly lower than that of the gas
(Arrhenius and De. 1973; De, 1978). It therefore seems highly
unlikely that most of the regions thought to produce grains (see
section IV) are in thermodynamic equilibrium.
b. EApirical Approaches
Observational Measurements of the extinction and polarization
properties of interstellar dust are available from the far infrared to
the extreme ultraviolet (see section D. If one Makes a few
assumptions as to the types of grains which might fora in various
astrophysical environments then an attempt can be made to fit these
observations by appropriate distributions of such grains. The most
comprehensive and quantitative treatment of this type has been carried
out by Mathis and co-workers. Each of the other models discussed
below attempts to explain only a relatively restricted set of
observations and even these are usually treated only qualitatively.
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Mathis. Ample and Nordsleck (1977) - MRN- used !LLe theory to
calculate Un absolute extinction efficiency as a function of
wavelength for various mixtures and sire distributions of proposed
grain materials. Zheae also distributions were constrained such that
the total ratio of an individual element to hydrogen could not exceed
cosmic abundances. the mixtures studied consisted of graphite,
`	 olivine, enstatite, iron, silicon carbide and magnetite taken
individually and in combination (up to three at a time). The
calculated extinction as a function of wavelength was then compared to
the interstellar extinction curve by means of a least squares
analysis. This analysis was weighted so as to force the fit to
conform to the observed width and position of the 220nm feature.
They found that any mixture which gave a satisfactory fit to the
observed extinction had to contain graphite grains. however, graphite
alone did not yield a good fit. The best fit for a binary mixture
contained graphite and olivine. This was followed by graphite plus
(in order) enatatite, silicon carbide, magnetite and iron. Even the
worst of tnese combinations (graphite plus iron) however, was not poor
enough to be excluded by the calculations. Given this fact, it is not
surprising that the best ternary mixture contained graphite, olivine
and enstatite and that enatatite contributed less than 101 to the
total extinction.
MRN did not build in a preconceived size distribution, but rather
allowed the total number of grains in a series of "bins" to vary
independently until the best possible fit had been achieved. They
found however that the final distribution obtained for any component
of a mixture which gave an acceptable fit to the observations could be
described by a power law distribution of the form n(s) a a"q where 3.3
< q < 3.6. It was suggested that such a distribution of grain sires
could possibly result from stochastic processes in the region of grain
formation. This was subsequently investigated by Biermann and Herwit
(1980) who conclude that'this is indeed the case.
MRN also found upper and lower size cutoffs for their
distribution. for graphite, particle radii varied from about 5M to
near 1000nm while radii of other components remained oetween 25nm and
250nm. These limits were not rigidly established however since larger
particles of any composition contribute only 'gray' extinction, while
smaller particles are in the Rayleigh regime so that the extinction
per gram is virtually independent of particle size.
Although MRN calculated the average polarization for their
mixtures as a function of wavelength, they found that Amax occurred at
much too short a wavelength to agree with observation. Mathis (1979)
later made a more thorough calculation of the wavelengtn dependence of
the polarization. He assumed that the same grain mixture which
accounted for the extinction measurements could also be used to
explain the degree of polarization. Observational evidence cited
earlier (Gehrels, 1974) indicates that the material responsible for
the 220nm feature (graphite in the MRN mixture) does not contribute to
the polarization. Mathis (1979) therefore assumed that only
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dielectric materials such as silicon carbide (n a 2.5) and silicates
(n a 1.6) will be important. He argues that a distribution of
infinite cylinders, whose radii follow a power law distribution of the
form n(a) • a-2.5 , will yield the equivalent extinction per unit
length as a MRN distribution of spheres ( n(a) • a 3.5 ) of the same
material.
Using these asaum ptions he shows that the above distribution of
cylinders - roughly equivalent to a MRN distribution of elongated
particles - yields excellent agreement with Serkowski's Law (Eq. 1).
Furthermore, the variation of ►max can be accounted for by a
reasonable variation of the upper and lower limits of the radii in the
size distribution used in the calculations. In addition, Mathis
(1979) finds that the smallest dielectric particles required to fit
the extinction data are not likely to be aligned since this would tend
to shift Amax too far into the ultraviolet. He postulates that, as
larger particles grow, small iron or magnetite particles could be
i ncorporated into the grain which would tend to increase the alignment
efficiency of the larger particles. He therefore demonstrates that a
MRN mixture not only provl.:=s an excellent fit to the average observed
extinction curve from 110nm < I < 1000nm, but simultaneously provides
an equally satisfactory explanation for the observed wavelength
dependence of the polarization.
In a later paper, Mathis and Wallenhorst (1961) extend the mt::ez
into the near infrared and also attempt to fit ooservations of
anomalous extinction seen towards highly reddened regions. In the
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first application, they show that the same Indio*& of refraction and
sixe distributions used to fit the visible-ultraviolet observations
also yield satisfactory agreement with the color ratio (I4.)/(11-V) for
both the average interstellar extinction and for that of p Ophiuchus
(a highly reddened region).
In the second application, progressively peculiar extinctions are
examined as a function of the reddening parameter R  (R v
 a Av/E(H V)).
It is shown that as this parameter increases, the resultant extinction
curves can be explained by a continuous increase in particle size. It
is demonstrated Wt first, small silicates are eliminated. As the
density of the cloud increases, the upper size limit of the silicate
population increases as well. At the highest values of R v the small
graphite component of the mixture begins to disappear. These
systematic results could also be caused by an increasingly flatter
particle size distribution as R  increases, which first effects
silicates and only begins to perturb the graphite distribution at the
highest densities. It may be possible to distinguish between these
alternatives by a careful investigation of the wavelength dependence
of the polarization as a function of R  using the techniques of Mathis
(1979). Such data could aid in the development of models of the
coagulative growth of grains in denser astrophysical environments.
Although the model of Mathis and coworkers is quite satisfactory,
it is not the only model available in the literature. We shall now
briefly review some of the alternatives.
•
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Duley and coworkers have advocated a model of interstellar solids
based upon the propw.rtiea of diatomic oxides (see Millar and Duley.
1978; Duley, Millar and Williams, 1979; Millar and Duley, 1980). In
these models, the 10 micron 'silicate' feature is produced by S10
while the feature at 18 microns is produced by a combination of Mg0
and F60. Duley (1980a) claims that variations in the refractive index
of the silicon oxide series Si Ox (1 < x < 2) might be responsible for
•	 the variation observed in Amax of dense clouds, rather than the
usually assumed variation in average grain size. In addition. Duley
(1978) has also shown that mixed oxide grains should be either
superperamagnetic or weakly ferromagnetic and therefore quite easily
aligned by the Davis-Greenstein mechanism.
Although Duley and coworkers have used this model to account for
everything from the interstellar chemistry of sulfur (Duley. Millar
and Williams. 1980) to the selective depletion of the elements (Duley
and Millar, 1978; Duley, 1980b) to the origin of the diffuse
interstellar bands (Duley and McCullough, 1977), few of their
predictions or calculations are quantitative. Furthermore, they
almost always fail to discuss inconsistencies between their model and
observations.
As an example, their model predicts that the 10 and 20 micron
features are produced by the save population of grains responsible for
the feature at 220m. Observational evidence cited earlier suggests
that these features arise in seperste grain populations. Their model
also suggests that S10, MgO and FeO will condense into small mixed
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grains without alteration of the spectroscopic properties of the
Individual oxides. Uperimental evidence (Day and Donn, 1978)
suggests the opposite, even at cryogenic temperatures (Khanna, Strantz
and Donn, 1980). Millar and Dule y (1980) discuss the fact that the
spectral characteristics of alternative models for the 10 and 20
nicron features - namely the amorphous silicate of Day and Donn
(1978)- might change at the temperatures observed in circuastellar
shells ( n t000K) yet they fail to discuss the behavior of their
proposed mixture at such temperatures. As a final example, Duley and
McCullough (1977) have shown that benzene ions adsorbed on
protosilicates could be responsible for the diffuse band at 443m, yet
benzene has never been observed in the interstellar medium. Indeed no
aromatic hydrocarbon has ever been observed in any astrophysical
source (Myers, Thaddeus and Link, 1980; Mann and Williams, 1980).
In summary, although many of the ideas of this group, discussed
in the aforementioned papers, might have at least some merit,
sufficient justification is seldom given for the assumptions used to
derive their conclusions. This obviously detracts from the value of
their work.
An organic cam position has been proposed by Hoyle and coworkers
as a 'single component' model of the interstellar dust. A model based
on the infrared spectrum of polysaccharides was first proposed to
explain observations of the infrared features normally attributed to
both silicates and to water ice (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1977a;
Hoyle, Olvasen and Wic kramasinghe, 1978). These papers did not
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attempt to explain tow such a grain could be produced, nor did they
;
address the obvious problem of how such a grain was to survive in thet
4	 relatively hostile environment of the interstellar medium. 8uoh a
model predicts a correlation between the 3 .07 and 10 micron features
since both are hypothesized to arise in the same population of grain&.
^t =
This correlation is not observed. Although We feature at 10 microns
is observed in a wide variety of sources, the feature at 3.07 microns
is only observed in fairly dense clouds (see Table 2a) .
This model now seems to have been abandoned in favor of a
biochemical origin for interstellar grains (Hoyle and Wic kramasinghe,
1979). In this model, the feature at 220nm is attributed to
biochemical chron3phores ( Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1977b, 1978;
Wickrrmasinghe, Hoyle and Mandy, 1977). Bacteria are held responsible
for the visible extinction while viruses account for the far
ultraviolet observations (see Fig-3 of Hoyle and Wickramasinghe,
1979). in a more recent article ( Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 19d1), the
infrared spectra of E.coli, yeast and E .coli annealed at 300°C are
compared to observations of the unidentified 3.4 micron feature.
Although the observed spectrum is reproduced by such materials, the
authors again fail to adequately discuss the origin and survi •anl of
such 'grains'. It is interesting to note that the authors do discuss
the fact th+t the comic ray bombardment of such species could produce
free radicals which could then account for some additional infrared
features. They fall to note however, that such bombardment should
easily kill their grain population.
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To summarise, although some oorrespondenoe to the observed
properties of interstellar materials can be reproduced by a model
based on organic constituents, the model is far from satisfactory for
the reasons rated above. In addition, it to known that both oxygen
and carbon rich stars *spell oondensible atoms and molecules into the
interstellar medium and that these elements are observed to be
depleted from the gas phase (HU). A model which fails to utilise
suoh materials must be at least partially in error.
Greenberg has been actively engaged in the study of interstellar
materials for more than twenty years. Recently, Nona and Greenberg
(1980) published a unified model of interstellar grains which attempts
to establish a quantitative relationship between grain size and
aligruent efficiency subject to cosmic abundance constraints. They
fit the observational extinction and polarisation measurements using a
bimodal grain size distribution. Relatively large core-mantle grains
are nmW*d to fit the visible-infrared extinction and polarization
data while smaller, bare silicate (0.01micron) and graphite
(0.018micron) grains account for the ultraviolet observations.
Although single sized cores are assumed, the size distribution of the
core-mantle grains is expected to follow Equation (M), where a, a c and
n(a,a i ) : n0exp(-5((a-acVai ) 3 )	 (M)
n are respectively, the total particle radius, the core radius and a
normalization constant. The parameter a  acts to out off the size
distribution for small particles.
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Overall. Lhasa autbors do not attempt to obtain results whieb are
as quantitative as those of Mathis and coworkers cited above. Long
and Greenberg (1980) conclude that some enhancament of the
Davis-Greenstein grain al 4ament mechanism is necessary in order to
adequately fit observational constraints. Mathis (1979), on the other
hand, finds that he does not even need the full degree of alignment
s
produced by this means to accurately model the polarization of a wide
variety of sources. As None and Greenberg (1980) do not camment on
any of the findings of Mathis and coworkers, it is hard to Judge the
validity of their conclusions. This model does predict that the
grains responsible for the visible extinction do have fairly thick
mantles of primarily CNO composition. The volume ratio of corOmantle
material is approximately 0.1 in this model. It seems that even
highly irradiated mantles should produce some infrared features which
would be observable over very long pathlengths if such mantles
actually account for as such as 90% of the sass of interstellar
grains. Laboratory measurements of the quantitative absorption
coefficients of highly irradiated Loss are needed before such an
observational test of this model could be performed.
Ii. The Formation, Growth and Destruction of Interstellar Grains.
In this section I will review the observational evidence relating
to the forsation, growth and destruction of interstellar grains. I
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will therefore first consider astrophysical regions where dust is
observed to fors. Next I will discuss regions in which grain
formation has been hypothesized. Finally, I will briefly review the
processes thought responsible for grain growth, mantle formation and
grain destruction. The mechanism of grain formation will not be
discussed in this section but rather will be deferred until Chapter 2. 	 r
a. Observed Regions of Dust Formation
Dust has been observed to form in only two astrophysical
environments, the envelopes of cool stars and the ejecta from novae.
I should note however that there exists some controversey in the
interpretation of the observational data used to infer the
condensation of grains in novae on a rapid timeseale. Grain formation
in circumstellar shells is much less controversial. Several studies
of this phenomonon will be suamarized below which illustrate the range
of stellar types, mass loss rates and observations reported in the
1 iterat;re .
Circumstellar Condensation:	 Hagen (19713) studied the circumstellar
gas and dust shells of M giants and supergiants. She combined
detailed radiative transfer models with high resolution optical
spectra to derive the column densities of circumstellar material from
observed line asymmetries. She also used the observed infrared energy
d13tributionz to derive the column density of cireumstellar dust from
the height of the 10 micron silicate feature using a model which
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include& the effect: of self absorption by the dust. From a
comparison of the i a to dust ratio she concluded that almost all of
the metals in the shells of stars of h6 or later are lociad into
grains.
w;though the inner radii of the circumatellar shells are not well
determined, she concluded that they must begin Quite close to the
photosphere (within • 2Ra). Particle densities are calculated to be
in the range 10 7 to 108 atcm3/cc (Pressure n 10-10atm). less loss
rates for the stars in her sample were in the range 10 -6 to 10-6 solar
Masses per year. Although the effect of radiation pressure on the
grains nucleated in the atmospheres of cool stars has been proposed as
the mechanism which drives Mass loss, Hagen (1978) concluded that
grain formation is the consequence of Mass loss rather than the
reverse. It is unfortunate that gas temperatures within the shells
could not be determined from her observations. It is worth noting
however that the two stars in her sample which were observed to
contain a significant metallic fraction in the gas phase - a Sao and a
Her - both have hot companions. Ibis would imply that the
circutistellar material in these stars is hotter and that either grain
formation in such regions is inhibited or that grains fOM*d in the
Mall of the cool star are evaporated by the hotter companion.
Andriesse. Donn and Viotti (1978) have studied the condensation
of dust around the high luminosity star n Carinse. They derive a
stellar grass loss rate of 7.5 x 10 -2 solar masses per year assuming
constant outflow since approximately 1840. Condensation begins when
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the gas cools from photospheric temperatures (• 50,000K) to those of
order ,-1000K. The decrease in the visual light curve beginning in
,r1656, when combined with the expansion velocity in the shell of
106a/s roughly corresponds to the time at which the initially ejected
envelope material would have reached the inner radius of the observed
dust shell and gas kinetic temperatures would have been between 1000K
and 2000X. Unfortunately, particle densities at this radius would
have decreased to approximately 10 6 atoms/CC (Pressure = 10-12atm).
Nucleation at such low densities is extremely difficult without the
invocation of massive density enhancements (of order 10 6) due to
turbulence, magnetic confinement, etc.
The observed infrared spectrum of the dust can be modeled by an
amorphous silicate material, heated oy stellar radiation, which
re-emits in the infrared. There is little doubt that this dust must
have condensed in the stellar outflow. The size of the grains is
postulated to be of micron. If this is true, then significant grain
growth must, have occurred after the initial nucleation process.
Because the region of nucleation and subsequent grain growth must of
necessity occur at a radius much greater than that of the stellar
photosphere, a more careful study of the region interior to the dust
shell might be possible. This is in contrast to the situation in cool
N stars where grain formation occurs very close to the photosphere.
Such a study might detect molecular precursors to the observed solids
and could possibly yield valuable information on the kinetic and
vibrational temperatures of these molecules in the region of grain
formation.
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Forrest at al. (1978) have studied the infrared spectrum of the
variable star OH 26.5 + 0.6 over a period of two years in the
wavelength range 2 microns < X < 40 microns. The shell around this
star is thought to produce more than 70 magnitude& of visual
extinction. The underlying source is thought to be an M type variable
star. The spectrum of the shell shows prominent 18 and 20 micron
'	 absorption features and is therefore thought to consist of silicates.
The mass loss rate for this star is estimated to be e10_5 solar masse&
per year. It is probably an extreme example of mass loss in late
stars and most likely belongs to an evolutionary stage which Occurs
after that studied by Hagen (1978). The infrared spectrum of this
source is presented in Chapter 6 along with a discussion of the
interpretation of the residuals in the broader 10 and 20 micron peaks
in terms of laboratory produced amorphous silica. Si 203 and magnesium
silicates.
Hackwell. Gehr z and Grasd glen (1978) observed a sudden infrared
brightening in the Wolf-Rayet star HD 193793 between November 1976 and
June 1977 at 1 s 2.3 microns and a : 10 microns. This was followed by
a decline in intensity at k s 2.3. 3.6 and 4.9 microns and a slow
brightening at X > 8 microns. This was interpreted as the
condensation of an optically thin dust shell from material ejected by
the star in 1976 at a velocity of approximately 2.7 x 10 62/3. The
infrared spectrum of this object does not show a 10 micron feature and
the dust is therefore thought to be either iron or graphite. Detailed
characteristics of the grain spectrum are insufficient to accurately
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model condensation in this system although an attempt has been made to
obtain a measure of the sass loss from the star. This is estimated to
be -10-4 solar masses if the grains are iron and A0-6 solarmasses if
they are graphite. The temperature of the photosphere of this star is
n 30.000K.
Condensation in this system is thought to occur in waves - unlike
the continuous outflows seen in the sources discussed above. The
authors believe that the infrared brightening of this star, observed
In 1970, was due to an ejection of material which occurred in 1969
while that observed in 1977 was due to an outburst in 1976. If this
star is periodic, then another ejection is due in 1982-83 and should
be followed by an infrared brightening in 19dj-84. A search for
infrared, optical and ultraviolet emission (or absorption) by the
molecular precursors to the expected grains - possibly Si C. Fe C. C21t
C3 . etc. could prove to be quite informative.
Koorneef and Sitko (1979) have shown that the wavelength
dependence of the extinction toward HD 193793 could be explained by a
population of relatively small graphite grains which originated in the
stellar wind and were slowed by the interstellar medium at a distance
of -P10 17cm from the star. Tnis further supports the contention of 	 +
Hackwell. Gehrz and Grasdalen (1978) that grain formation can occur
periodically in this star.
In sucwary, numerous examples of grain formation exist in a
variety of stellar types. These range from stars with photospheric
r
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temperatures significantly in excess of'104K to those with
temperatures of only a few times 10 3. Some stars condense silicate
dust while others nuoleate iron or graphite grains. We observe dust
formation in stars which eject as little as 10-8 solar masses per year
as well as in sources which might expell as such as 10 -2 solar masses
e	 per year. Mass loss occurs continuously in same stars and as discrete
episodes in others. The dust envelope can be optically thin or can
`	 produce enough extinction to completely mask the underlying star. No
one star can be said to typify those which produce grains. Each must
be treated separately. Yet each environment in which the nucleation
process can be demonstrated to occur furthers our knowledge of the
process in general, since each seperate case Must be treated in any
comprehensive theory of grain formation.
Condensation in Novae: Observations of dust formation in novae were
reported by Hyland and Neugebauer (1970) and Geisel. Kleinman and tow
(1970) for Nova Serpent13 1970. Visual observations showed a gradual
decline in the luoinosity of the nova until - day 60 when a drastic
reduction in intensity began. Simultaneously, infrared observers
noted a sharp increase in infrared emission. The most straightforward
interpretation of these observations is that, between days 60 and 70,
an optically thick dust shell formed from the material in the
outflowing nova ejects. This shell absorbed the stellar visual and
ultraviolet radiation and reradiated the energy in the infrared.
This pattern has been repeated for several more recent novae.
e.g. Nova Vulpeculae 1976 (Noy and Natfield.1978)• Nova Serpent13 1978
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(3zkody, at al., 1979; Gehrz, et al., 1980a) and Nova Cygni 1978
(Gehrz st al., 1980b). It should be noted that not all nova for
dust. An example of this later type is probably Nova Cygni 1975
(Gallagher and Nay. 1976) which was followed for .r1 year after v_____
maximum and which showed no evidence for dust condensation.
Several models have been propowW W explain ( Clayton, 1979;
Clayton and 1byle, 1976; Clayton and Wickramasinghs, 1976) or to
predict (Gallagher, 1977) the conditions under which dust will for' in
novae. In this latter work, Gallagher (1977) contends that if
ionization of the ejected material becomes significant before
conditions suitable for dust condensation have developed, then dust
will not form. He derives an empirical relationship for the time (in
days) after maximum light at which grain formation will begin
(Equation 5) as a function of the luminosity (L) of the nova and
td s (320/v)(L/L3um ) 112	(5)
the expansion velocity (v) of the ejects in km/s. By setting td equal
to t i (the time at which significant ionization developes in the
envelope) he predicts that novae with luminosities greater than about
5 x 104L3um will not produce dust. Nova Cygni 1975 is cited as an
example of this class of outburst.
Although thermal radiation frco dust grains surrounding novae is
almost certain to be responsible for the observed infrared flux, it is
not universally accepted that these grains form in the nova outburst
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than under study. It has been suggested that pre-existing grains,
already surrounding the nova before the outburst, could be heated by
the intense ultraviolet radiation field which is know to increase
with time after maximum light. In particular, Bode and Evans (1980)
have proposed models for lbvae -M ;wntis 1970 and Aquilae 1975 in
which the decrease in visible radiation is a simple consequence of the
a
shift of the bulk of the radiative energy into the ultraviolet as the
outer layers of the nova become optically thin and the hotter surface
of the underlying white dwarf became exposed. Because they postulate
that the pre-existing grains have a larger absorption cross section
for these ultraviolet photons, the emergence of such intense
ultraviolet emission rapidly heats the surrounding material and thus
causes the observed infrared emission.
Bode and Evans suggest that a distribution of f 0.01 micron
graphite particles - left over from previous outbursts - could account
for the observations. This seems quite plausible both since graphite
has an increased absorption cross section in the ultraviolet near 80nm
and 220nu and since such small grains would tend to remain within a
nova systeo for relatively long periods of time (bode and Evans,
1980). A similar interpretation of Nova Cygnus 1974 has recently been
published (Strickland at al., 1981) in which the pre-existing dust is
thought to have been heated by the absorption of photons in
ultraviolet resonance lines rather than from the emerging ultraviolet
continuum of the white dwarf. The observed infrared flux requires
that only about 30 i of the resonant radiation be absorbed. The
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calculations ofrickland et al. 1 1) indicate that such a hiSt	 ( 98	 hg
efficiency is not unreasonable.
Although Strickland at al. (1981) estivate that this absorption
has a relatively small effect on the ratios of the various resonance
lines in the emergent spectrum of the nova, their model would seem i
more convincing if they could show an example of a line ratio for
	
which this was not the case. Since graphite grains show enhanced 	 -
absorption at 80nm and 220m, a resonance line near one of these
wavelengths should show a considerable decrease in intensity when
compared to one between these peaks. Although it is impossible to
measure line intensities for astronomical objects at 80M, it may be
Possible to observe this effect near 220nm.
b. Proposed Regions of Grain Formation
It has been observationally established that grains form in the
atmospheres of cool stars - and even in the outflow from other stellar
sources at ccn31derably higher temperatures. Additional regions of
grain formation - for which no observational evidence exists - have
also been proposed. Supernovae have been discussed as an important
source of material enriched in certain short-lived radioisotopes.
T-Tauri stars and/or primitive solar nebulae could be responsible for
the establisnment of the observed grain size spectrum. Planetary
nebulae might be important sources of interstellar grains. Each of
these regions will be briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Infrared observations of planetary nebulae have revealed the
presence of features usually attributed to dust formed in both carbon
and oxygen rich systems (Aitken at al., 1979). Therefore some
fraction of interstellar silicate and graphite grains probably forced
in planetaries of the appropriate composition at some evolutionary
stage. Unfortunately, the chemical composition of the materialf
ejected from a proto planetary nebula is the subject of some debate
(Zuckerman, 1980). The dynsmios of the eject& and the conditions
under which the observed grains may have formed are even less certain.
Natta and Panagis (1981) have observed that the grains appear to be
concentrated in the central regions of the nebulae. This would
indicate either that older grains (those farther from the star) have
been partially destroyed or that the concentration of grain forming
material was more abundant in the inner regions of the envelope when
it was ejected by the parent star. There is other observational
evidence however, which indicates that grains may be destroyed in the
interior regions of planetaries (Harrington, 1981).
It should be noted that the observed profile of the silicate
feature in NGC 7027 is not that typified by the signature of the
Trape zium - the archtypieal 'silicate'. Rather it appears to have
sharper features - such as those observed in mineral spectra - than is
usually seen in astronomical sources (Jones et al., 1980). This could
be the result of an annealing process on materials originally of a
more amorphous nature, possibly even similar to the grains freshly
nucleated in the atmospheres of cool stars. Of course, the
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possibility always exists that the pressures in the original ejected
envelope were high enough that acme more crystalline species may have
formed. One definite conclusion is that the mechanism by which the
grains observed in planetaries nucleated and evolved will remain
unknown until such more information becomes available on the evolution
of planetary nebulae themselves.
T Tauri stars are known to exhibit rather extensive dust shells.
These probably consist of dust originally contained within the cloud
before it had collapsed (Finn and Simon. 1977; Harvey. Thronson and
Gatley. 1979). These stars are therefore not an important source of
the total mass of grains in the interstellar medium. They may however
serve as an extremely important contributor to the observed grain size
spectrum. Specifically. Burke and Silk (1976) propose that processes
such as grain melting, shattering and nucleation can occur in the
proto stellar envelope of a newly formed star. These smaller grains
could subsequently be reinjected into the interstellar medium via
radiation pressure or in the T—Tauri 'wind'. This mechanism might
provide a larger number of small grains from the same tot:-1 mass.
No convincing observational evidence has ever been presented
which indicates that grains form in the ejects from supernovae. In
fact, supernovae shocks are usually considered to be a prime
destruction mechanism of even highly refractory grain cores (Salpeter.
1977). Anomalies discovered in the refractory chondrules of
carbonaceous chondrites do however indicate that some of the material
which formed the solar nebula was enriched in supernova produced
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Isotopes (Cameron and Truran, 1977). This discovery has prompted some
researcher& to calculate t:iermodynanic condensation sequences for
supernovae ejects (Lattimer, 3ohramm and Grossman, 1978; Lattimer and
Grossman, 1978). Such a system is, of course, in a state of extreme
dise quilibrium (Muth and Donn, 1981; Chapter 3) and results which rely
s	on the attainment of such equilibria are therefore extremely dubious.
A more likely scenario for the observeu isotopic enrichment would be
the gradual depletion of the gas phase refractories onto interstellar
grain cores which had survived the supernova blast wave. These
composite grains could have subsequently undergone reprocessing in the
primitive solar nebula.
c. Regions of Mantle Formation and Grain Growth
As discussed in section III, there exist regions of higher than
normal density which exhibit anomolous ultraviolet extinction. Mathis
and Wallenhorst (1981) have shown that a normal distribution of
typical interstellar dust grains which becomes deficient in small
particles can reproduce the observed extinction of some regions, while
others require that the number density of larger grains increases.
Although it is possible to preferentially eliminate smaller grains by
evaporr ion (McCall, 1979; dreger, , Gehr z and Hec kwell , 1981) , such a
process can not explain regions of unusually large grains (Mathis and
Wallenhorst, 1981).
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Three processes could possibly be responsible for such
observations; simple grain growth, mantle formation and grain
coagulation, it is possible that all three processes contribute to
the formation of larger grains to some extent. The process which
dominates in any particular region would, of course, depend upon the
conditions in the region.
Whittet and Blades (1980) have concluded that grains in the p
Ophiuchus cloud do not grow by the accretion of volatile mantles since
the infrared extinction spectrum of the material in this cloud shows
no sign of features at 3.1 or 3.4 microns (water ice and C-H stretch,
respectively). This is in contrast to the conclusion reached by Cohen
(1977) who found that abundance constraints, coupled with the increase
in the average size of the particles necessary to explain the
polarization observations in such dense clouds, required the
condensation of CNO rich mantles. She did show however, that the gas
phase abundances of even fairly volatile metals (i.e. No and Ca) in
such clouds was much less than in the average interstellar medium.
She concluded that an increase in the mass of absorbing material was
necessary to explain her observations and therefore ruled out grain
coagulation as the meehanias of grain growth.
Unfortunately, Jura (1980) has suggested that a model of the
extinction towards p Ophiuchus can be based upon coagulation since the
visual opacity per gram is unusually low towards this star (Bohlin,
Savage and Drake, 1978). This is felt to result from an increase in
the average site of the graphite component of the 'average' grain
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population by about a factor of three. In Jura's (1960) model
silicate grains do not coagulate.
This behavior is in contrast to the behavior suggested by the
analysis of Mathis and Wmllenhorst (1981), i.e. that mall graphite
grains only begin to 'disappear' after both the upper and lower size
limits of the silicate distribution have increased. Since it has been
shown observationally that graphite grains do not contribute to the
polarization of such sources, it is difficult to imagine that the
growth of these grains will increase the vaiva of Amax. Jura (1979)
does not comment on either of these problems.
Jura (1979) does however mention the fact that the timescale for
coagulation may be on the order of .00 14a. This timeseale is
comparable to the lifetimes of the clouds themselves. If the grains
in such clouds are charged (Watson. 1972; Jura, 1976; Oraine. 1978)
then the timescale for coagulation could increase substantially. Such
an increase would roan that coagulation is unimportant for all but the
most ancient or compact clouds.
In summary, grain growth resulting from the adsorption of gas
phase metals and metal oxides as well as that resulting from the
formation of volatile mantles are likely to be important mechanisms by
which the average drain size in dense clouds increases. It is
important to note that processing of volatile mantles by stellar
ultraviolet radiation might res:.t: in a significant reJuetion in the
Urtength of the infrared signature 01' such materidia at J. 1 and 3.4
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microns (Sagan and Khare, 19?9). This might indicate that 'old'
mantles would be very difficult to observe even when present as a
quite substantial percentage of the dust, and could thus explain the
failure of Whittet• and Blades (1980) to detect the expected signature
of a 'volatile' component. In contrast, grain coagulation is not
likely to be an important mechanism for the production of larger
grains in any but the densest and most ancient clouds.
d. Grain Destruction Mechani3m3
Scveral mechanisms have been proposed which could contribute to
the destruction of interstellar grains. In addition to the possible
reprocessi:lg of grains during star formation (Section III),
sputtering, grain-grain collisions, photodesorption, evaporation and
grain surface reactions/chemical sputtering may all affect the grain
composition and size distribution.
Sp lattering in both high and low 'velocity shocks is expected to be
the most effective mechanism for the destruction of refractory grains.
These shocks occur primarily as a result of supernova explosions and
intercloud collisionr. Grain Sputtering can also occur in H II
regions, planetary nebulae and the intercloud medium, Cowie (1978)
has shown that sputtering can be extremely effective even for
relatively low velocity shocks (40-50km/s). In his model, destruction
occurs when a shock travels perpendicular to the magnetic field of the
cloud. Charged grains are accelerated about these compressed field
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lines and sputtered by He and CUD atoms. In higher velocity shooks
(80-1001a/s) a significant fraction of silicate or graphite grains
could be destroyed. Shull (1978), in a similar study, has reached
essentially the same conclusions.
Barlow (1978a) has developed empirical formulae to predict both
the sputtering threshold energy and the sputtering yield based upon
extensive review of the experimental data. He concludes that
supernova produced shockwaves are likely to be the most important
single mechanism for the destruction of grains. Sputtering by cosmic
ray particles is not found to be effective.
Both Shull (1977. 1978s) and Havnes (1980) have studied the
effect of interclo ud collisions upon the average grain population.
Shull (1977) considers the results of hydromagnetic shocks produced in
low velocity collisions (20-50km/3). He finds that between 3-10% of
the dust can be destroyed even in shocks in which the fractional
ionization of the gas remains low. Destruction results from the
differential acceleration of the grains within the cloud and
subsequent grain-grain collisions. Havnes (1980) considers the onset
Of a two stream instability in the shocked region whereby grains less
than o1oonm in diameter are brought to rest with respect to the gas on
r	a short timescale while those of larger diameter continue at
r
approximately the original velocity of the cloud. The net result is
the formation of two grain populations which stream relative to one
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another within the mare cloud. Grain grain collisions therefore can
became sufficiently frequent and energetic to cause significant grain
destruction.
Other processes, of little importance to the average grains in
the interstellar medium, can however became important within certain
astrophysical environments. Draine and Selpeter (1979) have studied
the fate of dust embedded within a hot plasma (10 4-109K). Although	 •
sputtering is important at higher densities, at high temperatures
M105K) ion field emission can become a significant process by which
grain material is returned to the gas phase. In dense clouds,
chemical reactions at grain surfaces - which lead to the production of
volatile oxides or hydrides - can erode and eventually destroy small
grains (Harlow. 1978b). Dust in compact (NH>105atoms/ce) H II regions
can be destroyed by reactive sputtering with H. N and 0 atoms (Draine.
1979) although the process is not very effective at lower densities.
Pnotodesorption is an important destructive process only for weakly
bound van der Waals mantle materials (Barlow, 1978b) although it does
help to eject the products produced by grain surface reactions.
Photodesorption is, however, an effective mechani= for the prevention
of mantle formation. It may also nelp to explain the depletion
patterns of the non-metallic elements in diffuse clouds (Barlow,
197dc) .
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V. Summary
Refractory interstellar grains are produced as a result of sass
loss in a wide variety of stellar sources. These grains are then
modified by processes in the interstellar mediun which include
sputtering, ion Mission, grain-grain collisions and mantle growth.
The average resultant grain population can be characterized as a
mixture of several components which must include graphite (or
Carbyne?) but can also include "silicates", silicon carbide, iron and
magnetite. The size distribution of the average population is likely
to be of the form n(a) a a q for q s 3.5 and a between 5 and 1000ns.
It is possible to distinguish at least two grain populations from
measurements of the wavelength dependence of polarization. One is a
population of small graphite grains which may serve as the carrier of
the diffuse bands (at least those at 443m, 578na and 628.3m.) and
wench are not aligned by the galactic magnetic field. the other is a
population of 'silicate' grains which may be associated with small
iron or magnetite grains and which is responsible for the polarization
of starlight. A third population of grains may consist of extremely
small silicates which are not aligned and which are responsible for
the isotropic scattering observed in the far ultraviolet. A fourth
population of grains is found in dense clouds and is characterized by
a shift towards larger average grain size. This shift may be caused
'	 by the condensation of either refractory or volatile mantles but might
also be the result of coagulation.
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Dust, freshly nucleated in the outflows of certain stellar
sources, may be characterised as a fifth population since such
material represents solids as yet unmodified by processes in the
interstellar medium. The infrared spectrum of one such region is
discussed in Chapter 6 of this dissertation in relation to the
laboratory spectra of annealed 14g-31O smokes. It is demonstrated that
similar annealing processes may occur after the initial ejection and
nucleation of solids in the envelopes of such regions and that these
may be observable with available infrared spectrometers.
It is probably possible to define distinguishing characteristics
to categorize grain populations found in specific astronomical regions
such as T—Tauri stars, planetary nebulae or H II regions. Careful
laboratory studies to determine the effects of the various processes
which are thought to be important in the interstellar medium and in
the sources themselves, upon the materials expected to account for the
majority of the solids in such regions, might result in a better
understanding of the relative importance of these effects and of the
most probable history of the material within the region. A review of
such experimental efforts will be presented in Chapter 2. My own
efforts along these lines will be presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of
this lissertation.
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Chapter 2.
Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Interstellar Grains
Laboratory studies which relate to interstellar grains can be
roughly divided into two classes. In the first class of experiments
the primary aim of the research is the production of laboratory
analogs of suspected interstellar materials. This is usually done in
order to reproduce certain specific observations — such as the shape
or position of an absorption or emission feature — and thus to
'identify' the component responsible. The second class of experiments
are those which attempt to define the conditions under which grains
might form. Currently, moat models of grain formation are based on
the classical theory of homogeneous nucleation.
Ibis chapter is divided into four main sections. In the first. I
review experimental studies which were primarily intended to
'identify' interstellar materials. In the second. I review classical
nucleation theory and briefly discuss its limitations and possible
alternative formulations. In the third. I discuss the application of
this theory to the problem of the formation of interstellar grains.
In the fourth section I review the experimental data applicable to
such systems and the implications of this data for the models of grain
formation currently in the literature.
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I. Laboratory Analogs to Interstellar Oust
Until relatively recently the only "experimental" evidence
related to the chemical composition of interstellar grains was
obtained from the study of meteorites. Special emphasis was placed
•	 upon inforsation gleaned from the study of carbonaceous ehondrites,
since these are thought to be the most 'primitive' class of meteorites
and therefore the most representative of interstellar solids (Cameron.
1973).
Unfortunately, the temperature and pressure at which meteoritic
materials were originally compacted is not well determined. fie
region of the solar nebula in which these processes may have occurred
as well as the previous history of the material before coagulation
into meteor parent bodies is even more speculative. fie processes by
which these parent bodies are ruptured and the effects of such
catastrophic events on the structure of the material can only-be
guessed. 1b understate the problem. meteoritic specimens were not
produced under well controlled laboratory conditions.
Within the past 10 years, the study of possible analogs to
interstellar materials has become more fashionable. Such studies will
be divided for convenience into four general classes. The first class
Of studies attempts to use common materials as a basis for the
identification of observed spectral features. Such work often reports
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the measurement of the spectral feal.ures of a mineral sametiaea as a
function of temperature, grain size or radiation damage. The second
class of experiment reports the effects of heat, radiation, or
electrical discharge upon the spectrum of organic - or at least carbon
rich - materials. the third type of study measures the optical
properties of glasses or materials produced by the sputtering or rapid
evaporation/ condensation of refractory materials. The fourth category
of experiment includes those studies which produce smokes. It should
be noted that these categories are completely arbitrary and that there
may exist considerable overlap between experiments in seperate
classes.
a. Mineral Analogs to Interstellar Dust
The thermodynamic calculations of Gilman (1969) predicted the
formation of olivine grains in the envelopes of cool stars. An
absorption feature at 10 microns was subsequently detected at low
resolution in such sources and olivine became the mineral of choice
with which to model circ uustellar dust. High resolution spectra for g
< A < 13 microns however do not confirm the presence of olivine in
cit •cumstellar envelope:. The observed feature lacks the sharp fine
structure characteristic of mineral spectra. The search therefore
began for a material which had a relatively featureless 10 micron band
and which might also be a natural constituent of astrophysical
environments.
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Day (1974, 1976a,b) described a laboratory synthesized amorphous
magneaiUM silicate which has an infrared absorption spectrum
resembling that of circumstellar l ailicatea l . the material was
prepared as a gel from an aqueous solution and its infrared spectrum
recorded as a function of annealing temperature. Annealing in a
vacuum transforms the spectrum of this material from one which
resembles that of interstellar dust to one identical to forsterite
(the magnesium end member of the olivine solid solution series). It
is interesting to note that when Day (1974) heated a sample of the
matrix of the Murchinson Meteorite (a type II carbonaceous chonrite),
the infrared spectrum of which also resembles that of the interstellar
feature, he obtained a spectrum which exhibited many of the prominent
olivine signatures.
Zsikodski, Knacke and Porco (1975) have suggested a
phyllosiliCate model of interstellar grains based primarily on studies
Of type I carbonaceous chondrites. Their analyses cc ifirm that
phyllosilicates are the dominant silicate minerals of such meteorites
and that the infrared spectra of several phyllosilicates (i.e.
montmorillonite or chlorite) resemble, to first approximation, the
spectra of astronomical sources.
Unfortunately, associated peaks near 3 and 6 microns, produced by
hydroxyl groups within such minerals, are not correlated with the band
strength of the 10 micron feature as would be predicted by such a
model. In addition, the direct condensation of such complex species
from the vapor - needed to explain circumstellar ob p :rvations -
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should prove to be extremely difficult. However it is easy to imagine
the formation of such materials from pre—existing amorphous silicates
in regions of higher pressure such as the primitive solar nebula.
Knacke and Krdtchmer (19$0), in a study of the infrared spectra
of carbonaceous chondrites, found that hydrated phyllosilicates might
account for a long wavelength wing found in the 3.07 micron water ice
absorption feature. The hydration of amorphous silicates, on a ssall
scale, might be possible given the degree of reprocessing expected for
the average interstellar grain. However, alternate explanations for
the observed shape of this feature exist and will be discussed in the
next subsection.
Because high temperature condensates such as olivine and
enstatite are predicted to form in circ umstellar environments, it has
been suggested that the irradiation of such materials by energetic
particles could alter their spectra sufficiently to match that
observed in the interstellar medium (Wickramasinghe , 1971) . Dybwad
(1971) investigated the effects the irradiation of silicate minerals
by KeV energy protons while Day (1977) used 1-2 AHeV protons. Neither
found any significant alteration of the spectra even for radiation
doses which were factors of 10-100 higher than those expected for
typical grains.
KrStchmer and Huffman (1979) have measured the optical constants
of an extremely disordered olivine 3amp11. produced by the exposure of
a polished, natural olivine to a dose of 5 x 10 16 (1.5 MeV Neon ions)
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M-2. the dielectric functions for the weveleuth range 8 microns < a
< 30 microns have been determined from an analysis of the speoular
reflectance of the ample, the extinction produced by lryle18h
particles of this composition were calculated using His theory.
Extinction measurements for an amorphous olivine smoke were also taken
and found to agree with calculations, Because the radiation dosage
used to produce the amorphous alivine Was much higher than that
expected over the lifetime of typical interstellar grains, nothing
could be concluded about the formation of such amorphous materials.
KriAtcheer and Diffman (1979) did conclude however that the material
responsible for the 10 and 20 micron features oould be an amorphous
',ai iv ine' .
I have already noted that the best model for the visible and
ultraviolet extinction and polarization measurements (Mathis and
coworkers_ see chapter 1) is based upon the optical properties of well
known terrestrial materials. Such information has been available in
the literature for many years for most of the less complex and more
prominent mineral species.
b. Organic Polymers and Ices
As discussed in section III of Chapter 1. Hoyle and coworkers
have suggested that the observed infrared spectra of astronomical
sources could be explained in terms of models based upon the
laboratory spectra of polysaccharides (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1977)
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a
ior biochemical compounds (Hoyle and Wickrasasinghe. 1981). Their
visible-ultraviolet extinction model is based upon laboratory
measurements of the optical properties of viruses, bacteria and
biochemical chromophores (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe. 1979). Much of
the current controversy surrounding this model revolves about the
recent detection of a 3.4 micron feature in the spectrum of IRS-7
(Wickramasinghe and Allen. 1980). While Duley and Williams (1979.
1981) interpret the feature as the signature of " functional groups
formed on the surface of interstellar graphite grains. Hoyle (1981)
prefers to interpret this feature as indicative of interstellar
microbes.
Little more need be said about such models except to point out
that they are obvious examples of what happens when the
'identification' of a grain material rests solely upon the shape of
its spectr un. Although this is indeed an important constraint, one
must also consider such factors as the relative stability of the
material in the regions in which it has been observed and the
mechanism by which such materials might form.
Studies of two other types of carbon based polymers have been
performed in the laboratory. Khare and Saden (1971. 1 973. 1979 and
references therein) have produced a relatively stable organic polymer
by electric discharge through, and ultraviolet irradiation of,
mixtures of fairly simple starting materials (i.e. CH 49 NH3 . H2O. H2S,
etc.) The properties of this material vary from run to run but may
nevertheless represent a small fraction of interstellar material.
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This component could be produced as mantled grains approach the edges
of interstellar clouds and thus became exposed to the interstellar
radiation field.
Carbynes are solid allotropes of carbon formed from alternating
triple and single C-C bonds. Whittaker and wolten (1972) have
synthesized carbynes at temperatures in excess of 2600K in the
laboratory and Whittaker (1978. 1979) subsequently found several types
of carbynes in samples of six terrestrial graphites. Carbynes have
also been identified in meteorites (Hayatsu et al., 1980) where they
have been st.own tc be carriers of gr 4.mordial noble gas (Whittaker et
al., 1980). Hayatsu et al. (1980) have demonstrated the formation of
carbynes from the disproportionation of CO in the presence of a
cnromite catalyst at temperatures of only 300-400C. Webster (1980)
has suggested that carbynes may be the primary condensate in the
atmospheres of carbon stars. For this reason, it is important to
obtain the ultraviolet extinction spectra of these materials. such
experiments are currently in the planning stage (Hecht, 1981).
A study of the condensation of water at the low temperatures
expected in dense interstellar clouds indicates that an amorphous ice
is formed (Leger et al.,1919)• The spectrum of this amorphous solid
more closely resembles the observed shape of the 3.1 micron feature
'	 than does a more crystalline species. Ihis study also indicates that
the band strength of the 3.1 micron feature in amorphous ice is only
--2/3 of that in crystalline ice.
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Greenberg and ooworkers (Hagen, Allamandola and Greenberg. 1979;
Allamandolo, Greenberg and Norman, 1979) have recently described
experimental studies of the low temperature (42-420 photolysis of
simple CO. CH  H2O and NH3 mixtures. The purpose of the experiments
was to investigate the products formed by such processes in the
mantles of interstellar grains by the action of ultraviolet radiation.
The observed products were analysed as a function of the length of
photol/sis by infrared, visible and ultraviolet spectroscopy. In
addition, the mass spectra of selected residues were obtained after
the system had been brought up to room temperature. It was found that
some of these residues were stable to temperatures as high as
550-600K.
Hagan et al. also found that a large number of molecules and
radicals observed in the interstellar medium can be produced by such
processes. It was also shown that grain mantles which contain such
species also contain a large quantity of stored chemical energy. This
energy could be released in relatively low velocity grain-grain
collisions and result in the evaporation of the mantle and the release
Of a significant number of complex organic molecules. Such processes
might be the primary mechanism by which the more complex organic
species, which are observed in dense clouds, are produced.
Finally, it was shown that ultraviolet irradiation of CO/H20
mixtures results in a feature at 3.1 microns which closely resembles
the shape of the observed band attributed to water ice in the spectrum
of the KL Nebula. It is not known (by this author) if this results
f
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from a breakdown of the H 2O loe structure or from a chemical reaction
with CO. Studies of the effect of the irradiation of other mixtures
upon the shape of this feature are reported to be in progress (Hagen,
Allamandols and Greenberg, 1979).
c. Sputtering and Laser/flash Evaporated Condensates.
Lord (1968) vaporized powders of iron oxide. Magnesium oxide,
aluminum oxide and dunite with a flash discharge lamp but was unable
to either chemically or structurally identify his condensation
products which formed gs mirrors as well as whiskers and sphcrules on
the glass walls of his system. because he was unable to control the
canposition of the vapor, could not achieve a homogeneous vapo- rase
aad could not control the rate of condensation, he abandoned the
project.
Blander et al. ( 1969) used a laser to vaporize basalt targets and
found ( not surprisingly) that the recondensed material was enriched in
volatiles while the residual basalt became enriched in refractory
oxides. Meyer ( 1971) controllably condensed a vapor produced by the
sputtering of silicate targets in an argon glow discharge onto
substrates at known temperatures. Silicon, magnesium and iron were
found to ^)e depleted relative to calcium and aluninum at substrate
temperatures above 5000 while the Ca / Al ratio was found to remain
unchanged over a wide temperature span (1000 < T < 850C). He
therefore proposed that although the bulk chemistry of chondritic
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meteorites might be related to a high temperature condensation process
in a relatively homogeneous solar nebula, individual chondrites are
unlikely to be primordial gas phase condensates because of their
variable Ca/Al ratios.
Stephens and Kothari (1978) have used a pulsed laser to evaporate
samples of astrophysical interest such as olivine, pyroxene, alumina,
carbon, etc. The samples recondensed in the laser plume, usually at
pressures in excess of one atmosphere in an Ar, 0 2 or H2 buffer gas.
Silicates vaporized in 02 as well as calcium carbonate and carbon
vaporized in Ar or H2 recondensed into glassy spheres 20-30nm in
diameter. Alumina and silicon carbide recondensed into crystalline
grains. It is interesting to cote that the condensates formed in
their system always formed chainlike necklace structures.
Stephens and Russell (1979) used the system described above to
produce samples of glassy olivine and enstatite from natural samples.
The infrared spectra (4 microns ( A < 14 microns) of these amorphous
glasses were then compared to samples of the same composition which
had been ground to similar dimensions. These spectra were also
compared to the observed spectrum of the Trapezium. It is shown that
although the spectra of the amorphous glasses are narrower than the
observed profile of the Trapezium, variations in the composition of
the grains or gradients in the source temperature of the dust cloud
could broaden the laboratory profile to match the observations. This
is not true of the ground samples which are shown to exhibit
considerable structure	 thin the 10 micron band.
r M
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Stephens (1980) used the same apparatus to measure the extinction
of small, vapor condensed silicate, carbon and silicon carbide
particles in the range 130m < A < 800ra. Although the silicate and
carbon particles produced in this study were amorphous, silicon
carbide condensed in the low temperature (S) crystal form. IhO most
interesting finding of this study was that amorphous or glassy carbon
particles of mean radii 13ra and 6ra produced extinction peaks at 250
and 235 nm respectively. Graphitic carbon ( or possibly carbynes) must
therefore be responsible for the observed extinction peak at 220nm.
Day (1979) has reactively sputtered cathodes of Mg Si and Mg2Si
compositions in an Ar/02 atmosphere to produce amorphous films of
hgsiu 3 and Mg 25iO4 composition respectively. He measured the optical
constants of these films in the infrared (7 microns < a < 33 microns)
and used these constants to calculate the extinction of Rayleigh
spheres of the same nominal composition. both compounds exhibit broad
extinction peaks centered near 10 and 19 microns which compare
favorably with those found in astronomical sources.
A similar study was done on the properties of amorphous iron
silicates produced by the reactive sputtering of Fe Si and Fe2Si
cathodes in Ar/02
 atmospheres (Day, 1981) . Although the peak
Positions for the FeSiO3 and Fe 2SiU4 films are essentially the same as
in their magnesium counterparts, the calculated extinction
efficiencies are 30% to 75% lower. Measurements of the far infrared
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that the extinction falls off as 1-1.8.
d. Smokes
Kamijo at al. (1975) produced fine particles of carbon, iron,
Iron oxide and silica, the mean diameter of which ranged between
4-100nm. Iron and iron oxide condensates exhibited some crystal
structure while carbon and silica smokes were amorphous. In all cases
however, the small particles were observed to form cha Al ike
'necklace' structures similar to those found in the laser condensed
sookes of Stephens and Kothari (1978).
Da y (1975) produced j,50-60m diameter foraterite spheres by
striking an arc between hollow graphite electrodes containing natural
fosterite. This method was later used in the study of Kr%tchmer and
Huffman ( 1979) mentioned previously. Although the initial condensates
were glassy, annealing at 8000 converted the particles to crystalline
olivine. the optical constants of this material were then measured in
the range (9 microns < a < 25 microns). These spheres were probably
not true smokes - vapor phase condensates - but rather were more
likely small molten fragments thrown from the electrodes and rapidly
quenched by the surrounding gas (Day, 1976).
A similar technique - evaporation in an electric arc - has been
used by Lefevre (1970) to produce smokes of iron, carbon, silicon
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carbide and silica. Grain sires in this study were in the range (10m
< r < 200m). Optical absorption measurements of these particles were
made and compared with Hie calculations for infinite cylinders in the
range 360nm < a < 700nm. Good agreement was obtained only for silica
- possibly indicative of the need for better optical constants for the
other materials. In all cases the particles again formed ehainlike
necklace' structures similar to those mentioned previously.
Day and Donn (19788.b) describe the production of Si 203 (and
amorphous magnesius silicate) smoke by the evaporation of Si0 (plus
magnesium) into Ar, H2 or Ar/ H2O atmospheres at low pressures (P < 10
Corr). In this study the condensate was shown to condense directly
from the gas phase and was extremely sensitive to the temperature of
the ambient gas; i.e. no condensate formed at T z 5000 at S10-Hg
evaporation rates sufficient to produce copious quantities of smoke at
room temperature. The infrared spectrum of the amorphous magnesium
silicate showed some similarity to the observed 10 and 20 micron
feature of astronomical sources and annealed (at 12500 to form
crystalline forsterite.
Although the experimental conditions under which particle
formation occurred in this system were not well defined, these results
were significant since they demonstrated the non-equilibrium nature of
the condensation process in such refractory systems. This was evident
both from the amorphous nature of the condensates and from the drastic
inhibition of particle formation at 5000 in a system predicted
thermodynamically to condense at P14000 (Larimer and Grossman, 1974)
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from a vapor lower in concentration than that studied. 7ho
condensation of 8104!2 and 1A-31"2
 systems were investigated more
thoroughly for this dissertation (see Chapters 5 g 6) . All of the
qualitative findings of Day and Donn (1978a.b) were confirmed and put
on a much more quantitative basis. In addition, the infrared spectra
of these condensates were shown to bear a significant resemblance to
	 .
the 8-25 micron spectrum of OH 26.5 * 0.6 as the samples were annealed
in vacuum at 1000K for times ranging up to 167 hours.
I1. Nucleation Theory
The partial pressure of a chemical species, in equilibrium with a
liquid or solid of similar composition, is determined uniquely by the
temperature of the system. If. however. no solid or liquid phase
exists, then it is possible for trio vapor to become supersaturated as
the temperature of the system decreases (assume that interactions with
the walls are insignificant). Nucleation theory attempts to predict
the rate of condensation as a function of the degree of
super saturation. ambient temperature and chemical composition of the
cooling system. one of the earliest solutions to this problem is
based upon thermodynamic principles and 933ume3 that the condensing
cluatera can be approximated by liquid drops (Becker and During. 1935;
Volmer and Weber. 1926). This approach is known as the ioc ker-During
or Classical theory of homogeneous nucleation (see 8eiss. 1977.
Abraham, 1974).
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This section will be divided into three subsections. In the
first, I will briefly sketch the basic derivation of classical
nucleation theory. in the seoond, I will outline some of the
modifications and alternatives to classical theory which have been
suggested over the years. In the third. I will review an application
of classical theory (based upon a steady state approximation) in which
the time dependent nucleation rate for a cooling gas is calculated as
a function of the cooling trajectory and the inherent properties of
the condensate.
a. The Classical Theory of Homogeneous Nucleation
If we assume that the bulk of the cooling, supersaturated gas is
in the form of monomers and that these react to form a quasi steady
state distribution of n-mere, then the equilibrium number density of
such clusters will be given by
Nn : N 1 e P(- &G 0/kT)	 (1)
where N 1
 is the number density of monomers, Nn is the number aensity
of n-mere, AG,, is the free energy of formation of an n-mer from
monomers and T is the temperature of the system.
If one assures that the clusters are liquid drops, then the free
energy of formation of these drops from monomeric vapor will be the
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am of two terms, one dependent on the volume and the other on the
surface area of the cluster. The free energy of this system is given
AGO : -nkTtnS • ono	 (2)
by Equation (2), where S is the supersaturation ratio, 3  is the
surface area of a cluster and a is the surface tension of the liquid.
Since the cluster is assumed to be spherical. its radius, r, and 	 «
surface area are given by r _ [(3nm)/(490)i 1/3 and an s 4*r2
respectively. these can be calculated if one knows the density of the
.1
cluster, g, and the sass of a monomer, a. Equation (2) can therefore
be written as
eG o = - (4 ir3 )/(3v)k?tnS + 4xr2a	 (3)
where v is the volume per monomer in the cluster.
The maximum in AG,, the activation energy barrier, &G, # , in the
formation of clusters from monomers and r , the radius of the
c
'critical' cluster at which AG, is observed, are easily calculated by
taking the derivative of equation (3) with respect to r. These
quantities are given by Equations (4) and (5) respectively. The
AGE 
a
= (16va3v2)/( 31 kTtnS1 )	 (4)
r  o (2ov)/(kTtnS)	 (5)
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c-Z
equilibrium number of critical sized clusters is found by substituting
6guation (K) into lQuation (1).
The steady state rate of Mcmation of critical sized clusters, J,
is the product of a number of factors. These include the monomer
impingement rate per unit surface area of the cluster, g, the surface
area of the critical sited cluster, s , the number density of critical
clusters, Mn , and the rate at which these critical clusters
re-evaporate. For simplicity, the sticking coefficient of a monomer
onto a cluster is usually assumed to be unity. the nucleation rate is
therefore given by
J a (20/1m) 112VN 1 2exp[-(161j0 3v2 )1(3(kTl 3 ,tnS) 2 )3	 (6)
where it has been assumed that Z, the rate at which re-evaporation
occurs, is given by Equation (7) (Reiss, 1977).
Z a (eG se/[3wkTnc21) 1/2
	
(7)
It can be seen from inspection of Equation (6) that the
nucleation rate is extremely sensitive to the ambient temperature, the
concentration of monomers (both N 1 and S) and to the surface onerdy of
the cluster, o. Nucleation theory assUaes that the surface energy of
a cluster is equal to the surface energy of the bulk liquid (or solid)
ana that v, the volume of a monomer in the cluster, is also Qqual to
its bulk value. Cr iticism of these assumptions, as well as objections
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•ooncerning the proper fore of re f, , have bean the basis of virtually
all of the controversy in this field.
7h*ae objections, as well as sone of the suggested aiodificationa,
will be discussed in the next subsections. However, it must be noted
that ex perinental evidence obtained on systems which require
relatively low supersaturations in order to nucleate, and which
condense as liquids, are found to agree quite well with the
predictions of classical nucleation theory (Adamson, 1976).
b. Modifi-, atlons and Alternatives to Classical Nucleation theory
A long standing debate in the literature concerns the 'proper'
•
form of •G,
	
Lothe and Found (1962) feel that Equation ( q ) does not
adequately account for the statistical mechanical contributions from
the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the monomers as
they combine to form n-mere. Their alternative formulation, when
applied to the nucleation of water vapor, indicates that the
nucleation rate should be 10 12 to 10 17 times faster than the rate
predicted by classical theory (Lothe and Found, 1962).
Several authors (Reiss, 1977; Blander and Katz, 1972) have argued
that such factors are already accounted for by the liquid drop
approximation. More important, Blander and Katz (1972) have shown
e
that there is a mistake in the original derivation of AG, and that
Equation (3) should contain an additional term on the right hand side
s
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(♦ KTAA3). This results in an additional factor of S 1 in the
pre-exponential factor of Equation (6). ibis factor is not important
for the nucleation of most systems studied to data since the required
superseturations have usually been relatively small. However, for the
nucleation of more refraetory materials such ai S10, Foo, etc., S can
be on the order of 105 and this additional factor can therefore became
significant.
Mother major problem in the classical formulation of nucleation
theory is the assumption that quantities such as surface tension,
density and eG, for bulk materials, can be applied :.o small clusters
(Nishioku and Hound, 1977; Tolman, 1948, 1949; Abraham, 1974) . Such
assumptions could lead to errors as large as 10 17 (Oriani and
Sundquist, 1963) for the nucleation rate of water vapor and might
actually cancel the predicted increase of ,r 10 1 I mentioned earlier
(Lothe and Found, 1962). Because of such uncertainties, Us uer and
Fr urip (1977) have proposed a model for the nucleation of highly
supersaturated systems based upon a kinetic approach. They find that
the rate determining 'step' occurs at a size greater than that of the
critical cluster and that the overall nucleation rate is determined oy
the rate at which AG,( r) decreases beyond the critical cluster. Their
model predicts that refractory compounds tend to nucleate slower than
the rate predicted by classical theory.
An alternative, kinetic approach to nucleation, which utilizes
quantities which can in principle be measured in an equilibrium
system, has been formulated by Katz and Donohue (1979). It is
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interesting to Dote that their predicted nucleation rate (assuaiDg as
ideal gas) is identical to that predicted by classical theory. Of
course nucleation, by definition, can never occur in an ideal gas.
Nevertheless, their formalism does offer the possibility of using
measured cluster ooncentrations, obtained under equilibrium
conditions, to predict the nucleation rate in a supersaturated system.
	 •
When one remembers that theoretical rates can vary by as much as 1034
depending upon which teams are deemed important, such a reliance upon
an experimentally based prediction is indeed an asset. Ibis formalism
has recently been extended to treat the case of nucleation for systems
in which the condensible monomer is produced by the chemical reaction
of originally noncondensible gas (or liquid) phase components (Katz
and Donohue. 1982).
Finally, Gillespie (1981) has shown that homogeneous nuoltzLion
can be viewed in terms of a stochastic process. In this model, the
equilibrium, pre-nucleation cluster distribution is determined by the
probability that an (n-1)-aer will gain a monomer to become an n-mer,
verse& the combined probabilities that an n-mer will either lose or
gain a monomer. It is shown that, with numerous reasonable
assumptions, this model reducea to an expression for the nucleation
rate identical to that predicted by Classical theory. In addition
the taodel allows one to calculate the 'time lag' before the onset of
nucleation due to the time required to establish a population of
critical nuclei. Again, it is in principle possible to measure the
various quantities necessary to predict the nucleation rate of a
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particular system of interest. This is especially true of a system in
which the size of the critical nucleus is expected to be mall.
c. Time Dependent Nucleation Theory
t
Drain* and Sel peter (1977) have devised a model, based upon
t	 Classical nucleation theory, which can be used to predict the
nucleation rate, the average size of the final clusters and the
dispersion about this mean for a cooling, supersaturated vapor. These
quantities are calculated in terms of two dimensionless parameters, a
and n, as well as other rather strangely dimensioned quantities.
these additional quantities are used to describe the cooling
trajectory of the gas and the thermal ,roperties of the condensing
clusters. g is defined in such a way that keN is essentially equal to
the surface free energy per surface site for a cluster of N monomers.
n is defined as the number of times an average monomer can be expected
to collide with (and stick to) an average surface site during one
supersaturation ratio e-folding time on the cooling trajectory of the
Jas.
the derivation of this model is extremely complex - and is
further obscured by the use of a host of parameters specifically
defined in terms of suns and ratios of more familiar quantities. Ibis
model also relies heavily upon c18331C81 nucleation theory and is
therefore suoJect to most of the 3400 problems mentioned in subsection
b above.
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Drain ons Salpater (1977) find that the 'critical'
supersaturation at which nucleation occurs from the vapor is given by
to c r 0 0 -1 [1+(e^ /B^')(Xn1V81nn)- (8tnn) -1 ]	 (8)
s
where A. a (2T/8) 3/2(tnn) 1/2 9
 B.' a Be-U/2. c a
[(Y-1)-1-l^3KT]-1[dtn(e/T)/dinT], 8 =_ ►cT(din(n 
sat )/dinT), Y a
1.(d ynVdin[ n]) , n is the total density of condensible material,
a : ( 213/3)(/3) 1/2 (0 8 '/0 6 ) 4 (T O/6 o ) 5(t,nn)9/2/(A<f3>) . A a
c 1 (1-X)-1 n-1 . X is the mass fraction of condensible material, c  is
the concentration of monomers and <f 3> a 1-exp(B.).
Of these quantities. 8 can be determined experimentally; y is
determined by the assured cooling trajectory and 'ideality' of the
gas. The dependence of a on T is virtually anyone's guess as is the
dependence of a on N. The concentration of monomers is time dependent
and n and X are arbitrary input parameters. Many of these terms are,
of course. redundant - not to mention confusing. Nevertheless, the
average size of the final cluster distribution is given by
<N final > ' (2/0 1/2(3e/29)(8./0 9') 3<f3>(a/T,)3(n/&nn)3 (9)	
.
and is thus quite sensitive to both 6 and n since B., B 0 ', and <f3>	 •
also each depend on these quantities.
r
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The relative dispersion in the mean cluster size distribution
In terms of the nusber of monomer& inoorpornted into the cluster - is
given by
<(N1/3-<N1 /3>)2>1/2<N> 1/3 r 0.28 (8/ T) 1/2 (tnq) -1/2	(10)
t
where the factor 0.28 was empirically chosen to make the equation
agree with the results of numerical calculations. The application of
this theory to the condensation of grains in the atmospheres of stars
will be discussed in section III below.
III. Astrophysical Applications of Nucleation Theory
Nucleation theory has been used to calculate the conditions under
which graphite grains right condense in the atmospheres of cool,
carbon rich stars (Donn et al., 1968; Fix, 1969)• Salpeter ( 1974a)
used a form of nucleation theory, modified to account for the
temperature increase of the clusters because of the high latent heat
of condensation of crystalline species, to treat the condensation
Process in both oxygen and carbon rich stars. He then predicted the
conditions under which either dust alone, or a mixture of both gas and
r
dust might be ejected from the atmospheres of 3vs.'s ^*_ars ( Salpeter,
1974b) .
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M excellent summary of the problems encountered in the
application of nucleation theory to condensation processes in stellar
atmospheres is given by Tabak at al.(1975). These authors
specifically discuss the effects caused by the assumption of bulk
parameters (eG. Y . crystal structure) in such calculations. These
authors also discuss the result of using the LDthe- pound formulm+
rather than the classical model. They show that the nucleation of
carbon grains is extremely sensitive to the value adopted for y. They
also note that the value for the surface free energy, tr, which might
be appropriate for graphite clusters, is a matter of considerable
uncertainty.
Yamamoto and Hasegawa (1977) -hereafter YH- independently
formulated a time dependent model of nucleation to calculate the size
distribution of the grains formed in astrophysical systems. In
general, their fonmalism is quite similar to that of Draine and
Salpeter ( 1977) - hereafter DS - in that nucleation is round to depend
sensitively on two parameters, y and p, which are analogous to 9 and q
of US. The application of YH theory is made mush easier due to the
inclusion of some extrer*ely useful tables; one of which tabulates r
the radius of the final clusters - as a function of y and logy is
particularly valuable.
YH apply their mouel to calculate the condensation sequence of a
gas of solar caoposition. They obtain qualitative verification of the
conclusions derived by blander and Katz (1967),  i.e. that nucleation
barriers can effectively disrupt the thermodynamic condensation
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sequence proposed by LAriaer (1967) or Grossman (1972). Of special
Interest, IN are careful to note most of the possible problems which
s
	
could alter their conclusions. Such problems include uncertainties in
1, effects of the condensation of species fo need by chemical reactions
P
in the gas phase and possible effects of heterogeneous nucleation on
the surfaces of 'pre-existing' grains. In the case of nucleation in
stellar atmospheres, these would be the grains which condense first
and could therefore lower the condensation barrier for less refractory
materials.
Deg uchi (1980) has uses the eambinea YH-D5 nucleation model to
study the effect of grain formation on the gas phase chemical
composition of cool circurmatellar envelopes. He shows that although
the YH-DS model is based upon classical nucleation theory, inclusion
of the correction factor proposed by Lo the and Pound (1962) only
changes the total number of predicted grain nuclei by a factor between
6 and 64. Due to the other uncertainties innerent in the analysis,
this disagreement is unimportant.
Deg ucni (1960) finds that 490-991 of the metals in the ejected
gas condense into grains when the mass loss rate 1s eo!.al to 10-5
solar masses per year. More tnan 994 of the refractories condense at
mass loss rates less than 3 x 10 -6 solar masses per year. He also
calculates teat nucleation occurs at ,r4-6 times the stellar radius.
Given the uncertainties in the model, these conclusions are in
reasonable agreement with the calculations of Hagen (1978). However,
this may be fortuitous since Hagen (1976) concludes that grain
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formation occurs as a consequence of stellar mass loss while Daguohl
(1980) finds that nucleation drives it in stars heavier than 1.5 solar
masses.
praine (1979) has applied the time dependent nucleation model of
DS to the condensation of graphite in carbon rich protoplanetary
nebulae and novae. Although the theory successfully predicts the
formation of graphite in such sources, it cannot form silicate grains
in the outflow from normal giants and supergiants without the
invocation of density enhance,oents on the order of factors of 100 over
the densities derived using tree assueeption of a steady flow.
In a later raper (Draine. 1981), condensation in such outflows is
shown to be possible due to the fact that Goth the S10 monomer and
shall (10 atom) 'olivine' grains can be characterized by temperatures
considerably lass Wan that c:haracteristic of the translational
velocity of the gas. Even with these approximations however, the size
of the critical clusters trought to nucleate in such environments in
barely larger than that for which the DS model begins to rail. In
addition, one can only speculate about the properties of a 10 atom
'olivine' cluster since olivine 'monomers' already require at least 7
atoms. Condensation processes in such systems must surely ue 	 .
influenced oy the reaction rate o 1%0 (or Ee0) + Si0 molecules to
form critical clusters in the gas phase. This probleu is discussed in
somewhat more detail in Chapter 6.
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Lefevre (1979) has shorn that the growth of grains which nucleate
s
in stellar sources is very sensitive to the temperature of the
clusters and that this temperature is, in turn, likely to be different
than that of the ambient gas. This result is not dependent upon the
formation fate of critical clusters but rather considers only the
	
`	 subsequent growth of these clusters into macroscopic drains. He
s
concludes that the aupersaturation ratio used in theories applied to
	
t	 astrophysical regions should be defined in terms of the equilibrium
temperature of the critical cluster rather than that of the ambient
gas. This, of course, requires that one be able to calculate the
temperatures of monomers, dimers .... n-mers,...&.sall grains. This
problem is discussed in more detail in Chapter S.
IV. Nucleation Lxperiments at High Super saturations
Very little experimental work has been done on the condensation
of refractory materials, although ttie nucleation of more volatile
species - i.e. water - has been stuuied for decades. Such work formed
the experimental basis upon which classical nucleation theory was
built. It is only more recently that the vapor phase nucleation of
refractory species became interesting. Jbis is due ir. large measure
to the importance of such processes in the fonaation of particulates
in the combustion of coal anJ other fuels, and the desire to control
pollution from such sources. Refractory aerosols are also produced by
the recondensation of meteoric materials in the upper atmosphere an:t
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In numerous Industrial processes. It should be obvious from the
previous sections that these processes are also important in
astrophysics.
F
`	 Dorfeld and Hudson (1973) attempted to experimentally l^termine
the degree of graphite condensation which mi ht be expected in the
expanding envelopes of cool, carbon rich stars. This was done by
allowing hot (,n2000K) mixtures of methane and hydrogen to expand
through a small orifice into a vacuum. The final CH 4/H2 ratio was
deteneineJ by mass spectroscopy and compared with the initial ratio.
A decrease was taken to be indicative of the formation of graphite in
the expansion. It should be noted that the formation of graphite
could not be dirpL^tly observed in this system. The expansion was
scaled so that the number of termolecular collisions in the experiment
was equal to the number expected over the timescale of the stellar
outflow. They concluded that little or no graphite condensation could
be expected in such sources and obtained an upper limit o!' 10S of the
available carbon condensed into grains.
These results might be due to the short timescales over which the
reactions were followed in the laboratory as opposed to those
available in stellar sources. They might also be explained by the
fact that, in this experiment, carbon atoms were not readily available
but had to be produced by the dissociation of CH 
	
However, the
dissociation of methane should become increasingly difficult as the
gas expands due to the decrease in the average energy available to
break the C-H bends are the gas cools. M equilibrium carbon atom
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concentration Was probably never approached in this system and their
conclusions are therefore at least suspect.
Bauer and coworkers have studied the nucleation of supersaturated
metal vapors as a function of ambient temperature in a series of shock
tube experiments. Freun4 and Bauer (1977) experimentally determined
the binding energy per atom for the reaction nFe • Fe n . They found
s	 that the expression eEn/n z eEa(1-t1 0 ' 25 ) adequately represented their
data. eE^ is the sublimation energy of the bulk metal. This result
is interesting in that it demonstrates that moaomera are bound much
less strongly to small clusters than to the b ►: k metal.
Frurip and Bauer (1977a) determined the temperature dependence of
the critical supersaturation ratio for iron, lead and bisnuth. They
showed that, even allowing for a substantial degree of experimental
error, neither the classical nor the Lathe-Pound theory could be used
to predict their results. In addition, due to the probable dependence
of the surface tension on temperature, they questioned if such
measurements oovld reasonably be used to distinguish between these
theories.
Frurip and Bauer (1977b) developed a techmique by which an
independent determination of the nucleation flux could be made. They
r
then used this technique ani tnei r previous results on the temperature
dependence of the condensation of lead, bi=uth ana iron to develope a
kinetic theory of nucleation (Bauer and Frurip, 1977). 1hi3 theory
completely abandoned the liquid drop approximation and the concept of
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a 'constrained equilibrium distribution'. Unfortunately, this theory
is extremely difficult (if not impossible) to apply to most systems of
astrophysical interest since it requires the input of detailed
reaction rate constants for all species o!' importance. Such detailed
information is obviously not available at the present since even the
chemical composition of some drain foraind regions is still a matter 	 •
of debate (xuckeraan, 1980) .
Recently, Stephens and Bauer (1981) have reported aeasureareuts of
the critical pressure for the onset of avalanche nucleation as a
function of ambient temperature for the condensation of F*, S1, he/ S1,
F'eUx and SiUx . In all cases there was substantial disagreement
between the measurements anJ predictions based on either the classical
or the lathe-Pound formulations of nucleation theory.
SupersaturaLions observed in these shock tube experiments ranked from
.r10 for iron to several orders of m+.dnitude for the SiUx systao.
A comparison of the shock tube data, of Stephens and bauer ( 1 ydl ) ,
obtained at temperatures between 1250K and 42UUK, and that obtained in
a quasi steady state syste%a at temperatures between 15OK and IUUUK is
presented in Uiapter 5. This chapter reports measuretaents of the
_emperature dependence of the onset of avalanche nucleation in an
SiU-N Z system as a function of twaperaLure in a system similar to that
t
used in we work of 1>uy dnd Wnn (1 yjda,o) . Wnen the aagniLutle of the
possible error in both experiments is ccxabined with the focL that lane
teiaperature rdu4e3 of the Aedaureraents do not overlap, a detdiled
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comparison of these two sets of results meanir4less. lbwever, the
overall agreement between these different methods appears to be quite
good.
V. summary
lr
It has been dwonstrated (KrItchmer and Wffman, 1977: Day, 1919.
1981) that an amorphous iron or magnesium silicate can produce
infrared extinction (d microns < x < 25 microns) which is quite
similar to that observed in obscured, oxygen rich, stellar sources.
the spectra of more crystalline waterlals dues not reproduce such
observations. Ptost theories of nucleation rely upon the attainment of
eyuilibriwm conditions (at least before the onset of nucleation) and
predict the formation of a thermodynamically stable (in most cases a
crystalline) solid.
'fha results of nucleation experiments on refractory materials,
similar to those whica might condense in astronomical environments,
deviate considerouly Prow the predictions of both the classical and
Lothe-Found formulations of nucleation theory. It must be emphasized
tnat tnese experiments were performed in terrestrial laboratories
where the kinetic temnperature of the gas, the vibrational temperature
of the clusters and the surface temperatures of the brains were
virtually identical. This is not likely to be the case in most of the
regions currently believe) to be sources of fresh intersteilar grains.
I
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fiis point is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3-
Experimental results for the avalanche oondensation of SLO41 2 and
Ng-Si0-H2 systems as a funotion of the ambient gas temperature are
reported in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
i
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Chapter 3. Vibrational -Diaeguilibrium in Re;ions of Grain Formation
It is well known that in diffuse interstellar clouds the internal
energy of atoms and molecules shows extreme deviations from thermal
equilibrium. Donn (1975. 1979) pointed out that significant
deviations for molecular vibrational energy levels would occur in the
much denser regions where grain formation has been postulated. These
regions include novae and supernovae e,jecta, the shells surrounding
cool stars, planetary nebulae and several models of the primordial
solar nebula. An approximate calculation by Thompson (1973) indicated
that nonequilibrium vibrational distributions are possible in the
atmospheres of cool supergiants. Unfortunately, the criterion adopted
Dy Thompson (1973) for the onset of non-LTE in astrophysical systems
lacks precision. Further, it does not permit the quantitative
analysis necessary to facilitate improved calculations of molecular
abundances or to gain a true understanding of the nucleation process
in such systems. In addition, his analysis suffers from the adoption
of incorrect Nam CO relaxation efficiencies. Geballe and Wollman
(19'12) have observed an apparent non-equilibrium temperature
distribution in the CO spectra of cool stars. More thorough model
calculations by Carbon et al. (1976) have shown that such effects
might indeed be expected.
In this chapter we first calculate the vibrational distribution
and corresponding vibrational temperatures for the diatomic molecules
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carbon monoxide and silicon monoxide over a wide range of gas kinetic
temperatures and pressures for several values of a diluted black body
radiation field. We then estimate the vibrational temperature of an
idealized polyatomio molecule under similar conditions. Carbon
monoxide was chosen because of its abundance in most regions of
interest and silicon monoxide because it plays a major role in the
condensation of numerous predicted grain materials. Most of the
necessary molecular data are available for both. 	 to
The factors repon31ble for the disequilibri um at low pressures
are (1) low collision frequency, (2) general inefficiency of
translational-vibrational energy exchange during collision
(Kondrat'ev, 1964; Cottrell and McCoubrey, 1961) and (3) radiative
lifetimes for vibrational transitions, which are generally in the
range 10-1 - 10-3
 s (Penner, 1959). The net effect is to make
radiative decay comparable to or faster than collisional excitation.
Consequently, at low pressures the vibrational energy distribution
will be seriously perturbed from an equilibrium Boltzmann distribution
by the radiative depletion of higher levels.
This effect can have a significant influence on a number of
physico-chemical processes in low density cosmic clouds as is shUmi by 	
•
the quantitive calculations of Dalgarno and Roberge (1979). This
effect is of' particular significance for molecular abundance
distributions and condensation processes. It raises serious questions
about anal yses 01' these phenomena using the assumption of thermal
equilibrium.
1U6
I	 ,
II. Method of Analysis
a. Model
r As noted by Thompson (1973) • at temperatures below 4000K
electronic transitions are rare and do not significantly contribute to
the vibrational population of CO. Furthermore, condensation of grains
is expected to occur at temperatures below 2000K in regions where the
radiative energy density has Deen considerably diluted. At such
temperatures, the bulk of both CO and S10 occupy low vibrational
states even at equilibrium. We treat both systems as multilevel
molecules and solve for the populations of the lowest twelve levels at
which point more than 99.99999% of the population has usually Deen
accounted for.
A "vibrational temperature" can be defined by the ratio of the
populations of two states such that
Nu
	-hc w
-- - 
ex p ----
N	 kT
v
where Nu and N  are the populations 01' the upper anu lower states, rr
is the transition energy in cm-1 , h, c, and k have their usual
s
meanings and Tv is the viorational temperature. In equation ( 1 ) the
statistical weights have been set equal to one as for the case of a
harmonic oscillator. This is a good approximation for the low
vibrational levels which are important here.
(1)
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M exact calculation of the population of vibrational levels
requires knowledge of the radiation field, oollislonal cross stations
for the excitation of individual levels by all colliding species, as
well as the radiative transition probabilities from occupied levels.
In addition, the chemical composition, temperature and pressure of the
region must be known. because of these restrictions an exact
calculation for any particular region cannot be carried out. However,
	 •
a solution utilizing a °sw reasonable assumptions and somewhat
idealized conditions can be expected to yield results sufficiently
accurate for the treatment of problems in which the vibrational
populations become Important.
Vibrational equilibrium for harmonic oscillators has received a
very general treatment by Rubin and Schuler (1956a,b; 1957). Their
analysis is a good approximation for the low vibrational levels 01'
molecules such as CO and S10. We adopt their n level system and
introduce diluted black body radiation through a dilution constant, W.
We then determine the steady state vibrational distribution rather
than the relaxation rate which was of interest in the much higher
pressure systems of Rubin and Schuler and in which equilibrium is
ultimately attained.
For n level systems we obtain the following set of differential
equations for the steady state population of a given level, with the
approximation that collisional and radiative transitions occur only
between adjacent levels and all energy level spacings are the same:
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R:
dN
0s N 1 (C10+A10+110)-No (C01 +101 ) s 0
dN
x 
s N
x-1 (Cx-t.x
+I
x-l.x ) + Nx+i (Cx+i,x + Ix+t,x + Ax+1,x)dt
- Nx(Cx.x+1 + Ix,x+1 + Cx.x-1 + 1.x,x-1 + Ax.x-1) s C
where N  is the population of level x and Cxy . % and Ixy represent
the probability of collisional, spontaneous radiative and induced
radiative transitions from level x to level y, respectively.
We use the following relation3hip3 ( Rubin and Schuler, 1957) .
(2)
(3)
Cj'j+1 s C j+i.j eXp (- 
pE
KT)
A j+1. j a ab j+1.j
D - alexp(KE--1)) -1 m aQ
V
Aj+1,j a (j+l) A1.0
Cj+l.j z W + 1) C1,0
b j+ 1. j ! bj . j+ I
a = dw hw3j, j+1
where A and b are the Einstein coefficients, and o  is the black body
radiation density at the energy of the transition of interest.
Equations (2) and (3) are solved for population ratios and yield:
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Al : C10 exp(- how/W + WQ A 10	 (^)
NO 	C10 + 0 + WQ) A10
Nx-1	 Nx+ 1
Nx 	No (x)( C 1Vex p(-how/kT) +WQk lo )+ No tx+1)(C10+(1+ WQ)A10) 
(5)
No	 (x+1)(C10 exp(- how/kT) + WQA1,0) + (x)( C 10 + 0 + WQ)A10)
w
where T is both the kinetic and color temperature of the system. This
approximation for T will be considered further in section V.
b. Molecular Constants
The Einstein A's for S10 were taken ;- C om the work of Nedelund
and Lambert (1972). For CO, 
AJ+1,j Was estimated using the
approximation
Aj 
.J+1 2 ( j + 1) A 10 where AU, was calculated from Cnakarian (1970):
A t0 = (64w 4 /3h) ZW 3 (TK2 )	 (6)
where 114 is the transition moment ( for CU. TM = 1.04 x 10 -19 ) and Z is
a constant which depends on the particular vibration - rotation
transitior, of interest. For the P branch 	 s ( J u + 1) /(2J u + 1)
whereas for the R branch Z = Ju/(2Ju + 1) where J  is the rotational
quantun nuaber. Since we are concerned only with tht total ruwber of
transitions per vibrational level we sun the R and P branch transition
rates and Z therefore equals 1. Equation ( 6) Was also used to
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calculate values of A10 for our Model polystamic molecule using
reasonable values for w and 111.
C10 for Co, Si0 and the model polyatomic molecule was initially
calculated from the work of Hillikan and Mite (1963) as adopted by
Thompson (197j) for a harmonic oscillator (see Herzfield and Litovitz,
1959) .
w
P
C10 =	 (7)
exp(1.16x10-3 p1	 a	 (T-1 13 -.015p	 )-18.42)( 1-exp a/T)
where P is the total pressure in atmospheres, p is the reduced mass of
the colliuing system in units of molecular weight, a is the energy of
the transition: in grits of OK and T is the kinetic temperature. The
expression from which this formula is derived, an empirical relation
fitted to a large number of experimental relaxation measurements under
a very wide range of parameters (i.e.. T, o, p, e) is good to better
than a factor of 2 in most cases ( Mill ikan and White, 1963) .
The formalism of Millikan and White (1963) does not apply to the
relaxation of diatomic species by atoms with open electronic shells.
These acorn-molecule collisions have been shown to be much more
effective than previously predicted in transferring energy from the
translational to vibrational degrees of freedom (von Hosenberg, Taylor
and Teare, 1971; West, Weston ana Flynn, 1977; MacDonald and Moore,
,976). hikitin (1974) has proposed that Stark splitting of degenerate
electronic spin-orbit components can lead to resonant collision& and
thus to more efficient translational to vibrational energy exchange.
Non-adisbadic electronic energy transfer will also be important
in colliding systems where a stable reactive complex can be formed
(see the review by Smith, 1976). In this case, ev can be greater than
♦ 1. Carbon et al. (1976) have demonstrated that these energy
exchange mechanisms can have a significant effect on the calculated
deviation of CO from local thermodynamic equilibrium in the
atmospheres of cool stars. These effects will be discussed in section
V.
w
Because C 10 for H atom-CO collisions is at most a factor of 103
higher than predicted by Millikan and White (1963) (see Figure 1 of
Carbon et al. (1976)) we have for simplicity used a collisional rate
(C 10 ) which is a factor of 10 3 higher than that calculated from their
equations for this system. Similarly. because Fe atoms also very
efficiently excite CO vibrational levels (von Rosenberg and Wray.
1971) and because this discrepancy is also of order 10 3 . for iron wa
have again used a collisional rate which is 10 3 times that calculated
from the work of Hillikan and White (1963). These approximations
should underestimate the disequilibriun of the system. C 10 for U
atom-CU collisions was derived from the work of Center (1973). C10
for H atom-SiU and CO-CO collisions were used as calculated from the
equations of Millikan and White (1963). Although the use of these C10
values probably overestimates the degree of disequilibrium for H
atom-510 collisions, they should be correct for the CU-CU system.
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'hte collisional relaxation rate, C 10 , is proportional to the
product of the pressure and the collisional efficiency. M increased
efficiency combined with a proportionate decrease in pressure will
leave the system unchanged. 1herefore in the Figures the effect of a
different choice of collisional efficiency is to multiply the pressure
scale by a factor equal to the ratio of the original efficiency to the
new efficiency.
Using equations (1) , (4) . and (5) . the vibrational temperature of
a particular excited state with respect to the ground state can be
calculated.
III. D13equilibrium of Diatomic Molecules
Figure 1 is a plot of the vibrational temperature of CO as a
function of H-atom pressure at a kinetic temperature of 2000K for
various values of the radiative dilution coefficient W, (W = 1 for a
black body radiation field, W = 0 in the absence of radiation). It is
obvious from the figure that although the radiation field provides a
lower limit to the vibrational temperature it has little efffect on
the pressure at which the system begins to depart from equilibrium.
It snould be noted that there is little difference between the degree
of disequilibrium for W equal to zero and W equal to a few tenths
until the vibrational temperature is well below the kinetic
temperature.
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Figure 1. Vibrational temperataure of CO as a function of total
pressure in an H—atom gas at a kinetic temperature of 2000 K for
various values of the radiative dilution coefficient. W. (W = 0 in
the absence of a radiation field.)
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It should be noted that for abundant molecular species such as CO
the optical depth at the wavelength of the fundamental frequency could
be considerably higher than average due to the trapping of resonance
radiation by the LO molecules. In most cases of interest however, the
density of molecular species should be low enough that this effect
does not become important.
Another interesting feature is that under any particular set of
conditions, all vibrational level populations can be represented by a
Holtzman distribution at a characteristic vibrational temperature.
This results from the fact that our model for diatomic molecules has
an analytical solution which is independent o1' the vibrational level;
T=_^^^------------T-------^^^^---
v	 kT	 1 + C 1,O/A 1.0 + WQ
	
(8)
1 + Fic— ln —t1—o7A------  WQ ex pt ZUR S
Unfortunately, this equation requires that both the Einstein A
coefficients and the collisional efficiencies for the higher
vibrational levels be given by the idealized formulae of Rubin and
Schuler ( 1957). This precludes the use of more accurate results, suc
as the calculation of the Einstein A coefficients for Sio by Hedeluni
and Lambert (1972). Although equation (4) assumes the same idealized
dependence of the C and A coefficients for higher vibrational levels
as does (d), it is a trivial task to seperate the variables in such a
r
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way that equation (4) could accamodate better data as it becomes
available. This is not true of equation (d).
Thompson (1973) stated that non-LTE effects become important when
the rate of downward collisional transitions equals that of
spontaneous radiative transitions. We find from equations (1), (4)
and (5) that when these rates are equal at a kinetic temperature of
2000 K and a dilution coefficient, W, of 0.5, the vibrational
temperature of CO is 1705 K. In the absence of a radiation field (W
0) the above conditions yield CO vibration temperatures of 1380 K.
o1hen Thom pson's criterion is satisfied the system is already far
removed from equilibrium. Further, his criterion provides only a
qualitative measure of disequilibrium and cannot be used to determine
the consequences of the disequilibriun upon other phenomena, for
example, molecular equilibrium or particle condensation.
Figure 2 is a plot of the average vibrational temperature of CO
as a function of H-atom pressure for various values of the gas kinetic
temperature in the absence of radiation. Figure 3 is the analogous
plot for Si O. because of the use of classical collisional
efficiencies for H-Si O, the SiO pressure scales will be too high. If
this system bereaves as does H-0O 3 the correction factor may be as high
as 1000. As there are no experimental measurements for Hatom-Si 0
collisions, the classical results were retained.
I
Figure 2. CO vibrational temperature as a function of tote
in an H atom gas. Each line represents a calculation at tho
kinetic temperature of the Tv intercept, w : 0.
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iIV. Disequilibrium of Polyatomic Molecules
The extreme vibrational disequilibrium found for diatomic
molecules in clouds and its consequences for dissociation (Dalgarno
and fbberge, 1979) calls for an investigation of the vibrational
behavior of polystomic molecules. These more complex species with
many vibrational modes cannot be analysed as accurately as can
diatomic molecules (HoDonaid, 1979) . Lambert (1962, 1977) reviewed
intramolecular vibrational energy conversion. Generally, the
relaxation process can be characterized by a single rate, indicating
rapid collisional internal energy transfer, if the energy of the more
energetic fundamental is less than twice that of the lesser.
Otherwise each mode has a separate relaxation rate.
i
	
	
In order to carry out an analysis for polyatomic molecules
similar to that for diatomics we used a hypothetical molecule with two
fundamental modes. In our initial calculations the energy of mode 2
was assumed to equal three times the energy of mode 1. We then assume
that collisionally induced energy exchange between modes is relatively
rapid compared to other relaxation processes ( Figure 4) . This is
based in part on Lambert's discussion cited earlier and in part on the
effectiveness of internal energy transfer when long lived complexes
are formed (McDonald, 1979). 1be latter appears possible in
atom-molecule collisions. We also assume that our hypothetical
molecules are not excited in both vibrational modes simultaneously.
We therefore ignore all transitions which would eitner originate or
end in such a state. Ibis greatly simplifies the kinetic equations
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of transfer processes in
hypothetical dual mode polyatomic models with a 3:1 and 3:2 ratio of
vibrational funddaental enemies.
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swhich describe the steady state population distribution and allows us
to crest seperately the high and low energy modes in a manner which is
analogous to our treatment of diatomic molecules in equation (3) by
the addition of terms of the form %(Gx 
eya3x,y) where Gx.y is the rate
of transfer between resonant levels of modes 1 and 2 and the Kronecker
delta allows transfer between modes only at resonance. 'fcac validity
of this assumption will be discussed at the end of this section after
the model and its results have been presented.
because of rapid intermode relaxation and the occurrence of
several high energy modes in polyatomic molecules (Herzberg. 1945) our
two mode bolecules can be taken as an approximate representation of
real, mor ; complex polyatomics. To calculate the vibrationa:
distribution we allow the following set of relaxation processes: (1)
radiative excitation and de-excitation involving adjacent levels
within a mode; (2) similar collisional processes and (3) rapid
internal energy transfer between modes near resonance. Our initial
treatment aasuses that (3) :s much more rapid than either (1) or (2) .
We therefore obtain the steady state populations in mode 1 from
ion (y)
_ Nx+1(Ax+1.x+Cx+1.x+Ix+1'x) + Nx-1(Cx-t.x+Ix-t.x) + Ny(Gyox63x*y)
- Nx(Ax•x-1+Cx.x-1+Ix'x-1+Ax.x+1+Cx.x+1+Gx.Y63x.Y) = 0	 (9)
the subscript x indicates vibrational levels of the low energy
and the subscript y indicates levels of the high energy mode.
arly equation (10) wss used to obtain the steady state
ations in mode 2.
1-15
dl^_cN
	 (C(N	 +C	 +I	 )+N	 +I	 )+N (G
	 d	 )d^	 y+i y+1,Y Y+1.Y Yt1.Y
	
Y-1 y-1•Y Y-1 •Y
	
x x.Y 33L Y
- NY ( Y.Y-1+CY.Y-1+1Y.Y-1+CY.Y+1+IY•Y+1+Gy,xd3x,y) = 0	 (10)
In this case, every level in the high energy mode will be in resonance
with a low energy mode.
Figure 5 is a typical plot of the vibrational temperature of our
hypothetical dual mode polyatomic molecule as a function of H atom
pressure. The plot was generated in the same way as were those for
the diatomic molecules •sing the following parameters; Tkinetic = 2000
K, W = 0.1; mode 1. v ► = 1 boo cm-1 , TH = 10-19 ; mode 2, W = 600 an 1.
TM = 10-2C cm 1 ; molecular weight of polyatomic molecule = 60. Each
of the upper four curves represents "Whe vibrational temperature of the
low energy fundamental when the rate of intermode transfer ( Process A
in Figure 4) is set at 10-3 , 10-2 , 10-1 anJ 1 times the collision rate
(C). Similarly each of the lower curves represents the temperature of
the higher energy mode at these same intermode transfer rates.
In contrast to our diatomic calculations, temperatures of various
levels in a single mode normally differ by up to about 30% from the
average. As coupling between the modes is increased this discrepancy
increases until in the highly coupled systemL the lowest levels of the
low energy mode are at considerably higher temperature than are the
upper levels. These upper levels have temperatures comparable to
those of i:he hidli energy mode and are therefore far from equilibrium.
It s.ould be noted that variation of the molecular parameters used to
I
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Figure 5. Vibrational temperature of 3:1 polyatomic model as a
function of total pressure and intermode coupling efficiency. Upper
curves are the temperatures of the low-energy fundamental, lower
curves are the temperatures of the high energy fundamental.
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generate figure 5 does not change the general trends. For instance.
decreasing the energy or transition moment for either mode still
shifts the curves to lower pressures. Similarly, increasing Y would
set a lower limit to the vibrational temperature as in the case of Co
or 510, without effecting the pressure at which non-LTE effects begin.
•	 However, variation of the collisional efficiency can no longer be
compensated for by a simple shift of the pressure scale since this
change now effects the relative importance of processes (2) and (3).
It might be argued that our model allows too few intraiolecular
transitions to give an accurate representation of the upper levels of
the molecule. However, the addition of more intramolec ular
transitions should tend to increase the rate of depopulation of the
upper levels by allowing quicker access to the higher energy
transitions which first depart from thermal equilibrium. In this
respect our model appears biased towards thermal equilibrium. yet
31&aificant non-LTE effects are observed.
In order to test the above hypothesis and so that we might have
data on the behavior of systems where the ratio of the fundamentals is
less than two to one. we constructed a model in which every third
level of the lower energy mode was in resonance with every second
level of the higher energy fundamental (Figure 4). We then calculated
the vibrational temperatures for two cases.
i
In the first case we allowed only resonant intermode transfer.
In the second we allowed both resonant tranfer and non-resonant
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Finteneode transfer. The rate of non-resonant tranfer wes calculated
using the tbrmula of Milliken and mite (1963) and the appropriate
energy difference between levels. In both cases we observe
signit'icant departure from LTE as the pressure and radiative dilution
coefficient decrease. However, when off resonant transfer was allowed
we find that vibrational temperatures in the transition region were
significantly 015%) lower than when these transitions were forbidden.
As the pressure continues to decrease however, the vibrational
temperatures of these two cases converge. It should also be noted
that the onset of non-LTE effects occurs at virtually the same
pressure in both calculations, only the degree of disequilibrium in
the transition region is effected.
We now discuss our assumption that no molecule is simultaneously
excited in both vibrational modes. Only about twenty percent of an
equilibrium distribution of our 3;1 model polyatom is molecules
(W 1 =180ucm-1 .W2 =600cm-1 ) at a temperature of 2000K will be excited in
both vibrational modes. As the vibrational temperature of the
molecule decreases with decreasing pressure and radiation density this
fraction rapidly approaches zero. Furthermore, inclusion of all of
the transitions which were excluded by this assumption would simply
increase the coupling between vibrational modes. We have shown in 	 4
Figure 5 that as the coupling between modes increases, the vibrational
temperatures 01' the modes approach one another. Inclusion of these 	 Y
transitions would therefore not tend to keep any mode in thermal
equilibrium. Since we are not attempting to calculate exact
vibrational temperatures for any specific molecule, but insteau are
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interested in discovering the general trend of polyatomic molecules in
regions of low pressure and radiation density, we feel that this
assumption has little effect on our conclusions. We emphasize again
that these model polyatomic molecules are used only as an aid to
understand the effects of interaction between coupled modes in a large
molecule.
We are concerned primarily with the effects of vibrational
disequilibrium on chemical equilibrium and grain nucleation. Thermal
d issociation is a major process in such phenomena and occurs mainly
from vibrationally excited molecules in states near the dissociation
limit (Kondrat'ev. 1964). Unimolecular dissociation experiments
(Rabinovich and Tardy, 1977) show that extremely rapid intramolecular
energy transfer ('10-123) occurs above the dissociation limit. In
addition, high vibrational levels are more closely spaced than are
lower ones. This tends to increase the importance of near resonant
transitions in int?rmode energy transfer. A third effect is that at
high vibrational energies the molecule becomes appreciably distorted
and a normal mode description is no longer applicable. Recent
discussions of molecules in 3uc11 highly excited states are given by
McDonald (1979) and Rice (1975).
Our treatment of the lowest vibrational levels of polyatomic
molecules indicates that a considerable degree of disequilibrium can
be expected in regions of low pressure and radiation density. because
such di3equilibrium increases as the coupling between vibrational
modes is increased and because such coupling increases as the modes
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become increasingly excited, one should expect that the vibrational
modes moat likely to be out of equilibrium are those near the
dissociation limit. Since these Modes play a major part in the
dissociation of polyatomic Molecules and since our analysis tends to
underestimate the importance of vibrational disequilibriue in
polyatoMic systems, polyatoMic Molecules are expected to be more
abundant in regions of low pressure and radiation density than would
be expected on the basis of equilibrium kinetic or thermodynamic
calculations.
V. Discussion of Results by Region
a) Atmospheres of Cool Stars, Circumstellar Shells and Planetary
Nebulae. In these regions, H atom collisions will be the dominant
contributor to translation-vibration relaxation. Figures 2 anJ 3 are
applicable in such regions.
IL c6n easily be seen from Figure 2 that CO is significantly out
of equilibriva at pressures Less than 10-8 atm. Because we have
deliberately overestimated the efficiency of collisional relaxation,
this should be an underestimate of the disequilibrium in the system.
From Figure 3 we see that Si0 oegins to depart from equilibrium at
pressures less than 10 -6 atm. if SiU-H atom collisions &.e more
efficient than predicted by Milliican anJ White (1963) then these
curves will overestimate the disequilibriva in the system. By using
the proceedure previously discussed, if H atom-Si0 collisions were
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found by experiment to actually be 103 more efficient than predicted
by Millikan and White (1963) then the pressures in Figure j would be
multiplied by 10-3. SLO vibrational populations would then depart
from equilibrium at pressures less than about 10 -9 atm.
As can be seen from Figures 2 and 3 it is likely that CO and S1U
will only be significantl y in disequ:librium in the uppermost regions
01' cool stars. Ibis is consistent with the conclusions of Carbon et
al. (1976). According to Figure 5 and the previous discussion, this
behavior will also apply to most polyatomic species. However, in the
lower pressure environment more characteristic of circumstellar shells
where pressures are expected to be in the range 10 -11 -10-12 atm,
(Haden, 1978) both CU and S10 will significantly depart from thermal
equilibrium. Similar departures should occur in the low pressure
grain forming stage of an evolving planetary nebula where pressures
are of order 10-10 atm. (Draine, 1979). For these regions the color
temperature of the stellar radiation field and the kinetic temperature
of the gas should be comparable during the epoch of grain formation.
b) Novae and Supernovae. Vibrational relaxation in expanding
novae envelopes, and to a lesser degree in the outer envelopes of
supernovae, will be dominated by H atom collisions. Therefore,
Figures 2 and 3 also apply to these regions. In regions where H atgms
are effectively absent, such as the innermost zones of supernovae,
metallic atom collisions dominate. In an intermediate zone, U atom or
CO molecule collisions could oe the dominant interaction. Figures 6,
7 and 8 are applicable for Fe, U or CO rich environments respectively.
1jj
Figure b. CO vibrational temperatures as a function of total pressure
in an Fe-atom gas. Each line represents a calculation at the gas
kinetic temperature of the Tv intercept, W z 0.
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Photospheric temperatures for novae are of order 10 4K at the
time of observed grain condensation (Sparks, Starrfieid and Truran,
1978). IM dust condenses at r :r 5x10 14 as (Noy and Hatfield, 1978)
whereas the photosphere occurs at r P 2x10 12 as (Sparks. Starrfield
and iruran, 1976). the ultraviolet flux (h ( 2000 A) is comparable to
that at the surface of a 4000K star and electronic transitions can be
ignored. fie energy density in the infrared (A > 1 micron) on the
other hand is only a few percent of the 4000K black body flux.
Condensation of drains is generally postulated at pressures near 10-10
atm. Under these conditions the system should significantly depart
from equilibrium.
Supernovae pnotospheric temperatures at the time of condensation
(t 0 10 1 sec) are approximately 5-70A (Kirshner et al., 1973). At
this time the outermost zone of ejecta will be at a radius 15-100
times larger than the ptwtosphere ( Arnett and Falk, 1976) . The
innermost material (at r f 15 r	 ) will experience a UV flux whichs	 pno t .
is comparable to that on the surface of a 4000K star so that
electronic transitions can again be ignored_ As in the case of novae,
the infrared flux will be only a few percent 1 that of a 4000K black
body. Pressures will be below 10-10 atm. Condensation would
therefore occur in a system which is again out of thermal equilibrium.
c) primitive Solar Nebula. Figures 2 and 3 apply to models of
the primitive solar nebula. because of the enhanced efficiency of
non-adisbadic H atom coil!+ions it appears probable that many, if not
qV
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all. molecular spools & will be in tlarual equilibrium under the
conditions preatoted in most models of the nebula (see for instance
Cameron and Pine. ign, Cameron, 19711). Only the lowest pressure
regions (p $ 10 7 atm) will show non-equilibrium population
distributions.
V1. Discussion of Results: molecular Distributiona
a) Molecular Parameters. in systems containing numerous
molecular species, many combinations of molecular parameters are
possible. A molecule with low Einstein A and relatively high C10'
which would be the characteristics of a species with small dipole
moment and a low fundamental vibration frequency, would remain close
to equilibrium even at relatively low pressures. Conversely, one with
high A and relatively low C 10 - a species with a high dipole moment
and more energetic vibration fundamental - would depart from an
equilibrium vibrational distribution at higher pressures. ltterefore,
different molecular species in a particular region might be expected
to be out of equilibrium to different degrees.
For diatomic molecules it is possible to estimate the vibrational
'	 temperature of s particular molecular species if one knows both the
transition moment ('PM) and vibrational fundamental (w) by the use of
.
Fiiures y and 10. Figure y is a plot of the vibrational temperature
of a diatomic molecule as a function of H atom pressure in the obaenQ*
of radiation at a gas kinetic temperature of 2000K for lines of
constant transition moment. Tn* molecular weight and vibrational
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Figure 9. Vibrational temperature as a function of H &tam pressure at
a gaa kinetic temperature of 2000K in the absence of radiation for
lines of constant tranaition moment. All other molecular parameters
are thoas of CO.
Is
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fundamental are those of CO. Figure 10 is a similar plot for lines of
constant w. Again the molecular weight and transition moment are
those of CO. For both figurea the C1.0 calculated from the work of
Milliken and White (1963) has been multiplied by 10 3 and should
therefore underestimate the vibrational disequilibrium of the system.
The use of the molecular weight of CU in the calculation introduces no
error into our estimate since only the reduced mass of the colliding
s
System is of importance. Since we already assume that all Collisions
are with atomic hydrogen this term is very nearly unity for most
molecules of interest.
The following procedure will yield an approximate vibrational
temperature for a diatomic molecule of known w and TM. First find the
line of constant transition moment corresponding to the molecule of
interest on Figure 9 and note the difference (in units of pressure)
between this line and that of CO (1 x 10 19 ). Next, add or subtract
this difference from the pressure scale of Figure 10. Now find the
line of constant w which corresponds to the vibrational fundamental of
the molecule of interest and read the vibrational temperature as a
function of H atom pressure directly from the previously modified
pressure scale.
b) Non-Adiabadic Collisions. Relaxation of molecules via
non-adiabadic electronic or "complex forming" reactive interactions 	 •
(Smith, 1976) is again expected to depend specifically on the dominant
colliding species. These species can vary in efficiency by factors of
104 Glanzer and Troe, 1975) for the relaxation of the same molecule.
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Figure 10. Vibrational temperature as a function of H atom pressure
0.	 at a gas kinetic temperature of 2O00K in the absence of radiation for
tines of constant energy of the fundamental vibrational mode. All
X	 other molecular parameters are those of CO.
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Although it seems likely that atomic hydrogen will be the dominant
colliding species in most systems of astrophysical interest, few
measurements have been made of its relaxation efficiency for molecules
expected to occur in these regions. Such measurements are necessary
before more exact calculations of the vibrational populations of theses
molecules is possible.
c) Assumption of Thermal Equilibrium. Molecular dissociation
preferably occurs from the uppor vibrational levels (Smith, 1976. Yau
and Pritchard. 19'19)• If these levels are depleted for any reason,
then the molecule is more stable with respect to its atomic
constituents. This is amply demonstrated by the calculations of
Dalgarno and Noberge (1979), cited earlier, which found that the
molecular dissociation rate for CO and, to a lesser degree, for H2.
decreased by orders of magnitude as the total density decreased.
Molecular equilibrium calculations, such as those by Tsuji (1964,
1973). can therefore not be applied to regions of lower pressure. It
se(.m s clear that new calculations which account for the varying
degrees of vibrational disequilibrium in regions such as circumstellar
shells. novae and planetary nebulae are called for. Before such
molecular distribution calculations can be attempted however, one
needs Einstein A values for ground electronic state vibration-rotation
transitions and H atom-molecule relaxation efficiencies for each
•
	
	 molecule of importance in the region under consideration. In
addition, a suitable model of the rate of internal energy transfer for
t
t
}	 polyatomic Molecules is required. Ideally, state selected reaction
3
rates for individual vibrational levels should be used in such regions
14'1
}
although, due to the complexity of the systema, some suitable
approximations might need to be made. Unfortunately, almost none of
E	 ^ these data are currently available in the literature.
I
t
The implications of these results for grain condensation are
considerable. The non-equilibrium character of nucleation for cosmic
systems has been discussed in several papers (Donn, 1975, 1979a) and
experimental evidence applicable to astronomical systems has been
obtained ( Day and Donn, 1978x, b). The analysis of the present
'"#"
chapter shows that the gas can deviate significantly fr
	 quilibrium
before condensation begins. Thus, it is unli 	 that classical
nucleation theory is applicable, A procedure for treating
condensation on a purely kinetic basis has been proposed by Donn
(1979b) and is being developed further ( Donn et al, 1960).
It is interesting to note that Arrhenius and De (1973) and De
(1974) have determined that small grains embeddec in a low density gas
may be much cooler than their surroundings. The present work has
indicated that many molecular species are similarly out of equilibrium
at low pressures. Tha evidence is now compelling that thermal
equilibrium in low density clouds is no longer an acceptable
approximation. The extent to which such an assumption may be a useful
approximation must be examined for the specific problem under
discussion.
a 1
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VII. Conclusions
Vibrational disequilibrium becomes increasingly significant in CO
and 310 as the total density of particles and radiation decreases.
Some degree of disequilibrium, which will depend on specific molecular
properties will occur for most heteronuelear noleeules--including
polystomic species--in low density clouds such as the expanding shells
t
of cool stars, novae and supernovae. Previous work which assumed treat
thermodynamic equilibrium had been attained in such regions must be
reexamined in light of the present calculations. Einstein A values
and H atom relaxation efficiences for di and tri-atomic metal
hydrides, carbides, nitrides, oxides and sulfides are necessary before
more accurate calculations of molecular abundances under these
C
conditions can be made. Vibrational disequilibrius has significant
implications for the calculation of Many chemical processes and
characteristics of low pressure, low optical depth regions.
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Chapter 4.
Extinction Measurements of Small Iron and Magnetite Grains
Both P on (Fe) and Magnetite (Fe 304 ) have previously been proposed as
constituents of interstellar grains (Hufi'man, 1977). Fe grains have
been proposed on the basis of comic abundance (5chalen,19jo), as a
universal condensate (Lewis and My, 1979), and as a possible cause of
the 4.6 y-1 (22U nm) feature in the Interstellar Lxtinction curve
(tfufI'man, 1977). Fe 3U4 has been considered because it na g been found
in :meteorites and because it is a possible cause of the Vary br3ad
structure in the Interstellar Extinction curve (Huffman, 1977;
GnitteL, 1901). If eitner type if magnetic kraln exists it would help
to explain the polarization of starlight. which is tnoug gt to be caused
Uy grains aligned by the interstellar wagnetic field (Nutf'm an, 1';7).
This chapter reports laboratory caeasurenents of the optical
properties of Fe and Fe 3U4
 grains. Tnese results are discussed in
temps of the effect of suet particles on the extinction observed in
the intersteilar medi^wa or in circuuistellar shells. Speoial regard is
given to the recent reports if anomalous extinction curves which lack
the 4.o ur1 feature. This chapter represents a colladora.ive effori.
between Gr. James Hecht (NASA1NhC Resident Resea rch Associate at
Odddrd Space F1ighL Uenter) and myself. Ur. Hecht perfarwed
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theoretical Me calculations on =all ` r ,a and magnetite particles.
My primary responsibility was to obtain the experimental extinction
and size distribution measurements.
I1. LxperumenLal Procedure
Tne the rrsal diss3c i ati3n 31' iron pentacarbonyl, via the reactiin
F'e(CU) 5 + Fe + 5CU, occurs at temperatures in excess of 2003C
(heil3r, 1962). 'Ph: reaction pr2uu--es an extremely supersaturated
iron vapor `mien yuicKly nucleates (Frurip and batter, 1977) yielding
solid iron particles. in ou r experiments ver y small iron grains
(fZ5m in radius) were produced by the thermal decomp:)siLion of dilute
mixtures of F'e(W) 5
 in either an argon or hydrogen car r ier das.
Dilution was suen that 1:10 f Fe(CU) 	 Carrier Gas > 1:1000. Thal
pressures were fr3m 10 -50 tor`. Diss.)ciati:)n :)ccured at temperatures
in excess of 275 :) L and was acewplished as fellows.
Ca rrier gas, the flow rate of wnich was regulated by s needle
valve, was allowed tD fi3w into a flask containing Fe(CU) 5. The flask
was immersed in a slusn oath Lo redulaLu cue pa rtial pressure :)t
F'e(^U) 5' Sbe use 31' various slush baths yielded a range of Fe(CU)5
pressures aetween U.U5 t9rr (cui3r :)Orm slust► ) and 2.b t:)" r (w.nzyl
Alc^h^l slusn) in discrete steps. lbe des mixture was then allowed to
t'luw inL3 the butt= 11' a furnace which was enclosed °within u 150 1
stainless steel bell ,far. Onstant pressure was maintained within the
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system by pupping at the top of the furnace using an auxiliary
wech-dnival pump. Before each run the bell jar was pumped for at least
two hours, and in most caseas overnignt, to pressures less than i X
10+5 torr at tcraparatures in excess of 3000.
The furnace is a resistively heated mullite cylinder 6 inches in
uiameter
 and tb itiones high through which four equidistant.
0	
equatorial, one inch diameter, hales had been drilled. Six inch long,
one mach ID alumina tubas had been inserted into each nole and
aligned with the Our window ports of the bell jar so that the
interior of the furnace could be viewed. These tubes eliminated
significant perturbation of the temperature profile of the system. A
jUUW ke arc lacap was placed in front of one Df the 
M&F2 windows and
qualitative observations of the smoke color and intensity could be
ZUtained by 1DD ►.ing through the window port which was 9U  ti the lamp
port. by using a polarizing filter an estimate could alsD be made of
th;; pDlarizatiDn of the Light scatte red by the smoke: tnrDugh 3n angle
of yU D LD the incident beam. Extinction measurewents were wade by
placing a ;nonac nr 3mator by the port DppDsite to the iamp port.
Measurements were made with a U._ka scanning cnonochrDmavo r in the
`	 range from A-1 between 1.4-5.1p- I (x between 190-u5Unm) . A ste i.ly rate
Df particle production was established within the System and an
extinction speutrun Iext (A) was recorded. The -,ystumi was when
mechanically pumped to remove all particles fraw the gas phase and an
unobseured Limp spectrum ID (A) was taken. The quantity in (13/1ext)
is propoportinnal to the extinction of the smoke. because Df the
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large range in the intensity of the Xe lamp, measurements were made in
eight spectral ranges and scaled to one another in regions of mutual
overlap. The results, shown in Fig. 1, will be discussed in a later
section. A broadband filter (FWM1:40nm) centered at 4.611 -1 (216nm) was
used to obtain the data for A-1 > 4.3 11
-1 (1 < 
235nm). This filter,
placed before the entrance slit, eliminated background caused by
scattering of visible light within the monochromator.
Particles collected during our runs and analyzed by x-ray
diffraction within several hours of their production were found to
consist of or-Fe, Fe 304 , and y-Fe. We believe that the Fe 304 either
formed in transfer to the diffraction apparatus or from low level U2
c3ntaminati3n which reacted witn Fe particles on the walls of the
system. 'iris could have occurred during the two hour period while the
system was cooling to room temperature. Grangvist and burrman (19'(G)
also reported finding Fe j04 in their Fe particles even under extremely
clean conditions. We do not feel that such contamination could have
affected our measurements of Fe particle extinction for the following
reason.
Uur measurements involved only tnose drains suspended in the leas
phase. Obse rvations inuicated that the residence time of inuivioual
parGluies, in the gas phase, was on the order of minutes even at the
nignest system pressure used. As the particles settled or were p uaped
away tney were replenisaed by freshly nucleated grains. Tha leak rate
necessary to oxiuize a measurable fraction of these grains on this
short time scale would be c anpa rable to the rate at which t'e(CU) 5 was
t
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figure 1. Uperimental data points represent measurement of
4
extinction vs JX	 from 1.5 to 6.0 y 1 in eight overlapping spectral
E	 regions ( see text). The light scattered at 90o
 was 100$ polarized inF
all spectra. Uverlapping points are sealed to one an 9ther. Th.-
absolute scaling of the extinction is arbitrary. The soliu (dasned)
line represents calculations using JC(W;) data, as desc r ibed in the
text, -3f L, the extinction per unit length. For the JC calculation
the poinL at 2.5p-1 is arbitrar ily fic to the data. For 140 the pint
at 5.0 p -1 is arbitrarily fit.
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intraduced into the furnace. Such a leak rate wauld have made it
impassible to pump the system below 10 micr3ns much less below 10-5
torr.
ParLiclas allowed ca accumulate an the walls aI' the furnace for
;.wa weeks at tctaperutures greater than Souu 1C were found to oe pure
Fe 3U4 . Analysis by a scanning electran :microscope (ELM) indicated
"	 tnat a typical particle had a radius of 25nm altnaugn 5-10;► of the
LoLal nad radii as large; as 5Unm. A eansideraole account of clumping
cauld be seen in Lhe All pnatadraphs althaugh we feel, because of
palarizatian measurements discussed ldter, that most, if net all, of
this occurred an the walls r.ther than in the das phase.
Tne extinctian spectra )I' the Fe 314 grains eallected fro;n our
system was obtained uy first dispersing cnecn in ethanol and then
despasitind tnis ar, d clean sapphire winlaw. The ethdnal evaparaLed
and I.X . was recarded. Tne windaw was then cladned and I  was taken.
Ln (Ia/Iext) is sh ,)wn in Fig. 2 and uiseussed later.
hinally, medsurements ai' In (Ia/Iext) were wade far large ( > 5u
n(a radius) Fe parcic:ies using it law dispe r sian (14nm /ca=n) wana::c ►ranator
equipped witn an aptical multichannel analyzer. This allawed the
doquisitian a I spectra, in Lhe ratige o f 1. 2y-1 (djonu) to 2.b5v 1
(375nm), to be completeu in secands. It tnus because passible to
obtdin IeXt aver Lhe entire spe.;Lrdi range in a time small campared to
the rate at which the size distributian 31' one cl^uU was changing. An
example of tnis is shawn in Fig. '). Fig JA was taken ,just after a
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Figure 2. Slid line is a plDt -)f L Vi a -1 drbiLrd r lly scdled to 10U.
C yr d "u1strluuLiw -." :)f F• e 3U 4 pdrtleles whe re N(25nn) is 1S t-imes
N(50nm). P:)inLs represent experimental measurekaenLs :)f the exL1nCL1:)n
it• Fe3U4 pa r ticles, c:^llected fr^a 7ur sysLam. Tne exp.. r lmental p3 lnt
dt 5.Uu -1 1s drbiLriArily scdled LD the tneD reLlcdl curve.
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1	 Ca LC UL,11' lUi1J.
fn-,
 use )I' Ilie Llle:)ry L: .;a1,;Uiatd tu-' exLlncti:)n, 1n (i:)/1), nds
Ueen Jlscussed by :nany authors (see I`)" cx.a;iple hectlt, 19(9 >r
h-ATwan, ly'/'/).	 uri,:ily do v111Cie11Cy l ' dcL:)r, 1,, C.in Ue a,jlc:uldLeU
I:)r is b1Ven particle r wius, a. anu 1ncidellL pt1:)L')r1 WaVelen6Ln. X.
L(u) Lne extlUct17n pe r' uniL length, 15 LI1Crl egUdl L:) L tlnlrs Ltl-,
Pd''L1Cle nu!.Ue r' JenS1Ly, h, un ,.l Lne	 eanVLr1c cr:)s5-SeCL1Jn, L..	 1'hc
L)Ldl exL111(;L1:)11 pe r unit lendtsi, G, I ' D, a given wavelendtr ►
 1 y equdl
L^ Lne sua :)2 E(d) takell :)Ver all pa - LlCle sl Z-eS.	 Tells con be
C'hl.pa r'ed WIL11 expe r i,,ieri: Uy n') r1Ua11Zlrl,y the p^eK 31 edCll CU e Ve (L0e:)r'y
.Inn expe r l.neuL) Lj a ea ►non value ano caapdrin,; Lne shape J1 Lne
re3-.IlLd11L CU''Vb as d 	 :)2 'WdVelen6W.	 T- ndk-e thest!
1U4
ir
calculations, the complex dielectric canstanL, c = C1 . i c2 . is
needed. Par Fe these were Laken from Jannsan and Christy (19(4.
hereafter JC) arid from Mo r avec, hife, and Dexter (1976; nereafter
hU) j:)r Fe 30 4 these were Laken from Schlegel, Alvarado anJ Wachter
(19"r9)).
Calculations ai t(a) we r e ,nade f r-,qn 124 to UUenm(6.1 La 1.79-1)
in b rxn steps, O r pa r ticle sizes 1'rom 5 mi to 100m, in radius, In
5rxu inte rvals. Hie Lneory also All ,)ws Lue palarizatian af" tnc lighL
Scattered aL yU a La be calcular.ed and this was dond ave r Lhe sane
rangts.
In same calculations it was fauna necessary to calculate L(a) far
a :ad Led grain sucrl as ke }U 4 canted wiLn t1 2 U ice. LoiQuIat lanS were
made f r 7ln 1 jU Lo 290 nn(7.69 to 3.4o y-1 ) in 2nm steps. in these
cdiQu1dt•1:)ns a m_uified hie Lt,eD e y is useu (Kerker 1969; hect ► L 1979).
fhe rs ( A) Dar ',2v ice we re ;,aken	 ;-eenuer6 (196ti) ana Dressler
anu :xtlnepp(lybU). Linear 1nLe r palations were aiaue uetween pa111LS.
M.,Lhis, humpl. ano lor,isi%ck (i9'('I; he l eafL,_r Mh;ti) tldV%: SIOW11
Lnat Lne lnterSLella r ExLirlcLlan curve, can ue fiL wc ► en N(a) dd, Lhe
nunoe r density aI pd r LlCieS Udl•wean j arld a*Uu, 13 e1VCh by
W(a) Ja =	 ha _..^,5 da	 (1)
wnC r t: K 13 a Ca115LanL uepcnding on Lne pa r ticle mate r ial. wince in
Luis paper anly retaUive eXLSnCLi)ri :Ua VeS a re C AICUlaLed, K can tee
►
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set equal to 1. Fir to and Fe 3U4 we have calculated 6 for d MNN Lype
distriuuLi^n 3f' particle sizes Fran 2.5 t3 IU2.5 nn. Tnis was Bono by
takintr 20 Dins 5rno wide starting at 5rn and ending at 1U0rn. 11 ►e W
1':)" each bin is cunsL^nt (i.e., u(5rin), Q(lUnn)...Q(100rru) and E(a)
I'Dr each Din is integrateJ using eq. 1. Ibe 2U values :)f E(a) are
then added ti give a MkN type extincti-m cur ve l'-3 r Fe and
	 lejU4.
iV. hesults
Iron
CalculatiDns: Using values i':) ,
 c Iron eitner JC or MO it was 1':)unu
that E(a) cDulU peak auywhe ,e I'r:)rn /.'tp-1 ( 1 jUrrn) L) 1 .7w- I  (SdUirn)
Jependirg Dn pa r Licle siz:^. Mist of rnese peaks a re exL-emr r ly ')read
Lhali wiuLh at hull' maximun (riwH11) > 1UUrnj,
	
Harever, Luv p:)sitir ► :)I'
the calculoLeu peak is exL remely uependcim :)n pa r Liclt! size. Using
t! ► -1
 cjnSLdntQ Di JC(h1U) d 15 nn pdrticle had a peuK ai; 6.Jp -1 (7.U tj )
and a Hbhh :)I' 144nn (Wo nn ► ). ^:), conpa r isan d )Unu► rduius parLicie
nad a peek et 5.(Jy -1 (7. 1u-1 ) anu a Hu191 :)I' 1j!,, nm ( Ieu rin) . Tne Hhh
results, Nl:)tted in Fig. 4, Sn3w Lhdt using the data Irsw JC, L
incr,^dses wit: ► ene rgy, dnlle the :iota 1' r hn NU predieLS d peak near
-1
Aedsu re ►;ienLS: Pa r ticle sizes JeLer,►► inrd I' , 'ha ^>b1 pictrires indicated
that indiviJual particles were nea r
 !:' nun in r ad ius Wittj d few 1,rger
I.
16.1
Ii
F
Figure 4.	 (:alculatiz)ns -)t' L vs ^-1
purticles (See text).
•	 A.	 'Taken i'rw tij^ravec eL ai.($.IU
cDastantis.
b.	 Taken frxa J:),ie,s-)r, an,t i:nris
c^nst^nt^.
inr peak ras ,.x :? t t. its arvit
100
wI.
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particles present (50nw). Formation of larger particles, via
clunping, probably did nit recur in the gas prase.
Visual measurements if the 3ptical p:)larizati:)n indicated that
Lne light scattered at 90 3 was IUUS. ve r tically pola r ized.	 Frxn
prevl3u3 wJ rK this indicates that the ratio :)f vertically to
h:)riz:)ntaliy p:)iarized 113hL was better than 1UU:1 (HecnL.19JU). Mie
•	 calculations indicate that tnis is c:)nsistant with a gas phase
particle size D  less Lnan 4U nn.
Fig. 1 snD ws trie results :)f the ;neasuretuents from 1.5 t-) 4 .9 y— I.
Alsa snawn are some Lnearetical cal,:ulatians fir a two bin
J1sLriUUL1Dn where N(2t) nn) is 1,3 t1mei N(SUnn) . As can bt seen Lne hU
points lie within Lne experimenLal uncertainty while the JL p:)1nLs
give a sllgntly p:):) r e r fit.
Fig. j sn-)ws Lne results I^Y_ Lhe WA eperiment where the dust
cl^U,! was allowed t:) settle, IO Lice Lnat the plateau which begins at
1.4 y—I has d1sdppea reu di ter lUU sccDn is. fhe inaiel uses t:) fit
trese curves results in relatively f::wer larde r particles being
pr--^senL after 1UU sec ,3nds. This is c:)nslstenL wiLn ld rger particles
settling g ut faster. The plateau is n:)L a Wdll pa r ticie res3n,,nce
1U j
ri
	
Magnetite
Calculations: the 6(a) for Fej04 can peak over a wide range I'r7tn
4.	 .04 (1 (limn) to 2.0 v
-1 (500nm) . The va r iability in E(a) witn
particle size is muct ► less seve re than with Fe. A 25nn particle nas a
peak at 196 rrn and HWNM of :14rrn. while a jU nm particle peaks at 2U2
nm and has a HWhM )I' 12U nn, Tnis suddests tnat a real absorption
foccurs and it snould be noted that the measured absorption coefficient
of magneLite d-)es sn'3w d peak near 2UU tm.
I
A i4HN Lype curve was also calculated and is shown in Fig. 5d.
Notew^)rtny is the snoulcler stirtin6 nea r, 5 11-1 (20Unn) . Also shown is
a n► odlflud Mr(h curve, Eig 5 b , where an additional number of 40 n,i
pa r ticles, equal to .00( tne -jensiLy of 5nn particles in our standard
MHN sisLribution, are added td the dist ribution shown in Fig. ja.
Note that the sn-)ulder shifts t-) linger wavelengths.
Measurements: Jince the Fe 304 particles were presil. ►duly Ee particles,
wuich we re oxidized iI'Ler having initially settled on the furnace
wall y , the size dist r ibution s:, ,)uld ue simildr L) that of Lne Fe
experiwents aiLnou tyh ;.limping could dad d Signili,.dnt nunbe r of larder
particles. Sn:)wn in Fig. 2 is the Fe ,U4 extineLlDn data p1D:.Led on
L! ► e Sd^► e p rdpt ► as a dual Uln J1SLr1UUtI:)n ')I ' Fe U4 po r tieleS Mnere
N(25 nm) is 1j dines N(50 ru:,) .
170
E VS a-I for a MHh .ype distribution of
s (See text)
1butlan
e addltl:)nal 40 nin radius particles (See
E is arbltrdriiy (I -)rmalizzd, at Its peck vaiue. to IUU.
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V. Discussion
Tile results anal pracedures -:)f the previous sections will be
discussed in relation t:) (A) the 4.6 µ
-1 (220 nm) peak in the
Interstellar U tinction curve, (b) the Very brad Structure in the
•	 Interstellar kx tinctl:)n curve, and (C) the recently anm unced (Jitk:),
Savage, and Meade, 19x1, hereafter SSM; Snow and Seab, 1960) anm al^)us
-1
extinctlzIn curves which snaw m pr minent 4.oµ '(220 nm) feature.
(A)- Huffman (1977) in his review arLicle -)n interstella r grains
suggests that Fe might be respz)nsible far the 4.bµ 1 (220 nm) feature
In the InLe r sLelld r fXt.nCLl:)n curve. It is knawn tnzt, fDr sm a;i
spherical parLi f — es, when E1 is equal to -2 and E2 is near 0, a
resonance occurs in the small pa r ticle (less Lhdn 50 nn) extinction
cu rve. because We HU ane JL data i*:)r E 1 are In disagreement huffman
stated that if their measu red values of E 2 , wnich were; in agreement,
were t:)D high uy a factor Df 2 then Lnis resonance might be expected
t:) occur anywhe re between 5.Uµ-1 (2JU no) and 1.6bµ -1 (60U rin) depending
:)n Line t r ue value :)f E 1 .	 The r eas:)n Huffman ryave fir the p-)ssible
err7r ltl the :neasurCment 31' E2 was 7xlde cmtdminaLi:)n.
In cur exreriments we saw n:) evidence :)f any res:)nance peak
1
u	
between 4.7uu -1 (210rnn) ani
	
-1 WUUrYn) aven wnen smali (less Lhan
5U nm) particles were present, in fdcL cur data is cansistant with
extincLl:n cu r ves de r ived 1'r:)m L(le hG data dnd p:)ssirly even frD(n the
JG daLd. This is because, except wile re E2 is near U, the extlncLlan
is sL r :)ngly dependent )n E2 ( Lne value 31 .mien ubLn d r Dups agree
I
I
1(-)
IL	 L.
upon). Theref'a-e.	 Ale Fe could certainty cantribute to the
Interstellar E:xtinctian it does nut seem to be respansible far the
4.bu -1 (220 raj) feature.
(ll) while ou r experimental data did not try to resolve the Very
broad Structure, the th-a'etical calculatians of t which we oade
showed same interesting consequences of L, ►e nypothesis tndL the Very
broad Structure is caused by magnetite, (Huffman. 1977; Van breda and
WnitLet, 1961) . It' the approxLndte 0.02 1 mad/kpc V86 is caused by
.aagnetite than Lne .niAnetite contribution La the Interstellar
txtincL13n cur ve aL 5.Uy-1 (200 rrn) would Da aDauL -ine fifth Lne: LaLdl
extinction. This would make magnetite an iu► portant component "-)i' Lne
cniaUV ;)o r Llon of Lne InLersLella r hxL)ncLi,)n especially in retilons
where grapnite :nay hat t)e p rese ►)L. However, magnetite is known to
nerve Lwo strong Ih ausorpLion bands nea r 16 and 2oum. 1'nasa features
nave been tentatively identified in Cl carbonaceous cnondriLes whicn
are known La contain :adgneLite (Huffman 1977). lt' ,VognetiLu is d
major component ai' interstellar dust grains Lhen Lhese features should
ue seen as either iH auso r ption or emission 1 ' LaL ,J r es new , IR sources.
(t;) keCenLly :,SM and ;,now and beau (19oU) have repartees
exLincLl.)n weasuremenLs ankh do n ,)L sr:oM a 4.0 y -1 (2?Orvn) 1CdL1re.
1'nese SpecL ra da semi L) show a sioulde r whicn beg ins dL sxnewhere
0(!twee11 4L -1 (2:)0 ran) and 5u-1 (2OUryn). F:)e uis:;ussian pu r poses wd will
uivide Lnese spectra into Lhrrc CaLrigaries: ( 1 ) those whlcu show a
change in Lne 31.)1x: aL about 7.by -1 (11Uno), (2)	 ui:)^e whicn stay
nearly fldt past S.du-1 (170rim), and (j) Lhe speuL r un of H04417y.
17)1
The extinction spect ra of HD163296, HDj164b, HD19007 3, Ali AUH,
were discussed in SSM and all seem tj show a moderate silicate IH
feature at 9.'(on. SSM note that recent wo e': 5y WAnpl indicates that a
rise in extinctl^n at a-1 > 5.dy-1 (a < 170 roil) :s t^,'-ical of
silicates. 6e also note that recent calcuiatIons by Mathis and
:i	 WallenhorsL (19d1) confirm tnis inc rease, especially when Lne size
distributions include snail (1Uron radius) silicate particles.
'I'uerefo re the inc rease in extinction past 5.8 W-1 (17Urtn) is probdbly
due L3 silicate particles. Although no IH spectra are available for
HU 29347(Sn3w and Seau, lyd0) the silicate explandLlon probably also
aCCOunts I ' Dr the increase In its exLlnctl^n curve.
Tnese spectra also snow a aedK UV D unp anJ/:)- shoulder dedlnnlng
near 4.2 u -1 (24Unm) in HU 31646, HD 163296, and HD 19UU7 3, and near
5.0 y-1 (2iJ nm) in Ab AUH anJ HU 2^O4'(. Sucn features are
yUdlltaLlVely s1mildr Lo Lne rnabnetlte featu res shown In Fi j;. 4. "1'u
make j quantitative fit the exact particle size dis^. r iuuLi-n is
needed.	 IL woulu Sean ,o De m7 1 ,: pr DI'ltaUle LD aLLempL DUSe rVa,l:)tl 31•
the IH features of rnaonetitc. If such features we r a seen teen tncre
w:)u1J ue st r :)n6 evl'jence fo r the presence of Fe.3U4.
r
The exLinction spectra of HU 2:)y431, NJ 4^D'( •( anJ HU 5Ul -)d su^)w
no increase In UV extinction anJ n^ silicate 11' featu re. Nres,m ably
n:) siiivaL'.s a re present d r o 1 1J LheYe SLd r s.	 Tile Sh7uluc - :)USt. r ved lrl
HU 2:)y431 any HU 5U1jo are quallLatively sl,nl.ld r L:) mdonetite
-!x Line tim. As auDve, a searctl fDr magnetite IN features w:tula
prDvide m:) r e definitive pr:ol Df the p resence Df magneLiLe.
ke dD rrDL believe the 6ai•1 sugdestiDn that Fe I&ra:ns have
cDndc:nsed a r Dund those stars accD rding LD Lne scname Df * Lewis arid Rey
(19'16). This scheme was based Dn the assumNtlDn Df' egvilibr:un
cDndensatiDn yeL it is knDwn f'r Dmn labDraiDry SLUdies (Fru r ip and
Wuer, ly'('( and Bauer and Frurip, 19'('1) that Fe cDnddnsatlDn is a
SL r Dn6ly nDn-equil:brim reactiwi. Al SD, at 1DW densities arDund
Star s, the V1D rat1Dna1 ulsequillb r lun prDblemS discussed by huLh and
UDnn (1931) can oee yne impDrtunt. TnerefDre while pu r e Fe
cDndensatim is nDL impDssible, it is r,DL as likely as Lewis and Ney
prDpDSed (llDn(1 eL al. 1501).
Finally, it smuld be -oted that Hl) 456'1'1 is p r Dbably nDL d 63?d
canuiddte fD r magnetiLe Just. That SpeCL r ud stlDws a Sild r p increase
f— m 4 L  4.5 p-1 (250 LD L.^J run) w1Ln i 'IdL extinction Uefa re and afLer
LnDSe energies. This resembles whdL wDUld be expected frDm Lhe snail
MgO pa tic les prDpDsed by Djley. Millar . dni Williams ( lyl9). Tnere
is even an 1H feature near 20 irn whlcti wDulj be expected tra p suen
Pa l LlCleS.
Tne extincLim spectrua Df 11,1441'(9, Lhe 111uninatiDn sDuece fDr
Lne hea kectangle beouiu, is unique. It shDws a shoulde r beginning at
4.Uy-I (dlUrtn) wn1,;n mi6m De dLk: LD Ma,;neLiLe. t0weve r , 1L d1S:) stow'i
a large increase In extlnctiDn wnien uedins near b.; V-1 (153 fuu) dnd
1'(b
	
;-a
c)ntinues L) abut 6.8 1,-1
 (147nm) . S!A suggest this c,)uld be due L) tile
presence )f either dust, rn)lecula r . or atanic 3V.ac: • os.
In Fig. 6 we sn)w d calculati)n f)r the L(a) )f a 15 nn Fe}U4
parLicle c)ated with a '/.5 rin H 2 U ice shell. Also shown are selected
pints ) f the HI) 441 '19 spect r un taken from S.I>M and scaled Lu this
curve. 1'nis filyur ,^ should b,! viewed witn the Knowledge thaL Lnere are
•	 several va r iables, i.e. the exact values fur E of H2 .'.ce beLween 6
and '/ 1,-1 ( 16 '( and 143 nn) . the size distribution )f madnetity
particles, and the thickness of the ice shell, hevertneless the
feature is nearly repr) :luced. (Note tt:at a separate JisL r ibutiun uf'
uncuuLed wagneLite particles anJ d 2 U ice particles u)uld als) be found
so that the feature is reproduced).
IH spQctra )I this ub,) eut a r k', available ( Hussull, 5)1fer. and
hillne- . 1y7n) and nu -) .1 ynl H2 U feature is seer..	 Howeve r the 1H
spectrun appears L) arise from an upLi.:ally r,nin swell ,,n;: in )raer
r the H2 (J c )atulgs L) exist they must :le in a c))1 region far away
)n Lne exeit:,t>.un s)urce. Fr In t,lv strc;n.Ln )1 Lnv UV exLln.;ti)n,
e ) .1 urn exL1 ►►et1)n sn)ulu br al)ut . U',b of the incident light.
r Lnerm) r v, duce tug UV dnJ 1N radloLi)n appear t) cane fr>,n
I ferenL r 1 6 1)11S (l:)nen et al . , 19'15) Lhc ic y c )ated Oust may be a
pv rate brain a) p)laLiu . i 1'r):, ► tndL responsible t)r Ltta lnfryreu
> ss> )n. Die _) .1 w-i feat u"-, w)ulu then n)L be p resent as a dip in the
issi):1 spectrun. „gain tnL: 1jvntific.Ll)n )i magneLiLe would bd
nfi r„led it' the 1H i.ia3netite udnJs . ) ulu be d,Aecteu.
1Y7
FidL-re 6.	 S.)l id line is d pl ,)t :)f t(a) -4s a-1 f'ar a 15 nn Fe.,U4
pd r Llcle winich has a 7.5 nn thick H2O ice shell. Tne c r,)sses are	 r
experimental N'')ints taken from SiLk:) et al.(SSM). The errz)r bars
repr esent Sur esLimate :)f tt ►e un:;ertain^y )f selecLed p)inLS. f'ne Lw-
^inLs at	 -
I
p	 ^.5 and 4.0 ► ^	 a re arbitrarily scaled CD the plat.
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VI. 5umn.:ry
l'n19 SLUay ids Jen:)nsLr.LeJ tndt SA:,ll lr:)tl p.,"L1C1eS arc LI:)SL
likely n:)L resp ,)nslol,! Y7r the 4.6w -1 (22Unnt) fcaLure :)i' Lne
lnt •!rstelldr txL111CLI^in Cu r ve. UU r UaLj 13 C')t1S1SLet)L W1Lu b:)tn :)i
i
Lne urevi:)Us aleasU"emellLS :)I • Lne dielecLriC exist arts :)I' it'3n.
d1Ln)U,l11 Lne. vsl4-1 3 71 l •h r .,VeC. Nile and 1>S:xLE- (1976) yield d
I
s, idhLly bet ter fit than J ,) those :)1 J ,)nnS:)n dnu Chr) sty (19't4).
I"IddSJ r diaeuLS )I* Lr1.: relative eXL1nCL1:)n e1YiClu:1cy 11 small. .1adn2L1tC
Krains are yU1Le C:)nS1SLVtlt WiLrl Lne " .,., nt Jete rtninaLl:)tl :)f the
^pLlcdl C:)1ISLdnLS 71 tilt' :1 adr1eLlGe I ' lLaS uy xnl dcl. H.lvaraU:.And
WdCllte r (19Y9).	 Ca1CU1dL1:)r15 illdicaLe Lnat if' :flagneL1LC is indeed
'v3prlslule I . 7r trle VJry Jr:)dJ SL- 1.e-Lure 71' L ne 1nL_rste:l•a!'
U duct'-n Curve. Luen 1L snoulu als-) acC:)t.nL 1':)r about 2U^ 3f the
L:)Lol D:)S..: "Ved eXL1nC.lxn dL [UUr'rn. 	 if 6rap '11Le wa r d aJSer1L Lh,rfl Lne
_')ntrib ilLl:in :) 1' mc,,;neLlte G:) :ne llrle -I 51dhL exL111::Llx) a')Uld Ue
much ,ire S1j4nLl'1cdnt.
	 tie r1cVL Sr1')W:1 LndL ,	 u:)ulu ,,z"tually ue all
vAjAd'1dLIx, fir Lne d[IOWDIDUS eXLlr,ci'.')n curves r occiiLly reprLed
L:)Wd rC S-Ve r al SLdrS 1J1LK:). JaVa,ye d I I J Necsdu. 1 1jo1 ; .;tow dnu Jeau,
1900).
We (1dVe UQ111)n5L r dLed L!1dL Lne C).Vne r ll.lenLdl uppci l aL I15 JubL: ,%Lf dd in
Lnt P r evluus _ectian is sultdule I')r Lne pruuucLl:)n :)l ve r y small lr:n
N-J"L1cles.
	 Cie S.Zd J13L"1UJ:.13n unJ c')ncent ,uLi^m 31 tn-,s_ particles
Call b-	 quite easily fir r elatively land ue r l )ds :)l' t1,:1e S.)
L11dL	 ^I Lilt) :)pL1Cal !xr.•in%;tl:)n :)1 Lnu un:)Ke cat) uC male.
1n:rp^r ,,Ll^n :)l' an uMx , r.L:) Luz system ull:)Ws Jdta ,4 §JISILl:)n in a
160
A
much shorter timescale. If this wera combined with a real time
particle collection system it should ue possible Lo obtain nigh
resolution extinction spectra of very well cnaracterized particle
distributions. Sucn a system may bec ant available at WFG within a
year.
It should also be noted that ;.he flow sysLe© us=d Lo prjduce , .e
•
iron particles can easily be adapted to produce oLtrer L;pes of
particles such as anorphous silica, silicon carbide, iron ca rbide and
iron silicate oy Lne use of suiLaule gaseous precursers. Tnese incluue
deeLylene, i r '.)n .:a-oonyl, sildnd and W.L:r vapar. Sucre d system
sna ,jid ue able to esLdbiisn a significant body of data i'or the optical
pr operties o1 swell ama-pnous drains of asLroptiysical inLeresL.
C -^
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Chapter y The Temperature Dependent Nucleation of SW
The nucleation of refractory materials; metals, metal oxides,
carbon anu its com poun,.s is a problem of considerable importance in
astrophyslcs for wnleh no suitaUle framework V experimental data 1s
yet available. most nucleation experiments involve either simple
metal s I. " or relaLlvely low temperature organic co.apounus. j ' u
 Fe 
experimental studies have Ueen performed involving more cc.aplex high
temperature species. 5.6 Yet recondensation of such species front)
meteoritic materials could affecL the earth's ozune balance ' I or be a
source of particulate pollution frum the utilization oh low grace cool
resources, we have tneretb re initiLAed a sysLenraLlc sLudy of the
condensation of niftily refractory species under carefully controlled
IdUoratory Conditions. These studies were inlLluted primarily to
understand the formation and physical prupertles of the i.iterstellar
dust .b
Sectlun 11 cu ►► Lalns a complete description of Lue appardtus and
procedure used in this worti. Section III presents typical data
obtdlned In Lne system as well as the weLhoU: Uy wt)let ► suet) daLa can
be analyzed in oruer to determine values of y. the surface tree energy
of' the condensate or J, the particle flux oUser• ved ir. the system.
Section lY presents a co,nparison of the reaulLs oUtained in our new
System with those lrusn the llterdLure. In particular, we eo ►apare Lhe
value of I oULained by our dnalysls with that which might be a,.pected
r
1b4
1.	 1
of Si Ox (X 4'1.5). We also discuss the applicability of an analysis
based oil 	 usual theories ui' homogeneous nucleation for a compound
which does not condense to a solid which is thermodynamically stable
under the conditions at Which it i'ornts. S1U CQndenses to S10 a rattier
than to the predicted 5102 in agreement with the work of Day and
Dorn. 5 We also compare our results With the recent work of Stephens
•	 and bauer b
 on the condensation of S10 at the much higher te,nperatures
observed in their shock Lube-laser scattering system. We bind LtiaL
our results, obtained at '(UU K
	
T < IUUU h, extrapolate fairly Well
to those obtained in their system at 125U K < T < <2UU K. Section V
presents the conclusions which we believe can be drawn tro+n this
study.
II. EXPE:NIMl,NTAL PRUCLUUNE: AND EQUIPMLNT
A schematic representation of the apparatus used in this study is
stw wn in figure 1. 610 is evapor• aLed t'rum a resistively heated
ceramic crucible 112" inside diameter. 1-112" deep. The temperature
of the crucible is measured by a Pt/PL 131 Hd thermocouple encaseu
within a steel sheath and Yurtner shielded Dy a ceramic tube which is
placed Within the top of the crucible. because it was flounu LnaL the
SiU tended to Corm a cap over the crucible which then served as the
source of SIO vapor, seen in the system, the thermocuuple is situiiLeu
so as to measure the temperature oC the cap rather than the
temperature of the interior of' the crucible. It was Counu that tills
temperature could be kept within 15" K fur extended periods even when
the temperature o1 the amUlent gas varied signit'leantly.
lb.)
Figure 1. Sctnecmatic Diagram of Experimental Apparatus (see text
for detailed description).
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The Sio evaporator is enclosed within a 12" high. 4" inside
diameter cylindrical, resistively heated mullite furnace. Tile furnace
is used to control the ambient temperature at which conder,satior ►
occurs. At right angles around the equator are four 1" inside
diameter b" long al ►anina tubes. The temperature profile of the
furnace has been determined as a function of evaporator temperature
and total pressure. Tile primary uncertainty in our experiment is ti ► e
effect of the evaporator on the tewperature arid position at which
nucleation occurs. This uncertainty increases at higher evaporator
`	 temperatures and lower tutal pressures since our observed temperature
t	 gradient increases under these circ uastances. our overall estimate of
the uncertainty in the temperature at which particle formation occurs
I
is i 20" K. The range in ambient temperature within which
measurements were possible lay between about 7UU and luUU" K.
The furnace itself' is enclosed within a 1701 stainless steel bell
,far equipped with 4 ports, ears! of which is aligned with one of the
tubes leading into the furnace. The system 1s pumped via mechanical
and liquid nitrogen trapped diffusion pu,aps. We attain pressures in
the lU-b torr range even when the furnace is baked at temperatures
near 75U" K. The systew is typically baked out for dbuuc 16 hours
after it lids been opened to the atmosphere before condensation
experiments are begun. The total leak rate of the vacuum system is
less tr ►an 26) urn/hour. Uur experiments are typically carried out at
tutal pressures in the range of 2 to 50 torr.
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A hi*h pr ;sure Xenon arc lump, mounted on the bell jar, is
beamed through a MdF2 window and through one of the alumina tubes.
Ubservations at 900 to this beam give Qualitative data on the
condensate such as color and degree of polarization of the scattered
light. i.e can also get some idea of' the spatial extent of the
particle formation in this way. A U.J ureter monochrometer is mounted
a	in line with the beam on the opposite side of ttie bell jar.
Extinction measurements a*• 2OU run are usod to Jetermine the onset of
condensation. In addition, the extinction spectrum of the condensates
can be determined in situ from 195 rrrt to 8UU run.9
the vapor pressure of :AO as a function of temperature was
determined thermodynamically. The experiments were done under
reducing conditions (in H 2 gas) and Peq (SiO) is therefore given by
equation (1) over the evaporator. lU A simple tnouei of the
P (Sio)	 = (760 torr) expl12.81 (1 - 23UO.y )J 	 (1)
e 	 T
diffusion of the S10 vapor from the crucible to the region in which
condensatiun is obse r ved to occur, will reduce the partial pressure of
SiO in this region by about a factor of 1U. if convection is
important Lh13 pressure could be furLtier reduced.
Our measurements were obtained as follows. First, the system was
cleaneu and Lhe evaporator filled with Union Laruide Select urdde
•	 silicon munuxide. 1ne system wds then evacuated and punpea overnight
with a dif fusion pwnp while the furnace remained at a Le,ni-erdture of
dppruximdLely JU0 % . before d run, liquid N 2 was added to the Crap
1by
and the system was pumped for at -east two more hours. The pump was
then isolated from the system and H2 gas introduced. After the
temperature of the ambient gas reached equilibrium, the temperature of
the S1U evaporator was increased until condensation was observed.
This was indicated by a decrease in the intensity of light transmitted
through the furnace and by the visual observation of scattered light
at 90 0 to the beam of the Xe arc lamp.
We now increased the temperature of the ambient gas until the
scattering (or extinction) disappeared. AL this point we reinitiated
condensation either by lowering the temperature of the ambient gas or
by raising the temperature of the SiU evaporator. This cycle was
repeated numerous times -- usually until the SiO evaporator was
emptied.
We usually found that an increase (decrease) in tine temperature
of the ambient gas tended to increase (decrease) the temperature of
the SiU crucible and vice versa. Tnis change could be compensated for
by a slignt decrease (increase) in the voltage across the crucible.
Hlthougtr care was taken to hold tue temperature of the crucible
constant during a change in the furnace temperature, the temperature
of the ambient gas was allowed to i'loaL fYeely as the temperature of
the crucible was varied, because of this, the temperature of the
furnace generally increased during a rurr and yielded data at several
condensation temperatures (see Figure 2).
19U
Figure 2. Typical Data vs. Time. Shown are a) the current from the
photom ultiplier tube, b) the ambient temperature of the gas, (T >
450"C), and c; the temperatuare of the S10 evaporator (T > 925"C).
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Thermocouple temperatures were monitored via strip chart recorder
and the data read oft' at one minute intervals after completion of a
run. The PM current was similarly treated using a separate,
synchronized recorder. The conditions under which condensation began
(ended) were usually determineh visually by the onset (disappearance)
of scattering during a run. the Final data analysis Was made more
sell'-con:iistent by the use of the PM current which is a direct,
quantitative measurement of the particle extinction in the system.
Wt aroitrarily defined the :.,set of particle t'ormation to be the
period at which .rl$ extinction was observed. It should be noted that
the transition from U1 extinction to r5% extinction usually occurred
on a time scale of only about 10-15 seconds. because the temperatures
of both the Sio evaporator and the amuient gas changed morn slowly
than did the measured extinction whenever avalanche nucleation
occurred, these temperatures were quite well determined and changed
only a total of 10-ZU deKrees between the time gust prior to
nucleation and the point uL which significant extinction (,r1Ux) was
observed.
III. HLSULT:i AND ANALYSIS
a. First order Analysis
Figure 1 shows typlLdl date collected during une experiwenLal
run at 50 torr. Shown are the furnace temperature, the evaporator
193
perature and the current from the photomultiplier (PM) tuoe
ction of time. One can imme ,3iately notice that the PM curry
dually decreases with time. We believe that this is due to
m of condensate which accumulates or, the MgE2 windows durint
rse of the experiwent. One also notes that the PM current N
roximately inversely with evaporator temperature and direct:
iert furnace temperature. Since the current from the PM tut
portional to the transmitted light at 20C nun, as the partic]
centration increases, the PM current decreases. As expectec
rease in the evaporator temperature increases the partial pressure
of SiO and therefore the rate of particle formation. This, in turn,
increases the extinction. Conversely, a decrease in the furnace
temperature causes an increase in the extinction, since such a
decrease increases the sup.rsaturatiun of the vapor and therefore also
increases the rate of particle formation.
tn estimate of the particle density can be obtained from
extinction measurements using the relation 11
I = 1  exp(— tin a2t Qext )	(2)
wnere I is Lne trarrsrnitted intensity. 1  is the incident intensity, N
is the average particle density, a is the radius of the particles, i
	 -
is the patt y length aria the extinction efficiency, Q.xf , is given by
equation (3) for snail particles.
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1'he li11llt smattered 1'rom the.- particles at rijiltt ansles to the
Incident beach was oxtr.mely blue anu 41001 polariseu. We estimate
that the average particle raul•us t a) 11*5 bettween 2U-41.) run t see
e	 Ket•ker. lyby) . 1'ike pathlendth over , which extinction occurred was
selUueu less than 1 c:a attu prubably not tuure than b em in length. our
•
extinCLlun measurements were iuuJn At 1 a eUo tm. 11' we use Lue
Optical eurlstarlts Cur 51 10
3
 at 1UU rum (t 1 r 2.0; c2 a U. 1) ` alld
01003e 11 e• Xt111CLiOn as the poltlt below Which we def ine particle
Cur•ivatlun Lo cetasa. wr 1111d L11at lug N : y.7 1 1.1.
The Lame scale over' wlllrlt nucleation occurs 1S not well det'lrlad.
A lower,
 llunit Lk) the nucleaLlotl raLe Carl be obtmineJ by ouservlus Like
Lrtile noaded l'or a sL "ul y cloud of Ver'Licles to Ulsper • se af ter, Lhr Rio
evaporator is turned Oil. In m typical eXperinlent. a c1000 causlnd
111% e><L1ncLlun dlsappeat's (-^ 11+ extlnetlOn) abOUL y secollUS a!'ter
power,
 to the JIU evaporator is shut of C. Tnis yields :1 minimum
1'01 ,111aLlun r • aLe of about 10 particles oin	 S-1.
A maxl,nuin rwtr can be estimated 1'rotu Llnatle arKments in the
wilowinK
	 assuiur LhaL slU w0lrCulrs SLlek oil
l
COIL 131011 a nd grow to ,r20 rim roolus particles. tech of them
M	 .	 ^
harLlcld y conLalns r1U") ntoleCUles it wa askant ,
 p s 1 for a i iul l'y
l,ar Lie It , .	 i-or all JIU partial pr'rssurr Ott the OrUrr' cl 1t1
-4 .lull mild .111
aululenL lias trnlperrature of : ppi 'uxlniwtc• ly gut) K. Lill ,
 SlU-J1U Collision
•
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frequency is on tt ►e order of 106 ,%-1 . Therefore a typical particle
forws in les;; than 10 -1 s. Ubservati,)ns indicate particle formation
(inure than 11 extinction) can occur less than 1 second after a
decrease in furna"e tetnper;,ture. This supports cur esL:mate and
implies a formation rate of at least 1U 1U particles em-3 s-1 . 11113
calculation ignores the fact that the collision cross section for a
growing cluster increases ss the 213 power of the number of molecules
already incorporated wither), as well as the tact that particles way
only nucleate into clusters containing ds i'ew as 102-1Uj molecules
beture coagulation becanes an important growth process. 11' we incluue
such factors our nucleation race could easily be as high as 1015-1Ulb
parLicles cw-i s-1 since each 2L' ilia particle could represent !U2-lUj
clusters each containing 10 3-1J2 ciwnumers.
Tree super saturaLiun was calculated in the following manner.
First, we assune that the temperature of tl ►e SW cap determines P(SiU)
In the region dust above the crucible and that this pressure can be
determined using equation (1). Next, we assume that L: ►e S1U
concenLration gradltnL above the cruclule can be ►nudeled as a simple
1/r2
 ulft'us:en process. Finally. we assume that the equilibrium
partial pressure of SiU at the point, at whlc ► i nucle.,Llun 1s observed
to occur 13 deLermineo by the temperature of' the sinbient, pas through
equatlun (1). Nucleatlun always u •-, curreu approximately 112 Lo 1 inch
above the crucible. Theretore, as an example, it' the crucible
temperature was 1.325K and nucleation occurred at an amblc•nt
temperature of 6'15K. the supersaturation would be s 104.
lyb
Figure 3 is a plot of the calculated supe ► saturation (S) of .5i0
vs ambient temperature (T) at times when extinction is gust observable
(between 0- W . Data obtained wnen extinction is "turned off" due to
an increase in ambient temperature is indistinguishable from that
obtained when it is "turned on" due to a decrease in the ambient
temperature. The experimental data from which the points in Figure 3
were calculated was obtained at total pressures of 50, 35 ano 20 torr.
Although the data obtained at 35 and 50 torr is quite similar, the
points obtained at 20 torr seem uniformly high. This could be the
result of a number of factors.
First, it is possible that aiffusion at 2U torr could reduce the
partial pressure of Si0 in the region of nucleation by as much as a
factor of ,x0.75 as compared to data obtained at 35 or `_u torr. This
small correction would suffice to lower all 20 torr data taken at
temperatures less than 925 a into agreement with higher pressure
results. Second, it snoula be noted that even the 50 torr data at 950
K is slightly nigher than expected from a simple extrapolation of data
taken at lower temperatures. This su6gests the possiblity that as the
crucible temperature increases, the region of nucleation moves away
from the crucible, phis would mean that the weasured ambient
temperatures in the region of nucleation eoulu De too hisn by as much
as 10-15 K while 'Lhe estimated pressures for Si0 could be high by as
much as a factor of 6 aue Lo the additional diffusion of' the monomer
away fran the crucible before nucleation occurs. From previous
temperature calibration measurements, we know .hat the temperature
graaient away from the crucible increases as the temperature of tine
19Y
iFigure j. Supersaturation vs. Ambient Temperature. Shown
taken at 5U torr (filled circles), 35 torr (crosses) and 2(
circles)) for SiU evaporator temperatures of' 1525° K (regi(
K (region b), 1445 9
 K (region C) and less than 1j'/U° K (al.
data). These represent points at which condensation could dust oe
nuted ( j s 1U 11 un -3 - s-1)
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crucible itself increases and as the total pressure decreases.
Tnerefore, the uncertainty in the exact region of nucleation could
account for the ubserved discrepancy of' the low pressure, higher
temperature data. Tnis explanation seems even more reasonable when
one realizes that the uata in region "A" of Figure j was taken at a
crucible temperature of approximately 1525"K. that in region "b" at
1475"K, that in region "(" at 1445"K and all other uata at a crucible
temperature below 137U"K. It should be noted tnat the slope of' the
data in region "A" is approximately the same as that in regions "Lill
and "t:' and also the same as the slope of the low temperature portion
oi* the curve. These regions are merely uisplaced to nigher T and/or
6 as the temperature of' the crucible increases.
U. Analysis via Nucleation Theory
Nucleation theory predicts that the parLicle formation rate
(J) should oe related to S and T uy the following relationship 13
2Y
	 2
112
	
- 16 , y 3 V2
J = — V N 1 	ex 
win	 3k^ Ts(tn;;)Z
where I is the surface free energy, in is the mass of the condensing
wolecule. V 1S the vulune of Lhe condensing mulecule, N 1 is the numuer
density ut' the ,nonomer anu k is boltzndu's consLanL. 11' the variation
in N 1 is 5+11"11, 1L is eas e to %e tnaL ror constant J. an increase in
T necessitates d corresponuing decrease in S.
(4)
20U
Equation ( 4) can be rearranged to the following expression, 	 I
C Y3	 J
2 * Ln (	 ) = Ln (N 1 2 )	 (5)
TJ(LnS)2	 Cly112
where C 1 	[(2V2 )1(*m)) 112 and C2 = 16 x V2/(3k 3). A plot of
(Tj (LnS) 2 ) -1 vs Ln(N 1 2 ) should be a straight line if Y remains
approximately constant over the temperature range of the experiment.
An average value for Y can be obtained from the slope of this line if
V can be estimated. This in turn allows one to calculbte J
independently 1^om the value of the Ln(N 1 2 ) intercept. Figure 4 is a
plot of (T 3 (LnS) 2 ) -1 vs Ln(N 1 2 ) in which the calculated
supersaturations have been corrected empirically for the temperature
of tt ► ,: crucible. As can oe seen, the slopes o: the three sets of data
obtained by a linear regression analysis lie between 4.7 x 10 11 and
5.2 x 10 11 with an average slope of' 4.9 x 10 11 . It we use a value of
2.4 x 10-23 cm j for V, this implies a value of ,r 500 ergs/cm2 for the
,r
surface free energy of the condensate. If' we then use tnis value for
Y . assune a value of 7.3 x 10 -23 g for m and use the value of the
overall Ln(N 1 2 ) intercept given in Figure 4, we calculate J to be
about 5 x 10 1 particles/cm j . This is in reasonable agreement with
our previous estimate 1 ^or J fro{n the optical extinction measurements
discussed above.
2U1
Figure 4. (Tj (LnS) 2 ) -1 vs. in(N, ) 2. Shown are the slope, intercept
and correlation coefficient for runs at 50 torr (filled circles), 35
torr (open circles), 20 torr (crosses) and the combined data as
obtained from a linear regression analysis. Also shown is the
resulting best fit through all of the data.
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4.
iA modification to iiecker-Doring theory 14 predicts U16t the
nucleation rate derived from classlcal Lheury should be modified by an
additional factor of X/S such that
1/2
x	 2Y	 V X N 2	 lb » Y 3
 V2
J , = - - J _	 —	 —	
1 
exp (-
	 )	 (b)
S
	
win	 S	 3 K j T j ( tnS)2
where X is a factor which dceounts for statistical mechanical
cunLriuutions to the free energy of formation of the cluster due to
previously ignureu viurational ano rotational uebrees of freedom. It
we dssuue Lhat X is approximately constant over the temperature range
of the experiment (725-95UK), then a plot of (Tj ( tnS) Z ) -1
 vs Ln(N12IS)
will again yield a sLraidhL line, tike slope of' which is equal to (;2Y3.
Tne L n(N 1 2IS) intercept, however, now equals lin(J/ Y1 1/2 ) - inAJ.
Hecalculat:un of the data plotted In Figure 4 according to equation
(b) yields a value of 65U er b s/cm2 for y. 11' we assune that our
particle production rate must lie Uetween alluut 1U9 and 1010 particles
CM -3
 s-1 as discussed previously, then we 2'ind that 11.5 < jLnX < 25.
	
s	 ,r
IV. UISLUSSIUN
we nave derived values t'or the surlace free energy of our
condensatenuminally S1 2U3 frum plots of (1 j (0 5) 2 ) -1 vs either ln(N12)
or in(N 1 2/S)) of 5uo and 65U ergs/etn 2 respectively. Larder
cOlculatlOns 01 Y oased un extrdpolatwn of measurej values for
31liCluu5 slabs to concentr.,Lluns of 1UU> Zito  yield values in the
region 1t3U-27.3 ergs/cm 2 . 15 ' 1u
 A value of 259 ergs/cw t was derived
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Cfrom measurewents of the heat of solution of amorphous 31lieic acid i7
while tlliot, Gle13er and Ramakrishna id give a value of 350 ergs/am2
for liquid silicates in general. Blander and Katz lg ±stim ate the
surface free energy of solid silicates to be 650 ergs/Cm` . Bruce2U
gives the following formula for the average surface free energy of
a-criatobalite as a function o1' temperature
Y = ( 925 - U.193 T) erds/cm2 ,	 (7)
It sr ►oulu be noted that Y i.,r this allutrope of SiO2 varies only
slowly with temperature. Bruce 2U expects Y for tridymite. which has a
lower density, to be lower and y for quartz to be higher. Since it is
probable that our amorphous condensate has a lower density than any
crystalline form o1' Si U 2 , its surface free energy should be still
lower. It should be noted that Phillip 12 feels that the optical
properties of compounas o1' the type SiU x (0 < x < 2) vary cuntinuously
throughout the series. I1 this applies to other properties as well,
then the value ot' Y for Si lo mould be between that for silica	 30J
ergs/cm 2 ) anu that Of silicon metal (,r 726 erg3/cm2). Therefore, the
values which we ueriv4 (,ryUU ( Y < rb5U eras/an t ) seem quite
reasonable.
Ir spite ul' the tact Lhat we derive reasonable values for bcah Y
and J using techniques based on nucleation theory, one must still
question whether sucri results could oe fortuitous. The fundamental
question in this system is, "what does 5 mean?" We evaporate 1AU and
nucleate Si 2U j . This has previously been noLeu by Day and Uonn 5 and
2U5
is confirmed in these samples by the presence of a characteristic
feature in the infrar.d aosorption spectrum at 11.5 ym21 . Although
the structure of 51 203 has not been definitely determined22,
measurement of the Si concentration in our sample via z—ray
fluorescence confirms this sLoichiometry. One possible structure that
has been suggested for this compound is that of a typical SiU4
tetrahedral network in which every fourth 0 19 cm is Missing22.
If the sample is annealed under vacuum at 75U K for periods on
the order of 10-7.0 hrs the 11.5 pm peak disappears and is replaced by
a peak at 12.5 pin which is characteristic of amorphous silica. It is
not unusual for samples collected in our system to show both 11.5 pm
and 12.5 pm adsorption bands. It is known that SiU is the primary
silicon bearing species in the vapor when either SiO or S1U 2 is
vaporized under reducing conditions. 10 Nevertheless, supersaturation
is defined in terms of the partial pressure of a gas phase species in
eyuiliorium with a solid phase. If the solid pt ►ase wnicti actually
nucle:Les is itself' unstable at the temperatures at which nucleation
occurs, then a '.nermodynamic formula ion of the problem could be in
serious error. Under such conditions. nucleatiun might easily be
controlled by such kinetic considerations as which polytnorpt► first
f'orws a metastable phase even if this phase is not ultimately the most
thermodynamically stable under the conditions of the experiment. 23,24
In fact, Ustwald25 concluded that the most stable phase will generally
not be the first to nucleate.
0
2U6
A further problem arises if one uses our values of Y, T and S in
order to calculate n c , the number of monomers in a "critical" sized
cluster. This is given by standard Becker-poring theory as
n
c 
_ s2 * Y 3 V2!3(KT LnS) J .	 (b)
Typical values of n  derived from our usta indicate that the critical
sized cluster at a temperature of 750K is the monomer. At 90UK the
critical nucleus becones the dimer while at a temperature in excess of
950K nc is the trimer. At such small values of nc the applicibility
of the liquid drop approximation upon which classical nucleation
theory is based becomes extremely doubtful. This in turn leads one to
doubt the validity of a calculation of Y based upon nucleation theory,
even if the value derived seems reasonable, since nucleation theory
itself' may not be applicaule to Lhis sytem.
).n light of the above araunerts, it mighL seem more appropriate
to report the results of nucleation experiments on very reiracLory
species in the manner auopteu by Bauer anu co-worKers. 1,26-26
 They
presenL plots for log P c vs T  of the conditions which yield avalanche
nucleation.	 Pt is defined as the critical partial pressure of the
conuensing specieci (iii Lorr) anu Tc is Lne conuensation teo peraLuro.
Stephens and bauer u gave recently conpleLeo a study 01' the nucleation
of SiOx using a shock tube at• amuient temperatures between ,r 1250 K
anu s 4000 K. Figure 5 is a plot of log P c vs T  under conditions of
avalancre nucleation whicu conuines our data O UU K < T 1, IUUU K)wiLh
that of Stephens anu .jauer t) in the range 125U K < T < 2100 K. Their
20/
Fi u re 5. Low PSia
Pressure (PSiu ) vs.
nucleation was deter
tube experiments of
vs. Ambient 'temperature.
Condensation Temperature
Aed in this work (filled
Stephens and bauer 6 for
Shown is the Critical
at which avalanche
circles) and in the shock
oxygen to silicon ratios
of 3.1 (squires),  1.6 (open circles) and 1.4 ( trian ksles) . Also shown
is an exponential regression best fit Lo our data (correlation
coefficient of .95) extrapolated to that of Stephens and W-jer.6
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data was obtained at calculated 0/Si ratios of 3.1, 1.6 and 1.4
respectively and indicates a tendency for nucleation to occur at lower
Pc at a given temperature as the ratio O/Si increases. Also shown in
Figure 4 is a linear regression fit to equation (9)
Ln P
Si0(torr) = b !nT - to a	 (9)
wnich used only data obtained in this work (7UU K < T ( iOOU K) and
was extrapolated to higher temperatures. We find that Rn a = 70.52, b
= 9.66 witn a correlation coefficient (r2 ) of U.95. The agreement of
4
	
our work with that of Stephens and Bauer seems quite good. This is in
spite of the uncertainty in the exact polymorph of silica which
actually condenses in either system. Stephens and Bauer report
finding amorphous SiO2 in high 0/ Si experiments and a combination of
Si metal and amorptous SiO 2 in low 0/6i runs.6
V. CUNCLUSIUNS
We have demonstrated that controlled, v.:;.roducible nucleation
iments involving refractory oxides can be perfurmed in the
atus described in this report and that the nucleation of SiO is
rmely sensitive to the temperature of the ambient gas. we have
I that the vdpor phase nucleation of S10 in N2 yields the solid
siu (where X s 1.5) rather than Lhe thermodynamically favored
•
let Si02 • Th1s is in agreement with the earlier work of Day aitd
N
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:analysis of our data within the framework of the Hecker- poring or
Blander-Katz theor i es of homogeneous nucleation yield values for the
I
surface free e!iergy; y, of our condensate of 500 ergs/cm2 and 650
ergs/cm2
 respectively. This is within the range which could be
expected of a silicate compound. the composition of which lies between
that of amorphous silica and silicon metal, however, because of the
I	 ^,
difficulty in the formulation of a realistic definition of the
supersaturation ratio. S, for a material whicr preferentially
nucleates into a fora, which itself is thermodynamically unstable,
standard theories of homogeneous nucleation which rely on
thermodynamic argunents may not be applicable. In such a case, a
kinetic theory of nucleation, such as that proposed by Bauer and
Frurip, 2b may be the preferential way to describe the condensation
process.
Finally, we find excellent agreement between our results,
obtaineu at relatively low temperatures and high supersaturations, and
those of Stephens end bauer 6 obtained at much higoer temperatures.
'loth experiments demonstrate that the vapor phase nucleation of Si0
requires a very high degree of supersaturation.
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Chapter 6
The Nucleation and Infrared Spectra of Amorphous Mg—SiO Smokes
binary nucleation processes are expected to be of considerable
importance in the chemically complex astrophysical environments in
which interstellar grains are likely to form (Donn, 1976; Donn et al.
1961). Unfortunately, theoretical treatment of this problem is much
more difficult than for the case of homogeneous nucleation.
Consequently, few theories of binary nucleation exist (Wilemski, 1975
a,b; Reiss, 1950; Hirscht'elder, 1974) and these have usually been
developed to treat nucleation in relatively low temperature systems.
Since most theories of binary nucleation build upon the classical
No
theory of homogeneous nucleation, all of the problems inherent in this
framework are intensified. This is especially true for the vapor
phase nucleation of highly refractory species (Stephens and Bauer,
1981; Nuth and Donn, 19818). It is interesting to note that many of
the treatments of the formation of grains which have appeared in the
astronomical literature (Draine, 1961; Yamamoto and Hasegawa, 19'1'1;
DeGuchi, 1960) have been based upon homogeneous nucleation theory.
Few quantitative studies of the bina r y nucleation of refractory
materials have been published (Stephens and Bauer, 1941) although the
	 A
work of Day and Donn (197o) indicates that considerable
super saturation is necess;iry before condensation occurs in such
214
rsystems. In a previous study ( Nuth and Donn, 1981x; hereafter Paper
I) we reported measurements of the vapor phase nucleation of Si0 in H2
gas as a function of temperature for the range 750K < T < 1000K. We
`, i	 report here measurements of the binary nucleation from the vapor, of a
Mg - SiU - H2 system in the range 7501( < T < 1010K.
Section II presents a brief description of the apparatus used in
this study as well as an outline of our experimental procedure.
Section III presents the experimental data for the nucleation of the
Mg-5104H2 system as compared to that for the "homogeneous" nucleation
of SiU-H 2 (Paper I). Section IV presents the infrareC spectra of
representative samples of condensate both as collected and after
annealing at 1000K and 1250K. Section V discusses the relevance of
this study to the condensation of refractory grains in various
astrophysical environments.
II Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The experimental apparatus used in this study was similar to that
reported in Paper I with several relatively minor modifications. Mg
was introuuced into the furnace systeca by placing a crucible
containing the metal ( and a tnenn:^cduple) within the furnace- 9ho
temperature of the ambient gas the r efore controlled the part
pressure of % within the furnace. Several methods to indeE
vary the Mg pressu r e were tr ied, but all failed to produce
mixed vapor and reproducible results (Work to overcome this
is in progress).
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The Mg partial pressure within the system could be monitored
independently by measuring the strength of the Mg 285.2 nm resonance
line in absorption. because the line was saturateu under most of the
conditions of the experiment only relatively qualitative information
could be obtained. This did show however that the partial pressure of
N within the fur nace was reproducibly controlled by the furnace
temperature. The actual hq pressure was calculated empirically using
the data in the handbook of Chemistry and Physics (53rd Edition) .
This is plotted in Figure 1. As discussed in Paper 1, the partial
pressure of' S10 in the region of c3adensation was determined from the
thermodynamic relationship given by Schick (1960) combined with a
suitable model for the expansion of the SiU vapor from the crucible.
the experimental p r ocedu r e used in this study differed in two
major respects fro ►n that repo r ted in Paper 1. Firs , in ou r previous
study, the temperature of the SiO evaporator wds held approximately
constant while the temperature od the am Uient gas was va r ied Lo
initiate or halt candensation. In this study, because of the
dependence of the Eq partial pressure on the tempe ratur e o1' toe
ambient gas, we attempted to hold the furnace tecnperdLure consLant and
var ied the temperature of the Si0 crucible. 1nis procedure Lends Lc
increase the error in the measurement of the partial pressure od SiU
necessa r y for nucleation since It increases the uncertainty in Lne
temperature of the SiU c r ucible at the tine avalanche nucleation
oegins.
F,r
216
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Figure 1. The partial pressure :)
temperature.

i
Second, because we used the Xe Arc lamp - Monochromater system to
monitor the Mg concentration within the furnace, the time at which
nucleation began or ended was determined by eye franc the presence or
i
absence of light scattered at 90 0 to the beam. As in the previous
study, light scattered from these grains was extr emely blue and 100%
t	 polarized. Experiment ahawed that far the Mg -Si0 system, this method
was, an the average, as sensitive to the onset of candensation as was
•	
monitoring the extinctian of the newly fo rmed particles at 20U M.
Unfortunately, this technique certainly was neitne- as precise nor as
quantitative as that used in the previous study (Paper 1). All runs
were done at a total pressu re of 35 torr of H2.
III Results
Data collected in this study was analyzed using the same
correction factors determined from our previous work (see the
discussion in section III of Paper I). Figure 2 is a plot of the
partial pressure of SiO at which avaA anche nucleation occurs as a
function oi' ambient temperatu r e for the condensation of "pu r e" SiU
(2a) and fa r the Mg-SiU system (2b).
•	 Similarly, Figur e 3 is a plot of the supersaturatxan o2' Si0 (with
respect to SiU salad) necessary to initiate avalanche nucleation i'ar
the SxU-i 2
 system ( Figur e 3a) and i'ar Lne Fig-Si0-i 2 system ( Figure
3b). In bath of these plots, it is obvious that although the presence
of Mg lowers the required 5W pa r tial pressur e to induce avalanche
nucleation at temperatures less than r 9UU-950K, it appea r s that Mg is
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of little, it' any, importance for the onset of condensation at higher
temperatures. This is in spite of Lhe fact that much more Mg is
I
i
present at temperatures in excess of 950K in our system, than at the 	
I
lower tempe ratures whe re it is effective (see Figure 1). The
i
i	 implications of this finding will be discussed in more detail in
section V.
IV Infrared Spectra of Typical Condensates
The infrared spectrum of are average of the material collected
fr^n►
 three seperate nucleation experiments is presented in Figure 4.
Also shown are the spectra of samples of this material annealed under
vacuun for 1, 2, 4, 8, 1b.5 and 30 n:)u r s at 1000K. All spectr a were
obtained by dispersing the sample in finely ground Kbr powder and then
pressing the mixture at 10,000 psi into a clear disk.
Figure 5 shows the spectrum of the material collecte. when pure
Si0 vapor was condensed in H2
 gas (Paper 1). Also shown in Figure 5
is the spectr um of a sample of Si 20 3 smoke annealed at 1250K for 30
minutes. It should be noted that the condensation of Si0 vapor in 35
to rr of H2 gas at temperatures in excess of 75UK produced a mixtu r e of
	
I
amorphous SiU2 and Si 20 3 grains (Pape r 1). This is obvious from the
spectr um of the material since it contains peaks at bDLn 11.4 and 12.5
mic r ons as well as the more familiar peaks nea r, 10 and 20 microns.
Tne peak at 11.4 microns (atLribuLed to Si 2U 3 ) disappear s wnen the
226
Figure 4. The infrared spectrum of an averar
the spectra of smoke samples annealed in vacu-) at 1000K for 1. 2, 4,
8. 16.5 and 30 hours.
A. Unaunealed amorphous magnesium silicate snoke
b. anoke annealed at 1000K for 1 hour
C. SYnoke annealed at 1000K for 2 hours
U. 'inoke annealed at 1000K for 4 hours
E. Smoke annealed at 1000K for 8 hours
F. .4n3ke annealed at 1000K for 16.5 hours
G. ynoke annealed at 1000K for 3U hours
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t 
A. The spectr um of a sample of amorphous quartz prepared by annealing
Si 203 smoke in vacuo at a temperature of 1250K for 30 minutes.
	 .'
B. The spectrum of a smoke produced in the Si0-H 2 system at a
condensation temperature
 of 750K which shows both the 12.5 micron
feature characteristic of amorphous quartz and the 11.2 micron
feature associated with Si 203.
C. The spectr ua of 'pure' Si 20 3 smoke prepares at room temperatu-e.
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sample is annealed in vacuum for ,r 30 minutes at 1250K. This is
indicative of the Vansfonmation of the 51 20 3
 into amorphous Quantz.
V	 Discussion
Our results will be discussed in terms of both their implications
for nucleation theory in general and their relevance to condensation
processes in the circun stellar shells of cool stars.
a. Nucleation Theory
Paper I emphasized that, although the data far pure SiO-H2
nucleation could Le analy-:ed in terms of Classical Nucleation Theory,
this analysis led to some logical inconsistencies. For instance,
using the value for the surface free energ y of the (SiU) x condensate,
one cdlculates that the monomer, diner and triine r consti tute the
critical sized cluster at '150K, 900K, and 950K respectively. An
aduitional problem stems from the tact that the condensaLe in this
system is found to be Si 2U3 rather than the the rmodynamically stable
species SiO2 .	 Tnis causes a problem in that a logical and physically
meaningful definition of supe^satu^ation is difficult to formulate
since the usual definition involves the free ene"gy of formation of
the stable species, while the application refers to the cluste , s which
actually nucleate.
because theories of binary nucleation are generally only
extentions Of Classical hon:)deneous Nucleation Theory, we might expect
234
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similar problems to emerge if such theories were applied to our
results. Unfortunately, additional problems arise since theories of
i	 binary nucleation are really formulated to account for the
prec pitatior of nearly ideal liquid mixtures from vapors 31' two
completely miscrible components. In such a system it is typical that
both species are at least slightly supersaturated. In our system,
although SiU is always supe r saturated, the pressure of magnesium never
exceeds the equilibrium vapor pressure. In fact, the magnesium
concentration most likely remains below the equilibrium value due to
delays inhe r ent in the diffusion of the vapor from the source into the
region of condensation.
Furthermore, we aCLUally condense an amorphous magnesium silicate
(Day and Donn, 19'16) rather than a mixture of madnesuium metal and
silica. in this sense, it would be mo re appropriate to use a theory
of' nucleation developed for systems in which the monomer form of the
condensate must first appea r via chemical reaction In the vapor. Such
a theory has been developed by Katz and Donohue ;19132). In order to
apply this theoreLical treaunenL Lo our data we need to know the
surface tension of our clusters as well as various reaction rates for
the formation of our "monomers" frow a magnesium rich, Sio vapor
diluted in h 2 . UnforLunately we don't know Lhe exact composition of
our "critical" clusters. Furthermore, we really don't even know the
exact Co0p:)slLlon of the important vapor phase monomers - i.e. Mg-Si U,
I	 P4-(S1U) 20 hg-SiU-Mg, SiU-Md, etc. - w ►► lch condense. Although we do►
I	 plan to study Lhls problem in the near futu re using a quadrupole mass
spectr ometer to ;monitor the p r e-nucleation vapor composition as a
2j5
J
function of temperature, pressure and initial chemical compo psition; we
can now simply state the qualitative implication3 of our real:lts.
Inspection of Figures 2 and 3 indicates that the presence of
magnesium vapor reduce3 the concentration of SiO needed to initiate
avalanche nucleation for temperatures less than about 925K. Iris is
to be expected if Mg-SiO clusters are important nucleating species.
At temperatures in excess of 925K, such clusters apparently become
less stable than those involving only SiU, even though the
concentration of magne31= in the vapor is 2 or 3 orders of
magnititude greater than that of S1U (see Eigs. 1 and 2). Nucleation
unde r such conditions is therefore initiated by the p recipitation of
(SiU) x
 ,'rbw Lhe vap.1r.
Inspection Df the infrared specturm of our "magnesium silicate"
(Fidure 4) shaws substantial differences from that of Si 2U 3
 smoke
(Figur e 5) nucleated from a SiU4i 1 system (Paper 1). This indicates
that although formation of (61U) x ciu5te r 3 way initiate the nucleation
process in our N-SiU-H 2 System at high temperatu r es, magnesium is
apparently still :nc_rporated into the grains during Lhe g,-)wLh
process.
D. AsLr:>pnysiedl Implications
•
•
These resulL3 nave LwD major implications with regard Lo Lne
formation of refractory grains in the regions surrounding cool stars.
F1 I* 3t. C:)rjuenSatl:)n In sucn S)UrCeS may be initiated by the forini.tion
236
1
of (&U) x cluster s, although the com positi3n if the resultant grains
would then be subject to modifications by subsequent reaction with
otner refractory constituents also p resent in the gas. Second, it may
be possible to observe distinct chemical differences in the infrared
spectra of grains newly formed in stellar sources, especially compared
to those grains which may nave undergone significant reprocessing such
as those in molecular clouds. These implications will Le discussed in
w
more detail below.
Grain Formation: It has been shown that the vibrational population of
SiO molecules in ci rcumsLellar regions is characterized by a
temperature significantly below the kinetic temperaLure of the ambient
gas ( NULh and Dann, 1961b). It is well known that tt,e rates 51' gas
phase reactions are ve r y sensitive La the vlbratlanal states a1 the
reactants (Yalanyi, 197}; bartizek et al, 1981). It is quite
passible, Lherefore that nucleation in stellar sour ces could still be
initiated by Mg—s10 cluste r s if such clusters could be further
stabilized by radiative cooling. Of course. Lhere is the additional
passibility that Fe—SiU or any nunber of combinations of the more
aoundant refracto r y elements might also be impo r tant sour ces of
c:ndensatian nuclei. This possibility can however be checked by
t laboratory sLuuies similar Lo tn:se reported in this work.
Infrared Observations: Figure b is the spect r um of Uri26.5 + 0.6 from
the work of Forrest et al (1978) taken in Ap r il/May 1975 and again
ray/June 1976. Severdl paints should be rated. First, in the
:;pect r un obLalned in Apr11/Play 191`a, it 13 passible Lo identity 151nL'na
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Figure 6. The infrared spectrum of OH 26.5 • 0.6 obtained over a two
year period after an infrared brightening (Forrest et al.,19'16) and
which 3h3w3 features at 11.2, 12.5, 18-19, 20 and 22-2j microns
suggestive of the featurP3 in Si 20 j , amDrphous quartz and partially
annealed Mg-S10 snakes.
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rat r10. 11 aid 12.5 microns. This could easily be attributed to a
small population of S1 2U 3/amorph -)us SiO2 grains ( see Figur e 5)
combined with a more numerous population of partially annealed Mg-SiO
grains. There is even the suggestion of the peak at P9.2 microns due
to amorphous Quantz. although this is much more speculative.
A second point to note is that the spectrum at' this object
cha % es with time in a manner suggestive of the annealing of our
Mg-SiU smoke ( Figure 4) . In othe r words, definite structure begins to
appear within the 10 micron band suggestive of the formation of a more
c r ystalline solid. The irregula r scatter in this spectrun is not due
to randam noise but is real (Merrill. 1981) and due to the pointwise
procedure used to obtain the measurements.
The third interesting point is the similarity of the 16-25 micron
spectrun of this object La that of our amorphous magnesium silicate.
UH26.5 + 0.6 may show weak features at slb-19. 20 aria P22-23 microns.
At least two of these components can be reprauuced in the laboratory
(Figures 4 and 5). Future experiments using additional condensible
species ( i.e. Fe or Ni) may allow other residuals within these rather
broad features to be better identified.
T
The previous rema r ks indicate Lhat much more info rmation about	 i
the chemical nature of the d rains in cire unstellar sources can be
obtained from infrared observations tnan has hitherto been expected.
In this regard, high resolution continuous spectra in the 6-1j and
16-25 micron regions of grain forming circunstellar shells could be
24U
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especially interesting since such material represents new interstellar
grains which have undergone little reprocessing or annealing.
Comparison with the chemical state of "average" interstellar material
Might reveal the process by which suci ► fresh g rains are annealed,
homoginized and mixea to yield the nonnal population of "silicates"
I
	 seen in dense clouus.
0	 Even in such homogenizea materials it should be noted that some
st r ucture within. the 10 micron featu re is evident in the literature.
For instance, the spectrum ^)f the Trapezium shows a peak nea r
 11
microns (E'orrest, Gillett and Stein, 19'15) while that of the bN-KL
co►nplex shows a definite ieatu r C at 12.5 n,ic r ons as well as possible
str ucture within the 10 micron peak itself' (Uillett and Forrest,
1973) .
VI C:)nclusions
We have aemonsLraLed that the nuc le.Ation ba r rier in to-! system
Pig-JiU-H2 at temperatures less than ,r925k is lower than that f-)r
SiU-H 2 alone. At temperatures in excess of J'925K however, nucleation
in the Mg-SiU-H 2 system is unaffected by the presence of magnesium.
I
	 This could have interesting applications to the problem of
condensation in the atmospheres of cool stars.
i
we have also deinonst r dted an interesting corresponJence between
small reslJuals seen in the infrared spectra of various estronomical
s our ces (ti microns < A < 25 wic r ons) 3nJ Lne spectr a of S pe eit'ie
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laboratory condensed silicates. We suggest that more careful infrared
observation of such sources could reveal valuable information about
the chemical state of the grains. This could in turn lead :o a better
understanding of the processes which trdnfo!m newly formed dust into
the relatively homogeneous material ooserved in the general
interstellar medium.
	 r
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